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Preface

This is the annual report of the Center for Nuclear Study (CNS), Graduate School of Science, the
University of Tokyo, for the fiscal year 2015 (April 2015 through March 2016). During this period, a
lot of research activities in various fields of nuclear physics have been carried out and a wide variety of
fruitful results have been obtained at CNS. This report summarizes research such activities. I hereby
mention some highlights of the report.

The Center for Nuclear Study (CNS) aims to elucidate the nature of nuclear system by producing the
characteristic states where the Isospin, Spin and Quark degrees of freedom play central roles. These
researches in CNS lead to the understanding of the matter based on common natures of many-body
systems in various phases. We also aim at elucidating the explosion phenomena and the evolution
of the universe by the direct measurements simulating nuclear reactions in the universe. In order to
advance the nuclear science with heavy-ion reactions, we develop AVF upgrade, CRIB and SHARAQ
facilities in the large-scale accelerators laboratories RIBF. We started a new project OEDO for a new
energy-degrading scheme, where a RF deflector system is introduced to obtain a good quality of low-
energy beam. We promote collaboration programs at RIBF as well as RHIC-PHENIX and ALICE-
LHC with scientists in the world, and host international meetings and conferences. We also provide
educational opportunities to young scientists in the heavy-ion science through the graduate course as a
member of the department of physics in the University of Tokyo and through hosting the international
summer school.

The NUSPEQ (NUclear SPectroscopy for Extreme Quantum system) group studies exotic struc-
tures in high-isospin and/or high-spin states in nuclei. The CNS GRAPE (Gamma-Ray detector Ar-
ray with Position and Energy sensitivity) is a major apparatus for high-resolution in-beam gamma-ray
spectroscopy. Missing mass spectroscopy using the SHARAQ is used for another approach on ex-
otic nuclei. In 2015, the following progress has been made. Experimental data taken in 2013 under
the EURICA collaboration has been analyzed for studying octupole deformation in neutron-rich Ba
isotopes and preparing publication. Exothemic charge exchange reaction (8He,8Li∗(1+)) on 4He has
been analyzed for studying spin-dipole response of few-body system on the photon line. The tetra-
neutron studied by the 4He(8He,8Be)4n reaction, showing a candidate of the ground state of the tetra
neutrons just above the 4n threshold as well as continuum at higher excitation energy, has been pub-
lished. We plan to measure the reaction with better statistics and more accuracy in missing mass. The
readout system of 14 detectors of the CNS GRAPE was upgraded, where digital pulse data taken by
sampling ADCs are analyzed by FPGAs on boards.

The nuclear astrophysics group in CNS is working for experimental researches using the low-energy
RI beam separator CRIB. In 2015, experiments on the alpha-cluster structure in 14C and 19Ne nuclei,
18F(p, α) astrophysical reaction using the Trojan Horse method with a improved precision, and the
17F+Ni scattering near the Coulomb barrier were performed at CRIB under international collabora-
tions including Korean, Italian, and Chinese groups. The call for CRIB proposals at the NP-PAC has
been resumed in 2014, and 3 new proposals were approved in 2015.

Main goal of the quark physics group is to understand the properties of hot and dense nuclear
matter created by colliding heavy nuclei at relativistic energies. The group has been involved in the
PHENIX experiment at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
and the ALICE experiment at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. As for PHENIX, the group has
been concentrating on the physics analysis involving dielectron measurement in Au+Au collisions.
As for ALICE, the group has involved in the data analyses, which include the measurement of low-
mass lepton pairs in Pb-Pb and p-Pb collisions, heavy flavor baryon measurements in pp and p-Pb
collisions, particle correlations with large rapidity gap in p-Pb collisions, and searches for dibaryons
in Pb-Pb collisions. The group has involved in the ALICE-TPC upgrade using a Gas Electron Mul-
tiplier (GEM). Performance evaluation of the MicroMegas + GEM systems for the upgrade has been



performed. R&D of GEM and related techniques has been continuing. Development of Teflon GEM
has been progressing in collaboration with the Tamagawa group of RIKEN.

The Exotic Nuclear Reaction group studies various exotic reactions induced by beams of unstable
nuclei. In 2015, analyses of experiments performed in 2014 showed progress: (1) parity transfer
probe of the (16O, 16 F(g.s)) reaction on 12C gave an enhancement on 0− states in 12B near zero
degrees demonstrating the effectiveness of this reaction, (2) the spectrum of two-neutron relative
momentum in knockout reactions from Borromean nucleus 11Li was successfully decomposed into
each angular momentum and a candidate of a d-wave resonance was found.

The OEDO/SHARAQ group promotes high-resolution experimental studies of RI beams by using
the high-resolution beamline and SHARAQ spectrometer. A mass measurement by TOF-Br tech-
nique was performed for very neutron-rich calcium isotopes around N=34. For the experiment, we
introduced new detector devices. A set of diamond detectors, developed as timing counters with ex-
cellent resolution, were installed as time-of- flight counters at the first and final foci of the beam line.
Clover-type Ge detectors were installed at the final focal plane of the SHARAQ spectrometer for the
first time, enabling particle identification of RI beams by probing delayed gamma rays from known
isomeric states of specific nuclei. The OEDO project, which is a major upgrade of the high-resolution
beamline for high-quality RI beams with energies lower than 100 MeV/u, is ongoing. The basic mag-
net arrangement and ion optics was fixed. We will finish the construction of the new beamline before
March, 2017.

Two types of gaseous active target TPCs called GEM-MSTPC and CAT are developed and used
for the missing mass spectroscopy in inverse kinematics. The common remarkable features of these
detectors are the capabilities of the high intensity beam injection and the low energy recoil mea-
surement. The astrophysical reactions of (α ,p) on 18Ne, 22Mg and 30S were measured by using the
GEM-MSTPC. The alpha emission following the beta decay of 16N was measured with the GEM-
MSTPC in combination with the gating grid. The present topic of the CAT is the monopole transition
strength distribution in nuclei extracted via deuteron inelastic scattering. We measured the deuteron
scattering off 132Xe and 16O to study the equation of state of nuclear matter and the cluster structure,
respectively, at the HIMAC in Chiba. The measurement of deuteron inelastic scattering off 132Sn will
be performed in RIBF soon.

We measured the proton resonance elastic scattering with the energy degraded 34Si beam at RIPS
facility. This experiment aims to get the excitation function with higher statistics and better energy
resolution than the previous experiment. Though the beam intensity was less than expected, we
successfully observed the excitation function. We are also developing two types of the exotic targets,
Ti-3H and high-spin isomeric state of 178m2Hf. For the first target, we tested vulnerability with Ti-D
which has an atomic ratio of 1:0.2 as the first step. We are going to test the uniformity and impurity
in　 the target with 20Ne beam of 8.2 MeV/u. For the second target, we measured the production
cross section of natYb(a,2n) reaction and conducted the chemical separation. Although the activities
of other short-lived isotopes are around 10MBq, we successfully identified the cascade decay from
178m2Hf of about 100 Bq by employing EURICA. We obtained the condition for mass production of
178m2Hf at RIBF.

One of the major tasks of the accelerator group is the AVF upgrade project that includes develop-
ment of ion sources, upgrading the AVF cyclotron of RIKEN and the beam line to CRIB. Development
of ECR heavy ion sources is to provide new HI beams, higher and stable beams of metallic ions, and
to improve the control system. The Hyper ECR and the Super ECR sources provide all the beams for
the AVF cyclotron and support not only CRIB experiments but also a large number of RIBF experi-
ments. Injection beam monitoring and control are being developed and studied. Detailed study of the
optics from the ion sources are expected to improve transmission and qualities of beams for the RIBF
facility.

The nuclear theory group has been promoting the CNS-RIKEN collaboration project on large-
scale nuclear structure calculations and performed shell-model calculations under various collabora-



tions with many experimentalists for investigating the exotic structure of neutron-rich nuclei, such as
37,38Si, 50Ar and 80,82Zn. We also participated in activities of HPCI Strategic Programs, which was
finished at the end of FY2015. Since FY2015, we joined a new project “Priority Issue 9 to be tackled
by using the Post-K Computer” and promotes computational nuclear physics utilizing supercomput-
ers.

The 14th CNS-EFES International Summer School (CNS-EFES15) has been organized in August
2015 with many invited lecturers including four foreign distinguished physicists.

Finally, I thank Mr. Yoshimura, Mr. Oki and other administrative stuff members for their heartful
contributions throughout the year.

Susumu Shimoura
Director of CNS
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Experimental Nuclear Physics:
Low and Intermediate Energies





Separated flow operation of the SHARAQ spectrometer for in-flight
proton-decay experiments

M. Dozono, T. Uesakaa, S. Michimasa, M. Takaki, M. Kobayashi, M. Matsushita, S. Ota,
H. Tokieda, and S. Shimoura

Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
aRIKEN Nishina Center

The SHARAQ spectrometer [1] is a high resolution
magnetic spectrometer designed for radioactive isotope
(RI) beam experiments at the RI Beam Factory (RIBF).
The spectrometer has been used in various precise mea-
surements in combination with the high-resolution beam
line [2]. Among physics programs performed, the most
characteristic one is a new missing mass spectroscopy with
an RI beam used as a “probe”. With the SHARAQ,
investigations of spin-isospin properties in nuclei have
been strongly promoted by RI-induced charge-exchange
reactions such as (t,3He), (12N,12C), (10C,10B), and
(8He,8Be).

In this report, we present a recent development of the
ion-optical mode of SHARAQ operation for the coinci-
dent measurement of a proton and a heavy-ion fragment.
The new mode, called the “separated flow mode” enables
the invariant-mass spectroscopy of proton-unbound states
with the SHARAQ, and thus extends the research field
in the nuclear chart toward proton-rich nuclei. In addi-
tion, proton-unbound nuclei can be used as probe parti-
cles. One interesting example is the parity-transfer reaction
(16O,16F(0−,g.s.)) [3]. This reaction has a unique sensitiv-
ity to unnatural parity states, and can be used as a powerful
tool to probe 0− states in a target nucleus.

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the SHARAQ spectrometer.
The SHARAQ spectrometer consists of three quadrupole
magnets (Q1, Q2, and Q3), and two dipole magnets (D1
and D2) in a “QQDQD”configuration. The inset shows
the tracking detector system at S1, which consists of two
MWDCs and two plastic scintillators.

In the separated flow mode, the SHARAQ spectrometer
is used as two spectrometers with different magnet config-
urations of “QQD” and “QQDQD” at the same time (see
Fig. 1). The reaction products from the target (S0) are sepa-

rated and analyzed in either of these two configurations de-
pending on their mass-to-charge ratios (A/Z). The particles
with A/Z ∼ 1, such as protons, are analyzed in the “Q1-Q2-
D1” configuration and detected in the S1 focal plane, which
is located on the low-momentum side downstream of the D1
magnet. On the other hand, the heavy-ion products are ana-
lyzed in the “Q1-Q2-D1-Q3-D2” configuration to increase
the resolving power and detected at the S2 final focal plane.
Therefore, this new technique enables us to perform coinci-
dence measurements of the proton and heavy-ion pairs pro-
duced in the decays of proton-unbound states in nuclei. De-
tails of the ion-optical designs can be found in Ref. [4].

Figure 2: (a) Yields and (b) detection efficiency, for the
15O+ p coincidence events, as a function of relative energy.

The performance of the separated flow mode is stud-
ied with the (16O,16F) reaction. A primary 16O beam at
247 MeV/u and 107 pps is transported to the S0 target po-
sition. The beam line is set to be dispersion-matched to the
SHARAQ. A plastic scintillator with a thickness of 1 mm is
used as a reaction target. The outgoing 15O+ p produced in
the decay of 16F are measured in coincidence. The momenta
of the particles are analyzed using the SHARAQ spectrom-
eter. The 15O particles are detected with two low-pressure
MWDCs in the S2 focal plane, while the protons are de-
tected with two MWDCs in the S1 focal plane.

Figure 2(a) shows the relative energy (Erel) spectrum for
the 15O+ p coincidence events. The obtained Erel resolu-
tion is 100 keV (FWHM), and the 0− g.s. of 16F (Erel =
0.535 MeV) is clearly separated from the excited states, the
1− state at 0.193 MeV (Erel = 0.728 MeV) and the 2− state
at 0.424 MeV (Erel = 0.959 MeV).
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Figure 3: (a) Kinematic correlation for the 1H(16O,16F(2−,0.424 MeV)) reaction. The horizontal and vertical axes
represent the kinetic energy of 16F (E(16F)) and the reaction angle (θreac ), respectively. (b) The projection of the events
in the region between the dashed lines in (a) onto the E(16F) axis. (c) The projection of the events in the region between
the dotted lines in (a) onto the θreac axis.

We also evaluate the detection efficiency for the 15O+ p
coincidence events from the Monte Carlo simulation, where
the acceptance and the finite resolution in angles and mo-
menta are taken into account. The result is shown in
Fig. 2(b) as a function of Erel. The obtained efficiency is
0.189 at Erel = 0.535 MeV, which is mainly determined by
the angular acceptance for the proton.

We evaluate resolutions of the 16F kinetic en-
ergy E(16F) and the reaction angle θreac using the
(16O,16F(2−,0.424 MeV)) reaction on hydrogens in the
plastic scintillator. Figure 3(a) shows the kinamatic cor-
relation between E(16F) and θreac. For the identification
of 16F(2−), the events in the relative energy region of
Erel = 0.88–1.04 MeV are selected in the analysis. We make
two projections from Fig. 3(a). One is gated by θreac = 0.0–
2.5 mrad and projected onto the E(16F) axis [Fig. 3(b)]. The
other distribution is gated by E(16F)= 3929.5–3930.5 MeV
and projected onto the θreac axis [Fig. 3(c)]. The width of
the E(16F) distribution in Fig. 3(b) is 2.7 MeV FWHM. The
intrinsic energy resolution is evaluated to be about 2.0 MeV
FWHM by considering the energy straggling of the particles
in the target (∼ 1.8 MeV). We also determine the θreac res-
olution to be 2.9 mrad FWHM from the width of the distri-
bution in Fig. 3(c). This value is comparable to the angular
spread of the beam of about 3 mrad, and thus the intrinsic
angular resolution of the spectrometer seems to be much
better.

Table 1 summarizes performances of our system. For
the invariant-mass measurement, we compare our perfor-
mances with those of the magnetic analysis system with the
large-acceptance spectrometer KaoS at GSI; with this sys-
tem, Iwasa et al. [5] measured the Coulomb dissociation of
8B into 7Be and a proton at 254 MeV/nucleon. As can be
seen from Table 1, our resolution is better by a factor of
about 3, while the efficiency is smaller by a factor of about
4. This is because momentum and angular acceptances in
the SHARAQ spectrometer are smaller at the cost of higher
resolutions.

For the missing-mass measurement, high energy and an-
gular resolutions of 2.7 MeV and 2.9 mrad are achieved at a
beam energy of 247 MeV/u. Such an accurate missing-mass
measurement combined with an invariant-mass method

This work Iwasa et al. [5]
Spectrometer SHARAQ KaoS

Beam energy 247 MeV/u 254 MeV/
nucleon

Measured 16F → 15O+ p 8B → 7Be+ pproducts

Relative energy 0.10 MeV at 0.26 MeV at
resolution Erel = 0.535 MeV Erel = 0.6 MeV

Efficiency
0.189 at ∼ 0.8 at
Erel = 0.535 MeV Erel = 0.6 MeV

Kinetic energy 2.7 MeV at
–

resolution ∼ 3940 MeV

Reaction angle
2.9 mrad –

resolution

Table 1: Performances of separated flow mode of the
SHARAQ spectrometer. Performances of the magnetic
analysis system with the KaoS spectrometer are also shown
for comparison.

gives unique opportunities to explore little-studied excita-
tion modes in nuclei using new types of reaction probes
with particle-decay channels.
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The cosmological theory of Big Bang is the greatest
achievement of the modern science, which is supported by
three fundamental observational evidences: the cosmic mi-
crowave background, Hubble’s law of the galaxies, and the
abundance ratio of the primordial light elements. The re-
spective observation and theoretical calculation are consis-
tent with high accuracies. However, for the 7Li abundance,
there is a discrepancy that the observation is about 3 times
smaller than the calculation, called as “7Li problem” which
has been investigated from various approaches. The 7Li
abundance depends on that of 7Be at the end of Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN) rather than the 7Li production dur-
ing BBN because surviving 7Be decay into 7Li by electron
capture after BBN, whereas 7Li can be easily destroyed by
the 7Be(n,α)4He reaction. The only parameter of BBN
calculation is the baryon density which is accurately de-
termined, and this simulation is called out numerically by
taking many possible paths of nuclear reaction network into
account. Therefore, for more precise BBN calculation, in-
formations of nuclear reaction cross section is necessary.

We aim to reduce the uncertainty of calculation for BBN
by measuring reaction cross sections of the 7Be(n,p)7Li
and 7Be(n,α)4He reactions which are related to the 7Be
abundance during BBN. The first reaction has been consid-
ered as the main process to destroy 7Be during BBN. There
are some studies by direct measurement [1] up to 13.5 keV
and by time-reversal measurement [3–6] above that energy.
However, the transition to the first excited state of 7Li has
never been considered at all. Figure.1 shows a possible con-
tribution evaluated by R-matrix simulation. According to a

Figure 1: R-matrix simulation for possible contributions
from the 7Be(n,p)7Li channel going to the 1− state reso-
nance around Ex=19.3 MeV

recent study [2], the sensitivity of the 7Li abundance to this
reaction is expressed by

∂ logY7Li
∂ log⟨σv⟩7Be

=−0.71, (1)

where Y7Li is the yield of 7Li and ⟨σv⟩7Be is the reaction

rate of 7Be(n,p)7Li. This means that if the reaction rate is
doubled, the yield becomes about half, and the 7Be(n,p)7Li
rection rate could affect 7Li abundance significantly. For
the second reaction, this reaction has not been considered
in the BBN reaction network until recently, and there are
not sufficient experimental data near BBN energies. The
reaction rate has only 1 significant digit based on published
rate [8–10] in the BBN network calculation [7], which re-
sults in the uncertainty of 7Li abundance about 40%, and a
new measurement is desired.

We will apply the indirect method, the Trojan Horse
method (THM) [11], because this method is useful for as-
sessing neutron-induced reaction at low energies. If we
use THM we can measure the half-off-energy-shell (HOES)
cross section covering down to Gamow-peak energy region
via three-body reaction. In THM approach, the two-body
cross section for the process of interest, a+ x → c+ d, is
determined by selecting the quasi-free (QF) contribution of
a three-body reaction, a+b→ c+d+s, the “TH nucleus” b
consists of x+ s. In the hypothesis of the QF process, the s
nucleus will act as a spectator and virtually only x nucleus
joins the reaction. The THM is expressed in the framework
of the Plain Wave Impulse Approximation, where the three-
body reaction cross section is proportional to the cross sec-
tion of HOES binary reaction of our interest;

d3σ
dΩ1Ω2dE1

∝ (KF)|ϕ(ps)|2
dσ(E)

dΩHOES , (2)

where (KF) is called as kinematic factor which depends on
experimental setup and |ϕ(ps)| is momentum distribution
of TH nucleus including spectator. In our case, deuteron is
the TH nucleus and proton will act as the spectator. Thus,
the cross sections of the 7Be(n,p)7Li and 7Be(n,α)4He
reactions will be obtained via the 7Be(d,7Lip)p and
7Be(d,αα)p reactions, respectively.

This experiment is going to be held at CRIB of CNS lo-
cated at the RIBF of RIKEN Nishina Center. We already
have a lot of experiences to produce almost pure 7Be beam
[12–14] near our demand (1 × 106 pps at 28 MeV). 7Be
beam can be produced by the 7Li(p,n)7Be (Q = −1.644
MeV) reaction in inverse kinematics. We requested a 7Li2+

primary beam at 5.0 MeV/u with 500 pµA. The expected
secondary 7Be beam energy is 3.4 MeV/u on CD2 target.

We plan to detect the α-α and the 7Li-p coincidence
events and reconstruct three body kinematics from the beam
bombarding energy, the beam trajectory, the energies of
emitted two particles, the scattering angles and the reaction
Q-value. Figure 2 indicates angular and energy correlations
for each reactions by Monte Carlo calculation.

The whole allowed kinematic area is represented by
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Figure 2: Correlations of energy and angle. Top two figures
are for the 7Be(d,7Lip)p reaction and bottom two for the
7Be(d,αα)p reaction.

black dots, the area for spectator momentum range |ps|< 30
MeV/c by blue (or dark gray) and the area for |ps| < 10
MeV/c by red (or light gray). We will put silicon-detectors
at ±13◦, ±35◦ and ±57◦ to select the momentum range
of spectator for QF mechanism, and identify coincidence
events. We can measure cross sections around BBN energy
illustrated in Figure 3 if we select momentum range of spec-
tator as |ps|< 30 MeV/c. The tentative design of the exper-

Figure 3: Coverage of Ec.m. range with our measurement

imental setup for this experiment is shown in Figure 4. We
will use a CD2 target with a thickness of 50 µg/cm2 causing
the energy straggling of about 100 keV, so we can separate
the ground state and the 1st excited state (478 keV) by Q-
value. First Micron-SSD ∆E1 (Figure 4) will be put only
at ±13◦ for the identification of 7Li. Considering above
simulations, typical three-body cross section, total solid an-
gle, beam intensity, number of deuteron in CD2 target and
QF process contribution, the expected yield is 1.5× 10−4

cps/50-keV bin, that is, 150 count/50-keV bin in 12-days
run. This experiment is going to be performed in Novem-
ber, 2016.

Figure 4: A schematic view of experimental setup
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The special attention has been devoted to the reactions
induced by the weakly bound nuclear systems [1, 2]. In the
interaction process, the weakly bound projectile can eas-
ily break up into smaller fragments due to the small bind-
ing energy, leading to strong couplings of continuum states
with discrete ones [3]. Moreover, the consequence of the
breakup channel on the fusion process is still controversial,
from not only theoretically, but also experimentally [4, 5]:
the removal of the incident flux arising from the breakup re-
action would lead to fusion suppression; on the other hand,
the coupling to the breakup channel can change the bar-
rier distribution which could result in fusion enhancement.
Therefore, a detailed knowledge on the breakup process is
important to understand the reaction induced by the weakly
bound nucleus thoroughly.

Thus we undertook the investigation of the system
17F+58Ni with the energies around the Coulomb barrier.
With low threshold of 0.6 MeV of 17F, the breakup channel
of 17F→16O+p is expected to take place easily. However,
16O could be produced both in breakup and transfer reac-
tions, and the origin of 16O can only be distinguished by
means of complete-kinematics coincidence measurement.
Recently, a new detector array has been built up [6], to
perform a complete-kinematics measurement. The array,
as shown in Fig. 1, consists of ten detector units, each of
which contains one ion-chamber (IC), one double-side sili-
con detector (DSSD, 60 µm, with an active area of 50×50
mm2 and strip width of 3 mm), and two quartered silicon
detectors (QSDs, the thicknesses are 300 µm and 1000 µm,
respectively). With the telescope consisted of the IC and
DSSD, the heavy ions, such as 17F and 16O, could be distin-
guished. While for the light particles produced in the reac-
tion process, like proton and alpha, they could be identified
by the two QSDs.

This array is a powerful tool for the study of reac-
tion mechanism, especially for the breakup mechanism of
weakly bound nuclei, for its outstanding advantages: 1)
Multi-telescopes structure. The multi-layer structure of the
detector unit makes it possible to identify heavy and light

Figure 1: (a) The schematic diagram of the detector array.
The symbols U1 to U10 demonstrate 10 detector units. (b)
The de-construction diagram of one detector unit. The sym-
bol IC represents the ion-chamber, D1 is the DSSD with the
thickness of 60 µm, D2 and D3 are the QSDs with thickness
of 300 µm and 1000 µm, respectively.

Figure 2: Discrimination of 17F and 16O with the time of
RF versus PPAC.
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Figure 3: Identification of particles yielding from 17F+58Ni
at Elab(17F)=59.7 MeV. Symbols QSD1 and QSD2 repre-
sent the QSDs with the thichness of 300 µm and 1000 µm,
respectively.

ions simultaneously. 2) Large angle coverage. The angle
range covered by the array is from 15.2◦ to 164.8◦ in the
laboratory frame. Such a large angle coverage is beneficial
to obtain the information of the angle correlation, and re-
construct the intermediate state before the breakup. 3) High
detect efficiency. Take 17F breaking up into 16O and pro-
ton as an example, the detect efficiency is as high as 10%
according to the simulation result.

Based on this detector array, the experiment on the
17F+58Ni system was performed at CNS Radio Isotope
Beam (CRIB) separator from Dec. 10th to 19th, 2015. The
radioactive 17F was produced by the 2H(16O,17F) reaction
using a 6.6 MeV/u 16O primary beam impinging on a H2
gas target. Four different 17F secondary beam energies were
obtained. The first one is 59.7 MeV, which was achieved
with a gas pressure of 254 torr and a Al degrader with a
thickness of 5 µm. Then by increasing the gas pressure
and Al degrader up to 262 torr and 12 µm, as well as 316
torr and 17 µm, the beam energies of 49.7 MeV and 46
MeV were obtained, respectively. The last energy, 65 MeV,
was achieved with a gas pressure of 250 torr and without
a degrader. After selection by the WF and tracked by two
PPACs, the secondary beam, with an intensity of 6-10×105

pps, was then impinged on the secondary target, 58Ni, with
a thickness of 1 mg/cm2. The discrimination of 17F by the
time of RF versus PPAC is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen
that the secondary beam 17F can be distinguished clearly,
with the purity of about 82%. The particle identification by
the first detector unit (θ lab from 15.2◦ to 30.5◦) is shown in
Fig. 3. It can be seen that both the heavy (17F and 16O) and
the light (proton) ions can be distinguished clearly.

The data analysis is in progress now.
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The neutron number N = 40 is one of the regions of
interest to understand nuclear structure. For instance, the
proton number Z = 28 is magic and an energy gap at N =
40 between the p f shell and νg9/2 makes 68

28Ni40 a doubly
magic nucleus. Actually, the Coulomb excitation measure-
ment of 68Ni indicates N = 40 neutron subshell closure in
the 68Ni [1, 2]. However, according to recent mass mea-
surements in the neutron-rich Ni isotopes, the N = 40 shell
closure is not evident when inferred from changes in the two
neutron separation energies [3, 4]. The experimental infor-
mation of νg9/2 near N = 40 is essential for understanding
the nuclear structure.

We performed an isomeric γ-ray spectroscopy of the
neutron-rich near N = 40 at the RI Beam Factory (RIBF)
of RIKEN Nishina Center. Neutron-rich nuclear isomers
were produced by using projectile fragmentation reaction
of 345 MeV/u 70Zn beam bombarding a Be production tar-
get. The typical intensity of the primary beam was 75
pnA. The fragments were separated and identified in the Bi-
gRIPS, the High Resolution Beam Line (HR Beam Line),
and the SHARAQ spectrometer on an event-by-event basis
by measurements of A/Q and Z. The A/Q value was ob-
tained from the time-of-flight (TOF) and magnetic rigidity
(Bρ) measured in the second stage of the BigRIPS separa-
tor, the HR Beam Line and the SHARAQ (between F3 to
S2 focal planes). The Z value was obtained from the energy
loss (∆E) measured in a silicon strip detector (SSD) at the
final focal plane S2. The schematic view of the beam line is
shown in Fig. 1 (a). The TOF was obtained by diamond de-
tectors [5] between F3 and S2 focal planes. The Bρ value
was determined by position measurement using a parallel
plate avalanche counter (PPAC) located at the dispersive fo-
cus position of the SHARAQ (S0). A detailed explanation
of experimental setup is presented in [6].

The detector setup for the delayed γ-rays measurement at
the downstream of S2 (S2+) are shown in Fig. 1 (b). The RI
beam was implanted into a 20-mm-thick plastic scintillator.
The γ-rays from implanted beam were detected by a γ-ray
detector array, consisting of 2 HPGe clovers and 16 NaI(Tl)

detectors. The γ-rays data were acquired with single trig-
gers from the HPGe or NaI(Tl) detectors, without beam
trigger from the beamline data acquisition (DAQ). The data
of γ-rays were correlated with the data of particle identified
using a common timestamp, and were recorded without any
hardware time window. Delayed γ-rays within < 5 msec
from beam implantation were regarded as valid events since
that time window is much shorter than the beam rate which
was 2 kcps on an average at the most. The experimental
setup in detail is found in [7].

Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of the BigRIPS, the HR
Beam line and the SHARAQ beam line (a), and the stop-
per and detector setups at S2+ (b).

Table 1 summarize six known nuclear isomers in the
present experiment along with the γ-ray energies (Eγ ) and
the half-lives (T1/2). The known isomers observed in the
present work are consistent with the previous work.

We discovered two new isomers in very neutron-rich nu-
clei: 58

21Sc37 and 61
22Ti39 and obtained a wealth of spectro-

scopic information such as γ-ray energies, half-lives, and
γ-ray relative intensities, and found a candidate of new iso-
mer: 63

24Cr39.
Figure 2 (a) and (c) show a delayed γ-ray energy spec-
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Table 1: γ-ray energies and half-lives of previously known
isomers observed in the present work.

Isomers Eγ [keV] T1/2[µs]
60Vm [Ref. [8, 9]] 99.6(1)stat(4)sys 0.221(13)

103.7(2)stat(4)sys
59Tim [Ref. [9]] 108.9(4)sys 0.572(19)

56Scm [Ref. [9, 10]] 140.6(2)stat(4)sys 0.228(24)
187.8(3)stat(4)sys

587.5(1)stat
728.0(4)stat(4)sys

54Scm [Ref. [9–11]] 110.6(4)sys 2.82(9)
50Km [Ref. [8, 9]] 128.3(1)stat(4)sys 0.132(9)

172.5(1)stat(4)sys
43Sm [Ref. [9, 12]] 320.6(4)sys 0.414(14)

Table 2: New isomers observed in the present work along
with the γ-ray energies (Eγ ), half-lives (T1/2), and γ-ray rel-
ative intensities (Iγ ).

Isomers Eγ [keV] T1/2[µs] Iγ(%)
61Tim 576.1(3)stat(4)sys 0.23(9) 100

125.2(4)stat(4)sys 0.32(13) 50(27)
58Scm 580.9(2)stat(4)sys 0.49(15) 100

412.3(5)stat(4)sys 0.86(50) 85(36)
247.0(20)stat(4)sys 1.25(83) 26(19)
180.5(4)stat(4)sys 0.58(20) 27(14)

trum obtained between 250 ns to 4000 ns after 58Sc and
63Cr beam implantation. Some peaks are present at ener-
gies of 180.5 keV, 247 keV, 412.3 keV and 580.9 keV in
58Sc. Some candidates for peaks are present at energies of
121, 173, and 361 keV in 63Cr, though the statistics are low.

Figure 2 (b) shows a delayed γ-ray energy spectrum ob-
tained from 61Ti beam. There are two peaks at 125.2 keV
and 576.1 keV. Based on the systematics in neighboring nu-
clei, we propose that the observed isomer in 61

22Ti39 is an
E2 isomer and M2 isomer. The relative intensity suggests
two isomeric γ-rays are mutually independent. The iso-
meric state of 125.2 keV is an E2 isomer with spherical
structure, which is generated due to the small transition en-
ergy. The reduced E2 transition probability B(E2) of the
isomeric transition is 4.0±1.6 W.u., consistent with spher-
ical structure. The possibility of higher multipolarities is
excluded, because the reduced transition probability signif-
icantly exceeds the recommended upper limits [13,14]. The
possibility of hindered E1 or M1 transition is also excluded,
because such an isomeric state, which usually appears as a
shape isomer, has not been observed in the neighboring iso-
topes. The isomeric state of 576.1 keV is an M2 isomer,
which is generated due to the spin gap and transition en-
ergy. The reduced M2 transition probability B(M2) of the
isomeric transition is 0.14±0.05 W.u.. It is suggested that a
new isomeric γ-ray at 576.1 keV participate in νg9/2 orbit.

The new isomers that we identified are summarized in
Table 2.

In conclusion, two new isomers and a candidate of iso-
meric states in 58

21Sc37, 61
22Ti39, and 63

24Cr39 were observed
in very neutron-rich exotic nuclei near N = 40. The ex-

perimental results suggest 61Ti isomeric state of 576.1 keV
which is M2 isomer are caused by νg9/2 orbit.

Figure 2: A delayed γ-ray energy spectrum obtained be-
tween 250 ns to 4000 ns after each beam implantation. (a)
58Sc, (b) 61Ti. (c) Some candedates for peaks are obtained
between 250 ns to 4000 ns after 63Cr beam implantation.
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In the framework of the shell model, the emergence of the
so-called island of inversion can be attributed to the shell
evolution caused by the monopole effect, which leads to
shifts in the single-particle energies. However, the single-
particle states around this region have not been well studied
experimentally.

The most straightforward way to investigate the single-
particle structure of unstable nuclei would be (d, p) one-
neutron transfer reactions in inverse kinematics. The spec-
troscopic information is gained from the energies and angu-
lar distributions of the protons from the (d, p) reaction. In
inverse kinematics, it shoud be noted that there are two con-
flicting requirements. On the one hand the thickness of the
target needs to be limited to minimize the energy straggling,
on the other hand thick targets increase the luminosity.

The same information can be obtained via isobaric ana-
log resonances (IARs) observed by means of proton reso-
nant elastic scattering since IARs have the same configu-
ration as the parent states except for the isospin part [1].
The spectroscopic information, i.e., the resonance energies,
spectroscopic factors, and orbital angular momenta, can be
extracted by the R-matrix analysis. The thick target in-
verse kinematics method is applicable to obtain the exci-
tation function.

We have already applied this method to the 35Si nucleus
located just outside the island of inversion. By measuring
proton elastic scattering of 34Si, eight resonances were ob-
served in the highly excited states in 35P. Six out of eight
resonances are assigned as T> excitations, namely IARs
of 35Si, and the spectroscopic information was deduced by
the R-matrix analysis [2]. Recently, a measurement of the
single-particle states via the (d, p) reaction was reported by
Burgunder et al. [3], and they presented different spectro-

Table 1: Excitation energies, Jπ assignments and spectro-
scopic factors (SFs) of the observed single-particle states.

Imai et al. [2] Burgunder et al. [3]
Ex (keV) Jπ SF Ex (keV) Jπ SF

0 7/2− 0.63(16) 0 7/2− 0.56(6)
803(18) 3/2+ 0.79(20)
984(36) 3/2− 1.37(32) 910(3) 3/2− 0.69(10)

1444(44) 1/2+ 0.45(28)
2044(7) 1/2− 0.73(10)

2093(12) 5/2+ 0.04(1)
2194(15) 3/2− 0.12(7)

Wedge degrader

Rotatable degrader Plastic scintillator

34Si secondary
beam
34Si secondary
beam

PPACs Targets Si stack

48Ca primary beam

F0

F1
F2

F3

Production
target

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the experimental setup.

scopic factors from our values. Comparison of the spectro-
scopic factors is shown in Table 1. This disagreement mo-
tivated us to perform a new measurement with a modified
experimental setup.

The experiment was performed at the RIKEN Projectile
fragment Separator (RIPS) facility. The experimental setup
is shown in Figure 1. A primary 48Ca beam was accelerated
up to 63 MeV/u and impinged on a 1.25-mm thick beryl-
lium production target. A secondary beam of 34Si was pro-
duced with a typical purity of 30 /% and an intensity of
40 kpps. The beam particles were identified event-by-event
with the time difference between the radio-frequency sig-
nals provided by the accelerator and the timing measured by
a thin plastic scintillator at the F2 focal plane (see Figure 2).
The energy of the beam was tuned to 6 MeV/u using a car-
bon rotatable degrader placed at F2. The beam was tracked
using two parallel plate avalanche counters (PPACs) at F3.

As reported in Reference [4], the reaction target was sep-
arated into two layers in order to discriminate between elas-
tic scattering and possible contributions from inelastic scat-
tering. This enables us to search for the inelastic chan-
nel 34Si(p, p′)34Si(0+2 ). Two polyethylene targets were in-
stalled downstream of the PPACs. The thickness of each
target was 90 µm. The protons emerging from the targets
were detected downstream of the targets in a stack of silicon
detectors, 0.1, 1.0, 1.5, and 1.5 mm thick. In order to in-
crease the excitation energy window, the configuration was
optimized with respect to the original experiment. The sili-
con detecors were tightly fixed to a water-cooled aluminium
frame via heat-conductive insulators to improve the energy
resolution.
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Figure 2: Particle identification of the 34Si secondary beam.
The vertical axis is proportional to the energy loss in the
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Figure 3: Correlation between the total energy and the en-
ergy deposit in the second layer of the silicon stack. Pro-
tons, deuterons and tritons are indicated beside the loci.

Though the intensity of the secondary beam was much
lower than expected, the scattered protons were clearly
identified (see Figure 3). Further analysis is in progress.
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Atomic nuclei are finite quantum many-body systems
consisting of two different kinds of nucleons, protons and
neutrons. The existence of two degrees of freedom, pro-
ton and neutron numbers, is one of the features adding va-
riety to the nuclear phenomena. The quantum effect in a
many-body system yields shell structure. The shell effect is
one another key feature driving wide variety of phenomena
in atomic nuclei. Nuclear deformation is one of the phe-
nomena driven mainly by shell effect. The nuclei at closed
shell have spherical shape but as the number of particles in
unfilled shell increase, nuclei break their symmetry spon-
taneously and get deformed even if they are in the space
with spherical symmetry. Study of the nuclear deformation
of unstable nuclei is important to understand how the shell
effect drives macroscopic shape of nuclei to have different
shapes at different proton or neutron numbers. Study of the
shape evolution of unstable nuclei has often been focused
on quadrupole deformation (λ = 2) and higher-order, such
as hexadecapole (λ = 4) deformations have relatively lit-
tle been studied. In certain regions of stable nuclei, how-
ever, large hexadecapole deformations have been observed.
For example, β4 ∼ 0.07 was observed in 148Nd [1]. If such
higher-order deformation appears, it may change the nature

of single particle orbitals significantly. To date, there is little
experimental data on hexadecapole deformation in unstable
nuclei and it is largely unknown how the hexadecapole de-
formation of Nd evolves as neutron numbers increase.

In rare-earth nuclei around Z = 60, large prolate defor-
mation is known to appear in N ≥ 90 nuclei and many
quasi-particle K isomers have been discovered. γ-ray spec-
troscopy of neutron-rich Z ∼ 60 isotopes had been carried
out by using thermal neutron induced fission of heavy nu-
clei [3]. The work revealed that there exists many K isomers
in Z = 60 and 62 (Nd and Sm) isotopes. The existence of
such K isomers indicates that those nuclei have a shape with
stable axial symmetry so that the transitions with large ∆K
are hindered to become isomers. More recently, K isomers
are discovered in 166Gd and 164Sm [2] which is assumed
to be neutron two quasi-particle excitation with the config-
uration of ν5/2[512]⊗ ν7/2[633]. According to their po-
tential energy surface calculation, significantly non zero β4
and β6 values are required to reproduce the observed en-
ergy of the isomeric state. Theoretically, an FRDM [4] and
an RMF [5] calculations predict even larger hexadecapole
deformation in Nd than in Gd or Sm. It is expected that the
large hexadecapole deformation in Nd changes the single
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Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of the BigRIPS and ZeroDe-
gree spectrometer beam line (a), and the stopper and detec-
tor setups at F11 (b). A passive stopper was installed in
front of the WAS3ABi system only in the isomer runs.

particle orbitals significantly and it may be observed as the
change of excitation energies of isomers.

We have performed isomer and β -γ spectroscopy on
neutron-rich Z ∼ 60 isotopes at the RI Beam Factory at
RIKEN Nishina Center. By using in-flight fission of 345
MeV/u 238U beam at RIBF, it became possible for the first
time, to produce such neutron-rich nuclei with high produc-
tion rates. The primary 238U beam bombarded 4-mm thick
Be production target. The typical intensity of the primary
beam was ∼ 7 pnA. Fission fragments were separated and
identified in the BigRIPS in-flight separator [6]. The parti-
cle identification was carried out by measuring the time-of-
flight (TOF) and magnetic rigidity (Bρ) in the second stage
of the BigRIPS and by measuring the energy loss (∆E) in
an ion chamber at the final focal plane, F11. The schematic
view of the beam line is shown in Fig.1 (a). The TOF was
obtained from the time difference between plastic scintil-
lators at the F3 and F7 focal planes. The Bρ value was
obtained by the trajectory reconstruction from position and
angular information measured by position-sensitive parallel
plate avalanche counters (PPACs) at F3, F5 and F7. De-
tailed explanation of the particle identification at the Bi-
gRIPS is found in [7].

The measurement was conducted in two different stop-
per setups at F11. One was optimized for isomer spec-
troscopy by using a copper passive stopper in order to ac-
cept a wide range of nuclides with high implantation rates
of ∼ 1 kHz. In the other setup, an active stopper WAS3ABi
[8], which consists of five layers of Double-Sided-Silicon-
Strip-Detectors (DSSSDs) with 40×60 strips, was used in
order to measure β -γ events. In the latter setup, the total
implantation rate of ions was limited up to ∼ 100 Hz.

The delayed γ rays from the implanted ions were detected
by EURICA [9] array with 12-cluster Ge detectors. Each
cluster consists of seven crystals that enable adding back
Compton-scattered events in the neighboring crystals. The
total detection efficiency of the array for photons of 1332
keV was 8.4%. The energies and timigs of delayed γ rays
were measured in a time window of 16 µs following the ion

implantation for isomer spectroscopy. The detector setup at
the F11 focal plane is shown in Fig.1 (b).

Delayed γ-ray spectra of neutron-rich Nd isotopes, 158Nd
and 160Nd were newly observed in this work. Prelimi-
nary spectra and γ-ray energies of those nuclei have already
shown in [10]. From γ-γ coincidence analysis, all the ob-
served γ rays are assigned in a single cascade from the iso-
mer. The excitation energies of the isomers in 158Nd and
160Nd were assigned at 1648 and 1108 keV, respectively.

There are known Kπ = 4− isomers above 1 MeV excita-
tion in N = 100 rare-earth isotones [11–13]. The configura-
tions of those isomers are generally assumed to be a neutron
two quasi-particle excitation with ν1/2[521]⊗ ν7/2[633].
We expect that the isomer of 160Nd has the same configu-
ration. A Projected Shell Model calculation by Yang et al.
predicts the Kπ = 4− isomers at ∼1.2 MeV in 160Nd [14],
which is very close to our result. They predict increase
of the isomer energy by ∼100 keV from 162Sm to 160Nd
by employing larger hexadecapole deformation in neutron-
rich Nd (β4 = 0.032) than in Sm (β4 = 0.008). Our result
on 160Nd, 1108 keV of the isomer energy, is also larger by
∼100 keV than that of 162Sm. This may indicate that the
neutron-rich Nd isotope, 160Nd, have large hexadecapole
deformation. Details are under discussion for publication.
The results of the new isomers by this work will give us fur-
ther information on the higher-order deformation and single
particle structures of neutron-rich rare-earth nuclei.
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A double Gamow-Teller resonance (DGTR) consists of two
single Gamow-Teller resonances, which is induced by the
spin-isospin operator στστ . Our motivation of this study
is to understand if the DGTRs are just superpositions of the
single GTRs, or, the nuclear (spin-dependent) correlations
cause further changes to the structure and responses of the
DGT states. Another attractive topic of the DGT study is
the relevance to ββ -decays [1]. The 2νββ -decay process
is expressed by the spin-isospin operator, στστ , which is
equivalent to the DGT transition. In other words, the best
studied DGT process is the 2νββ -decay. So far, 11 isotopes
have been found to be the 2νββ -decay nuclei. The half-life
of the decay is so long as 1019-1024 years [2]. This means
that the DGT transition strength for 2νββ -decay is as small
as 10−4-10−3 of the total DGT sum rule value [3]. The
most of the DGT strength is considered to concentrate in
the DGTR. Therefore, the observation of the missing DGT
strength, especially its concentration states of DGTRs, will
serve as another good calibrator of the nuclear structure cal-
culation for ββ -decay processes.

The DGT study has a potential to open new research
fields. However, the experimental access to the DGT states
has been quite limited [4]. Partly because there is no suit-
able reaction probes for a DGTR search so far. Thus, a
new probe of (12C,12 Be(0+2 )) reaction was conceived on
the basis of the result of our previous heavy-ion double
charge exchange reaction 12C(18O,18 Ne)12Be experiment
[5]. In the experiment, the strong transition from the ground
state of 12C to the second 0+ state of 12Be was observed
with a forward scattering angle peaking distribution of the
cross section. The forward peaking distribution reflects the
monopole (∆L = 0) transition. The reason is that all of
the initial 12C(0+g.s.), the intermediate 12B(1+g.s.) and the fi-
nal 12Be(0+2 ) states are dominated by a 0h̄ω configuration.
Consequently, the strong DGT transition can occur. The re-
action probe bears an additional advantage for the identifi-
cation of the final state by detecting the delayed γ-rays emit-
ted from the 12Be(0+2 ) state. The 12Be(0+2 ) state is the iso-
meric state which has the lifetime of 331 ns [6]. This long
lifetime enables us to detect the delayed γ-rays downstream
of a focal plane of a spectrometer. It eases experimental re-
quirements because γ-rays backgrounds downstream of the
spectrometer are considerably smaller than that at the target

position.
The experiment was performed at Research Center for

Nuclear Physics, Osaka University. A 100 MeV/nucleon
12C beam was directed to a enriched 48Ca target with the
arial density of 10.2 mg/cm2. The outgoing particles were
momentum-analyzed using Grand Raiden (GR) spectrom-
eter. The excitation energies of residual nuclei were mea-
sured utilizing a missing mass method. The outgoing 12Be
was implanted in a plastic scintillator stopper with a thick-
ness of 8.4 mm placed 1-m downstream of the GR focal
plane. For the event identification with the delayed γ-rays
detection, the array consisted of 46 NaI(Tl) detectors sur-
rounded the stopper scintillator.
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Figure 1: Detection timing spectrum of two 511-keV γ-
rays in back-to-back geometry. The red curve shows the
fitting result with a function of Aexp(t/τ)+B. The gray
line shows a continuous background level.

Figure 1 shows a timing spectrum of the NaI(Tl) detec-
tors after the implantation of 12Be into the plastic scin-
tillator. The two 511 keV gamma rays which were de-
tected within 10 ns in back-to-back geometry were selected.
The red curve is the result of the fitting with a function of
Aexp(t/τ) + B, where τ and B denote the lifetime and a
continuous background level, respectively. The measured
lifetime is τ = 360± 50.6 ns. This lifetime is consistent
with the known lifetime of 331 ns within the error. The
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continuous background level is shown with a gray line in
the figure. The source of the continuous background was
mainly due to an accidental coincidence with the β+ decay
of 11C with the half-life of 20.4 minutes.

Figure 2: Preliminary result of the 48Ti excitation en-
ergy spectrum at the most forward scattering angle of θc.m.
smaller than 0.65◦.

Figure 2 shows a preliminary result of a 48Ti excitation
energy spectrum at the scattering angle of 0.0◦ < θc.m. <
0.65◦. In the spectrum, three bumps are found at the ex-
citation energy of ∼17 MeV, ∼30 MeV and ∼45 MeV.
The peak at 17 MeV might be a double isobaric analog
state, which was clearly observed at the excitation energy
of 17.4 MeV in a pion-DCX experiment [7]. The other
bumps are possibly DGTRs. In the energy region, no appar-
ent structure found in the pion-DCX experiment. It should
be noted that the spectrum contains accidental coincidences
of 12Be and the β+ decay of 11C, and continuum contribu-
tions. The further analysis is in progress.

In summary, we performed the experiment to search for
the DGTRs in 48Ti. To gain the capability of the observation
of the DGTRs, a new heavy-ion double charge exchange re-
action probe, (12C,12Be(0+2 )) reaction, was introduced for
the first time and was applied on 48Ca in the experiment.
The decay timing spectrum demonstrates the feasibility of
the 12Be(0+2 ) identification by detecting the γ-rays down-
stream of the focal plane. Some structures can be seen
in the preliminary excitation energy spectrum of 48Ti. Al-
though we can not discuss natures of the structures in detail
at present, a comparison with the pion-DCX data indicates
that they are possibly the DGTRs.
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Alpha clustering is very important for understanding the
structure of light nuclei. Several predictions of alpha cluster
structures have been reported on N = 4n nuclei such as 8Be,
12C, 16O, and 20Ne [1–3]. As an example of N = 4n - 1 nu-
clei, the 11B nucleus was reported to have 2α + 3H cluster
structure in excited states [4]. Alpha cluster structure states
are characterized by strong isoscalar monopole transitions.
In order to clarify alpha cluster structure in excited states,
it is important to measure forward inelastic scatterings be-
cause of forward peaking nature in L = 0 excitations.

We are developing the gaseous active target system called
CNS Active Target (CAT) to measure the low-energy re-
coiled particles corresponding to the forward angle scatter-
ing, especially, up to 10 degrees in center-of-mass frame.
The CAT consists of a time projection chamber (TPC) and
Si detectors surrounding the field cage of TPC. The TPC
was operated with 0.4-atm pure deuterium gas. As an elec-
tron multiplier of the CAT, 400-µm thick Gas Electron Mul-
tipliers are employed.

In 2015, we performed the experiment in Oxygen iso-
topes 15,16O in Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba
(HIMAC). In this paper, we report the measurement of
the deuteron inelastic scattering (d,d′) on 15,16O nuclei at
100 MeV/u in inverse kinematics.

The primary 16O beam at 180 MeV/u bombarded 7-
mm thick Be target and the secondary 15,16O beams at
100 MeV/u were selected and decelerated using 7-mm thick
Al energy-degrader. Figures 1 and 2 show the experimental
setup at F1 and F3 focal plane of SB2 course and photo-
graph of experimental setup around F3 focal plane, respec-
tively, in HIMAC.

Particle identification of the secondary beam was per-
formed on the event-by-event basis by using TOF-∆E
method. The time of flight (TOF) from F1 to F3 focal plane
was measured by using two plastic scintillators located at
F1 and F3 respectively. The energy loss (∆E) was measured
with a plastic scintillator at F1 focal plane. Figure 3(a) and

Figure 1: Experimental setup at F1 and F3 focal plane of
SB2 course in HIMAC.

Figure 2: Photograph of experimental setup around F3 focal
plane of SB2 course in HIMAC.

(b) display the particle identification plots for 15O and 16O
beams, respectively. The size of the secondary beam mea-
sured by CAT was less than 20 mm in diameter. The beam
intensities of 15O and 16O at F3 focal plane were approxi-
mately 580k-ppp and 1.5M-ppp, respectively.

The typical hit pattern in the readout pad is displayed in
Fig. 4. Readout pads of CAT are of regular triangular shape
with 5-mm and 10-mm side and total number of pads is 400.
Color code shows the number of hits, which are determined
by rising and falling thresholds of pulse height, in each pad.
The hits corresponding to beam particles are found in the
region of X position of -20 to 20 mm and the continuous
hits in the side region is seen, which seems the trajectory of
the recoil particle.

The analysis is in progress.
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Figure 3: Particle identification plots for the secondary
(a)15O beam and (b)16O beam.

Figure 4: Event display of the hit pattern on TPC.
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1. Introduction
Type I x-ray bursts (XRBs) are characterized by the ex-

plosive burning of hydrogen and helium on an accreting
neutron star in a binary system. Such a neutron star accretes
fresh material from a low-mass companion, which builds up
as an electron-degenerate envelope on its surface. Thermal
instabilities and nuclear reaction rates that depend exponen-
tially on energy eventually lead to a thermonuclear runaway,
which is ultimately observed as an increase in photon emis-
sion by factors of 101−3, peaked in the x-ray, for ten to a
hundred seconds. These x-ray bursters exhibit periodic be-
havior, with outbursts separated on typical timescales on
the order of hours to days. The nuclear trajectory spans
from the proton up to at least neutron-deficient isotopes in
the Sn-Sb-Te region, including hundreds of species linked
by a large array of reactions, captures, decays, and pho-
todisintegrations. Yet, models show that the burst struc-
ture is controlled by a much smaller subset of these, and
the 30S(α , p) reaction is identified as contributing signifi-
cantly to the energy generation [1], timescale [2], and ash
composition [3] of x-ray bursts. Unfortunately, very little is
known experimentally about the 30S(α , p) cross section nor
the compound nucleus 34Ar above the α-threshold,

2. Experimental Method
We performed an experiment measuring 30S alpha reso-

nant elastic scattering at the Center for Nuclear Study low-
energy radioactive ion beam separator facility (CRIB) [5].
The 30S beam was produced with a typical purity of 28%,
an intensity of 8×103 pps, and separated at 4.0 MeV/u [6].
We injected 1.6× 109 30S ions during the main measure-
ment over 2 days into an active target system filled with
He+CO2 gas [7]. Succinctly, the experimental setup en-
abled us to uniquely identify and track incoming 30S ions,
as well as the scattering angle, energy loss, and residual en-
ergy of scattered alpha particles.

3. Results
We determined the center-of-mass energy event-by-event

for scattered alpha particles to produce the 30S+α spectrum.
The center-of-mass excitation function is defined as

dσ
dΩ

=
Yα S(Ebeam)

Ibeamn∆E∆Ω
mα

mα +m30S
, (1)

where Yα is the yield of alpha particles at each energy bin,
S(Ebeam) is the stopping power of He+CO2 for 30S, Ibeam is
the number of 30S ions injected, n is the number density of
4He in the active target, ∆E is the energy bin size, ∆Ω is the
solid angle at a given energy bin, and mα & m30S are the
mass of 4He & 30S, respectively.
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Figure 1: Excitation function for 30S+α elastic scattering,
along with R-Matrix fits. The bumps seen near 3.5 MeV
correspond to a region of strong background of α particles
in the cocktail beam and optically selected by CRIB. Verti-
cal errors are statistical, and horizontal errors are based on
the energy resolution.

To extract the resonance energy Er, spin-parity Jπ , alpha
partial width Γα , and proton partial width Γp we performed
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Table 1: Resonances found in the present work.

Er Eex ℓα Jπ Γα Γp θ 2
α

(MeV) (MeV) (keV) (keV) %

4.35 11.09 2, 4 (2+,4+) 20 25 40
4.78 11.52 2 2+ 100 210 90
5.34 12.08 2 (2+) 260 340 99

Table 2: Resonance parameters of 34Ar adopted in the cal-
culation of the 30S(α , p) stellar reaction rate calculation. Pa-
rameters shown in boldface are based on experimental data.
See the text.

Er (MeV) Jπ Γα (keV) ωγ (keV)
0.73 0+ 2×10−15 2×10−15

1.14 0+ 2×10−9 2×10−9

1.22 0+ 1×10−8 1×10−8

1.41 0+ 4×10−7 4×10−7

1.56 0+ 4×10−6 4×10−6

1.81 0+ 1×10−4 1×10−4

2.0 0+ 7×10−4 7×10−4

2.15 0+ 3×10−3 3×10−3

2.25 0+ 7×10−3 7×10−3

2.68 0+ 0.1 0.1
3.01 0+ 0.7 0.7
3.58 0+ 7 7
4.07 0+ 30 30
4.35 2+ 20 100
4.78 2+ 100 500
5.34 2+ 260 1300

a multi-channel, multi-level R-Matrix fit with the SAMMY8
code [8]. A particular feature of our fitting routine – which
quantified the best fit with the reduced chi-square χ2

ν – was
that we always calculated the channel widths based on the
Wigner limit Γwi =

2h̄2

µiR2
i
Pℓi where µ is the channel reduced

mass, R = 1.45(A1/3
1 +A1/3

2 ) fm is the parameterized chan-
nel radius, and Pℓ is the channel penetrability, respectively,
for channel i. Specifically, we calculated and varied the di-
mensionless reduced partial width θ 2

i =Γi/Γwi such that the
widths could be more reasonably co-varied appropriately
with changes in the resonance energies and spin-parities.
However, that is not to say that the widths so-determined
are model dependent on the precise details of the Wigner
limit formulation, but to emphasize that a reasonable range
of physically allowed widths could be easily and fully ex-
plored from 1% ≤ θ 2

i ≤ 99%, as the allowed widths can
drastically increase with low ℓα and/or large Er. The two
best fits are shown in Fig. 1, and the resonance parameters
are shown in Tab. 1.

To make an evaluation of the stellar reaction rate in
XRBs, we should also consider the result of a 36Ar(p, t)34Ar
measurement [4]. However, the results from the RCNP
spectroscopic study only provides us with preliminary res-
onance energies, and some assumptions are required before
we may apply them. We naı̈vely assumed that each state
has Jπ = 0+. As for the partial widths, based on the present
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Figure 2: Calculations of the 30S(α , p) stellar reaction rate.
The statistical model (SM) rate from NON-SMOKER [9] is
shown as the long-dashed black line, to which all the rates
are normalized. The dashed grey lines represent our new
higher-energy resonances observed at CRIB with our best-
fit quantum properties. The dotted (blue) lines represent the
thirteen resonances from the 36Ar(p, t) RCNP experiment.
The sum of these individual resonant contributions is shown
as the thick solid (red) line.

results and the similar level density between the two stud-
ies, we set Γα = 1

2WΓα . The resonance parameters adopted
in the present work are shown in Tab. 2. A calculation of
the 30S(α , p) reaction rate is shown in Fig 2. Further details
will be given in Ref. [10].
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1. Introduction
The mass of the atomic nucleus is one of the crucial quan-
tities in investigating nuclear structure properties such as
shell closures and new magic numbers. In particular, the
shell evolution in neutron-rich calcium isotopes has at-
tracted much attention, and the new magic numbers of
N = 32 and 34 have been proposed theoretically [1]. Re-
cently, the subshell closure at N = 32 was established by
high-precision mass measurements of 53Ca and 54Ca at
ISOLDE [2]. Subsequently, the existence of an N = 34 sub-
shell closure in 54Ca was suggested by the measurement of
the first 2+ state energy in 54Ca at RIKEN [3]. For estab-
lishment of the closed-shell nature of 54Ca, mass data of the
Ca isotopes beyond N = 34 are essential. The present work
aims at studying the nuclear shell evolution at N = 32 and
34 by direct mass measurements of neutron-rich nuclei in
the vicinity of 54Ca, such as 55Ca and 56Ca.

2. Experiment
We performed the nuclear mass measurement at the

RIKEN RI Beam Factory using the SHARAQ spectrome-
ter. Masses were measured directly by the time-of-flight-
magnetic-rigidity (TOF-Bρ) technique. The TOF-Bρ mass
spectrometry can access the short-lived nuclei far from sta-
bility owing to its short measurement time, which is on the
order of 1 µs. Furthermore, it has an advantage that masses
of a large number of isotopes can be measured at once. In
the present experiment, we installed diamond detectors [4]
at the focal planes F3 and S2 for the TOF measurement,
low-pressure multi-wire drift chambers (LP-MWDCs) [5]
at both F3 and S2 to obtain the tracking information, and
a parallel plate avalanche counter (PPAC) at the dispersive
focus S0, which is the target position of SHARAQ, for the
Bρ measurement. The experimental setup is presented in
detail in last year’s report by Kobayashi et al. [6].

3. Analysis
Here, current status of the data analysis is described. We

evaluated the timing measurement performance of the dia-
mond detector. Figure 1 shows the time difference between
both edges in a strip of the diamond detector for Ca isotopes
after the correction for position dependence. The time res-
olution of the diamond detector including that of the mea-
surement system was estimated to be 11 ps (σ ) at an energy
deposit of around 100 MeV. The time resolution is dramat-
ically improved from the the previous measurement with a
32-MeV α beam [4] because of much higher energy de-
posit.

Figure 1: Time difference between both edges in a strip of
the diamond detector for Ca isotopes. Position dependence
of the time difference has been corrected.

The mass to charge ratio (m/q) is reconstructed by the
beam positions and angles at the focal planes F3, S0, and S2
from the beam tracking with up to the fourth-order aberra-
tions. The m/q values are calibrated by using the reference
nuclei, 53,54Ca, 49,51,52K, 46,47Ar, 43–46Cl, 41,42S, 39–42P, and
38Si. These reference nuclei have literature mass uncertain-
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ties of < 300 keV and have no isomeric states. All of the
mass values except for 53,54Ca and 52K are taken from the
latest Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2012) [7], and recent
experimental data for 53,54Ca [2] and 52K [8] are also em-
ployed. The following polynomial is used as a fitting func-
tion:
m
q
= ∑

j0+···+ j9≤4
kj · t j0 x j1

3 a j2
3 y j3

3 b j4
3 x j5

0 x j6
2 a j7

2 y j8
2 b j9

2 , (1)

where m/q is the mass-to-charge ratio, t is the TOF value,
x3(2), y3(2), a3(2), and b3(2) are the position and angle at
F3(S2), x0 is the position at S0, which is related to the Bρ
value, and kj ≡ k( j0,..., j9) are the fitting parameters. The
fitting parameters are determined by performing the least-
square method to the events for the reference nuclei. Using
the determined parameters consistent with the calibration,
we deduce the mass values of the nuclei of interest.

4. Results
The relative mass resolution of ∼1/10000 (σ ) has been

achieved for Z ∼ 20 nuclei. Figure 2 shows the spectrum of
the deduced mass-to-charge ratio (A/Q) without any limita-
tion on the proton number Z, and Fig. 3 shows differences
of the deduced atomic masses to the literature values for
the calibration nuclei. The systematic error σsys was eval-
uated to be σsys = 110 keV from the standard deviation of
the mass differences for the calibration nuclei. It is noted
that even the mass of 57Ca (A/Z = 2.8) can be deduced by
interpolation because 40Si (A/Z = 2.857) is included in the
reference nuclei. This allows us to determine the mass of
57Ca more reliably. The total yield of 55Ca, which is one of
the target nuclei, is several thousands, and the statistical un-
certainty for 55Ca is σstat ∼ 100 keV. It is expected that the
masses of 55Ca and 56Ca can be deduced with precisions of
a few hundred keV. Further analysis is in progress.
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Figure 2: Deduced A/Q spectrum. No gate on the proton
number Z is applied in this figure.
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Since the discovery of superdeformation in the nucleus,
many superdeformed states have been observed [1]. As fur-
ther deformed state, hyperdeformation in which the ratio of
the long axis to the short axis is 3:1 has been predicted as
the extreme quadrupole deformation [2]. However, no such
state had been discovered yet. Furthermore, recent theo-
retical calculation predicts that even deformed torus shape
appears at a high spin state [3]. Such deformed state will
provide us a stringent test of our understanding on the nu-
clear physics. The key to produce such states is transferring
high angular momentum to the nucleus. If high spin target
or high spin beam is available, it would be more probable
to populate such an exotic state.

We are developing to make a target of 178m2Hf, which has
a high spin of 16+ and a long half-life of 31 years. Among
several reactions, the 176Yb(α ,2n) reaction is known to have
the largest cross section to produce the 178m2Hf [4]. The pi-
oneering work of the mass production of 178m2Hf state was
performed at Dubna [5]. The isomeric state was produced
by the fusion reaction of (α ,2n) with an enriched 176YbO2
target. The cross section was reported to be about 5 mb. The
AVF cyclotron at RIBF can provide us 40 MeV α beam of
10 eµA, which are enough to make a nano-gram sample of
178m2Hf with a MT of a few days.

Based on the above idea, we performed the feasibility
study for production. There are three issues to be checked.
First one is measurement of the excitation function of the
production cross section of 178m2Hf to optimize the inci-
dent beam energy. Second is production cross section of
175,172Hf, which will be main contaminant after the irradia-
tion. They have relatively short half-lives, 70 days and 1.87
years, respectively, so that radioactivity of these nuclei will
be much larger than that of 178m2Hf when we use the natu-
ral Yb target. Production cross section of these nuclei will
determine the degree of the enrichment of 176Yb. The third
point is the heat damage on the Yb target. The melting point
of Yb is about 818 degrees Celsius so that it is not obvious
that the target can stand the high intensity α beam.

Experiment was performed at the C03 beam line of the
AVF cyclotron. An α beam of 10 MeV/nucleon was di-
rected onto targets. The targets were a stack of ten natYb
targets. Thickness of each target was about 20 µm. The tar-
get was placed on the water-cooled Ta Faraday Cup, which
measured the total beam intensity of the beam. In addition,
He gas was flown on the surface of the target to take the heat
away. The stack of Yb targets was sandwiched by two 1 µm
thick Ti targets to check the energy of α beam by using the
monitor reaction natTi(α ,X)51Cr. The target was irradiated
for eight hours, which was determined by considering the
license to handle 175Hf at the AVF cyclotron.

Figure 1: Energy correlation of γ-γ measurement with the
natYb target after irradiation of α beam. Two γ rays of 574
and 495 keV were clearly observed as a cascade transition.

When we opened the chamber and checked the target af-
ter cooling of 3 days, it turned out that the first nine targets,
one Ti and eight Yb were adhered. On the other hand, the
last two, one Yb and one Ti, targets could be separated.
This indicates that as long as the targets are attached tightly
to the water-cooled FC, they can stand the 10 eµA beams.

The γ rays from the target were measured with EUroball-
RIKEN Cluster Array, EURICA, [6] to determine the ra-
dioactivity produced. The γ-γ coincidence measurement
clearly demonstrated the 574 and 495 keV γ rays related
to 178m2Hf as presented in Fig. 1. Considering the beam
dose and the natural abundance of 176Yb, the cross sec-
tion of 176Yb(α ,2n)178m2Hf was deduced to be 5.1(4) mb
at 33.3 MeV. The present value is compared with the result
of Ref. [5] as demonstrated by Fig. 2, indicating that the
present result is consistent with their values. We evaluated
the production cross sections of 172,173,175Hf, as well, which
are important to determine the enrichment of 178m2Hf. The
monitor reaction natTi(α ,X)51Cr was confirmed to be con-
sisitent with the cross section recommended by IAEA [7].
The production cross sections of 172,173,175Hf were com-
pared with the calculations using a fusion evaporation code
PACE4 [8]. All the cross sections were found to be consis-
tent with the calculations.

We also performed the chemical separation of Hf isotope
from the Yb target. The procedure is slightly different from
the one adopted at Ref. [5], because our production target
was Yb and not Yb2O3 which was used at Ref. [5]. First
of all, the Yb target after irradiation of α beam was dis-
solved with 3 mL of HCl with a few drops of H2O2. We
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Figure 2: (solid) Excitation function for the
176Yb(α ,2n)178m2Hf reaction.

also added here 4 mg of Hf carrier to get the higher yield.
The solution was heated to dryness. Then they were dis-
solved 25 ml of HCl again and were poured into a column
(l = 54 mm and ϕ = 6.5 mm) filled with an ion-exchange
resin (Dowex). Hf ions were absorbed on the resin. Finally,
the column was washed with 30 mL of 4M HCl so that Hf
ions were removed from the resin. The eluent was heated to
dryness so that we successfully extracted only Hf from Yb.
By repeating the process twice, we achieved 70% chemical
yield. In principle, we can achieve 100% by repeating the
process. However, because we added 4 mg of Hf carrier, the
most of the Hf extracted is the natural Hf not from the reac-
tion product. We’re going to measure the efficiency without
such a carrier.

In summary, for the future mass production of the
178m2Hf we irradiated 4He beam of 40 MeV with 10eµA on
a stack of natYb targets. The γ − γ analysis on the activated
target after chemical separation successfully presented the
cascade transition from 178m2Hf. We also deduced the pro-
duction cross section of 172,175Hf from the 178m2Hf and
found that they are in good agreement with the theoretical
calculations.
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With the advent of accelerator technology, we can get
many short-lived radioactive nuclei which cannot exist in
the nature. Basic properties of exotic nuclei have been stud-
ied at many facilities all over the world. In particular, in
very neutron-rich nuclei, compared to stable nuclei existing
in nature, the one neutron separation energy is getting lower.
As a result, continuum effects are important and could lead
to a new type of collective motion [1]. In addition, recent
experimental studies revealed shape co-existence phenom-
ena at low excitation energy in the neutron-rich nuclei [2].
Because both phenomena are associated with the correla-
tion of pairs of neutrons in a nucleus, two-neutron transfer
reactions such as the (3H, p) reaction are a well-suited tool
to investigate such exotic states.

In order to develop a titanium target suitable for the use
at RIBF we started a collaboration with the hydrogen iso-
tope research center at Toyama University. The goal of this
project is to develop a tritium loaded titanium target (Ti3Hx
with a loading ratio x ≃ 1.0) with an active area of 2.5×2.5
cm2 to fit with the beam spot size of about 2 cm at the
OEDO facility for energy degraded beams.

There are three safety issues to be addressed before the
tritium target can be manufactured. The first issue is the
mechanical stability of fragility of the target. If the load-
ing radio becomes large, i.e. close to two, the target be-
comes very brittle and easily breaks. This is a particular
concern here because of the large area of the target. A first
self supported test target is therefore limited to a loading
ratio of x = 0.24. Considering the practical upper limit
of 3H at the Hydrogen Isotope Research Center of 5 Ci
(185 GBq), this prototype target consists of a 20 µm Ti
foil loaded with deuterium, TiD0.24. Second issue is that
how much 3H is desorbed from the target at the room tem-
perature. According to Ref. [3], the thermal erosion starts
above 200◦C. As long as the titanium foil is placed in vac-
uum at the room temperature, desorption of tritium won’t
be observed. For instance, the energy deposit in a 20 µm ti-
tanium foil by a 20 MeV/nucleon 132Sn beam with an inten-
sity of 106pps amounts to 44.2 µWs. Since the heat diffuses
rapidly thanks to the high conductivity of the foil heating of
the target by beams with typical intensities for radioactive
beam can therefore be neglected. On the other hand, one
might suspect that over the course of time tritium in the foil
will be exchanged with normal hydrogen from the air. To
avoid contamination of the surroundings, the target will be
kept either in vacuum or in a dry nitrogen atmosphere for
storage. Third point is to establish a way of decommission-
ing procedure after use with radioactive ion beam at RIBF.
In principle, the target can be returned to Toyama Univer-
sity, but only if radioactive activity from other sources than

Figure 1: Photos of the rolled TiD0.24 target (left) and the
flat TiD0.10 target (right).

3H cannot be detected. We performed an experiment with a
TiD0.24 target to confirm the latter two points with a stable
20Ne beam at an energy of 8.2 MeV/nucleon in July 2016.
In this report, we discuss the mechanical stability and report
preliminary results from an α source test.

In order to absorb substantial quantities of hydrogen into
the titanium foil it is first heated to 600 ◦C inside an evacu-
ated glass tube. Then the desired amount of deuteron gas is
inserted and the tube is cooled down to room temperature.
Once cold the deuterium remains in the Ti matrix.

Two targets with very different loading ratio of x = 2.0
and 0.24 were produced. The x = 2.0 target was very brittle
and broke upon being taken out of the tube. The second
target was self-supporting. However, the target curled upon
itself during the cooling down, indicating the change of the
physical phase of the hydrogen-titanium matrix. In order
to avoid this a third target was produced while the titanium
foil was sandwiched between a porous ceramic structure.
Both targets can be seen in Fig. 1. In the future, we will
attempt to make thinner targets with higher concentrations
of deuterium before switching to tritium.

To check the amount of deuteron in the target of TiD0.24,
we irradiated α particle from 241Am of 185 kBq to per-
form an Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) [5]. The
241Am is implanted in the metal plate so that, the energy of
α particles were measured to be 3.50± 0.27 MeV, which
was lower than typical energy of 5.5 MeV. The target was
placed 7 cm away from the source. A double collimator
of 1 cm diameter was installed between the target and the
source to make a beam of 1 cm diameter. A 1 mm thick
Double sided strip silicon detector (DSSD) was placed 5 cm
downstream of the target to detect recoil particles at 0 de-
grees with the respect to the α beam direction. With the
target removed, the count rate at the detector was 300 α
particles/sec. A SRIM [4] calculation predicts the range of
α particles in the target to amount 9 µm. If the α particles
hits a deuteron, its recoil energy is 2.6 MeV at 0◦. This en-
ergy is enough to penetrate the target and be detected in the
DSSD.
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Figure 2: Energy spectra measured with a TiD0.24 tar-
get (solid) and a Ti (dashed) target with the α source of
185 kBq.

The measured energy spectrum was presented in Fig. 2.
For comparison the measurement was repeated with a pure
Ti foil of the same thickness, the resulting energy spectrum
is shown by the red dashed line in Fig. 2. The comparison
of the spectra measured with Ti and TiD0.24 clearly shows
the presence of deuterons in the target. Further analysis and
development are on-going.
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Spin-dipole (SD) states excited with ∆L = 1, ∆S = 1 and
∆Jπ = 0−,1−,2− have recently attracted theoretical atten-
tion owing to its strong relevance in the tensor correlations
in nuclei. For example, self-consistent HF+RPA calcula-
tions in Ref. [1] predict that the tensor correlations produce
a strong hardening (shifting toward higher excitation en-
ergy) effect on the 0− resonance. It is also predicted that the
effect is sensitive to the magnitude of the tensor strength.
Thus experimental data of the SD 0− distribution enable us
to examine the tensor correlation effects quantitatively.

On the other hand, experimental identification of 0−

states has been very difficult and, as a consequence of this,
experimental data of 0− states are quite limited at present.
The difficulty originates from two features: First, 0− states
are more weakly populated than 1− and 2− states, and sec-
ond, 0− states are highly fragmented in many cases. One
possible approach to overcome this difficulty is to introduce
polarization observables that take different values depend-
ing on Jπ . For example, measurements of tensor analyz-
ing powers in the 12C(d⃗,2He) reaction [2] and polarization
transfer observables in the 12C(p⃗, n⃗) reaction [3] revealed
the existence of the 0− states at Ex ≃ 9 MeV in A = 12
systems. More recently, the multipole decomposition (MD)
technique was applied to the 208Pb(p⃗, n⃗) data [4]. In these
analyses, the polarization observables were used to sepa-
rate different Jπ components of the SD excitations. How-
ever, for 0− states, the experimental separation is still dif-
ficult and suffer from uncertainties larger than those for 1−

and 2− states. Thus, a more selective tool is definitely de-
sired for more reliable identification of the 0− states and for
deeper understanding of tensor correlations in nuclei.

We have invented a new experimental probe to in-
vestigate the 0− states, that is the parity-transfer
(16O,16F(0−,g.s.)) reaction [5]. The parity-transfer reac-
tion uses 0+ → 0− transition in the projectile and transfers
a parity to a target nucleus, which results in a unique sen-
sitivity to the transferred spin-parities. Firstly, this reac-
tion pupulates unnatural-parity states (Jπ = 0−,1+,2−, · · · )
only and thus the 1− states can not contaminate in the final
spectrum. Secondly, as described below, its angular dis-
tribution has different patterns depending on Jπ of the ex-

cited unnatural-parity states, which allows a clear discrim-
ination of the 0− states from other unnatural-parity states.
The properties make the parity-transfer reaction quite a se-
lective and efficient probe to the 0− states. In this paper, we
report the results of first application of the parity-transfer
(16O,16F(0−,g.s.)) reaction to study of 0− states in 12B.

The experiment was performed at the RIKEN RI Beam
Factory (RIBF) by using the SHARAQ spectrometer and
the high-resolution beam line. A schematic layout of the
experimental setup can be found in Ref. [6]. A primary 16O
beam at 247 MeV/nucleon and 107 pps from the supercon-
ducting RING cyclotron (SRC) was transported to the S0
target position. The beam line to the spectrometer was set
up for dispersion-matched transport. We used a segmented
plastic scintillation detector as an active 12C target. This
detector consisted of 16 plastic scintillators with a size of
30 mm× 5 mm× 1 mm, and it was used to determine the
x-position of the beam on the target. The outgoing 15O+ p
particles produced by the decay of 16F were measured in co-
incidence by using a new “separated flow” operating mode
of the SHARAQ spectrometer [7]. The 15O particles were
detected with two low-pressure MWDCs at the S2 focal
plane. On the other hand, the protons were detected with
two MWDCs at the S1 focal plane, which has been newly
designed at the low-momentum side of the exit of the first
dipole magnet.

The preliminary result of the excitation-energy spectrum
for the 12C(16O,16F(0−))12B reaction at θlab = 0◦− 0.25◦

is shown in Fig. 1. The energy resolution is 2.7 MeV in
FWHM. We note that the events at Ex ∼−10 MeV are due
to the (16O,16F(0−)) reaction on hydrogens in the plastic
scintillator used as a reaction target. The obtained distri-
bution is largely different from those previously obtained
by other reaction probes such as (n, p) and (d,2He) (e.g.,
see Fig. 1 in Ref. [8]). A distinct difference is that the 1+

ground-state Gamow-Teller (GT) transition is strongly hin-
dered. Furthermore, an enhancement at Ex ∼ 9 MeV can be
seen, which is due to a known 0− state at Ex = 9.3 MeV [2].
Therefore, the obtained distribution shows high selectivity
of the present reaction to 0− states.
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Figure 1: Preliminary result of the excitation-energy spec-
trum for the 12C(16O,16F(0−))12B reaction at θlab = 0◦ −
0.25◦.

Figure 2: Measured and calculated differential cross sec-
tions for Ex = 9.3 MeV, 0.0 MeV, and 4.4 MeV states.

In order to extract the yield of the 0− state, we performed
peak fitting, and the results are shown as the solid lines in
Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the angular distribution for the 0−

state at Ex = 9.3 MeV together with the results for the 1+

g.s. and the 2− state at Ex = 4.4 MeV. The solid curves
denote the results calculated by the distorted-wave Born ap-
proximation (DWBA). The DWBA calculations predict the
oscillatory patterns of the cross sections that are different
depending on the spin-parity. The 0− state has the strong
forward peaking, while the other states, 1+ and 2−, have
the first maximum at finite angles. These patterns repro-
duce the experimental data very well. Thus, the oscillatory
pattern of the angular distribution allows a clear spin-parity
determination for the unnatural-parity state. Further analy-
sis is underway to finalize experimental results.

From the present analyses, the (16O,16F(0−,g.s.)) reac-
tion has been established as quite an efficient probe to 0−

states in nuclei. Our data will provide an important basis to
extend this novel method to heavier nuclei where a number
of unknown 0− states are kept to be discovered and to gain
valuable information on tensor-interaction effects in nuclear
structure.
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1. Motivation
Nuclei which consist of only neutrons have been dis-

cussed by many physicists since atomic nuclei have been
discovered. According to the theoretical model which in-
cludes only 2-body nuclear forces, existence of neutron
matter is denied. However, a state-of-the-art theory sug-
gests it is allowed by consideration of the 3-body nuclear
forces [1]. Then, K. Kisamori et al. tried to generate the
nucleus which is composed of 4 neutrons (tetra-neutron)
at the RIKEN RI Beam Factory (RIBF) using the High-
Resolution-Beamline and SHARAQ spectrometer [2]. In
this experiment, the 8He(4He,8Be)4n reaction was used as
a double charge exchange(DCX) reaction and measured by
missing mass spectroscopy. As a result, 4 events were found
as candidates of tetra-neutron because its production cross
section was too small.

We considered how to make tetra-neutron with a higher
cross section than that of the DCX reaction’s. Thus, we se-
lected the 8He(α , pα)4n, a knockout core-nucleus reaction.
Is this reaction cross section about 100 times higher than the
DCX reaction. However, if we use this reaction, we have to
measure 4 neutrons directly. In addition, each neutrons flies
straightly (beam like) with an energy almost the same as
the beam. It is difficult to detect them at the same time.
However, we will be able to measure the invariant mass for
tetra-neutron if it is possible.

2. Overview
The our new detector is required to

• Identify multiple neutrons and measure their energies
with hige energy resolutions respectively.

• Measure the center of mass energy of multiple neu-
trons.

Figure 1 shows the schmatic view of a reaction inside the
usual scintillators. Convensional neutron detectors can not
identify multi neutrons at the same time. Thus, we designed
the new detector to satisfy the requirements.

The image of this detector is shown in Fig. 3. It is com-
posed 2 types of scintillator units. The first one is called
as “Tracker unit”, which is an array of 16-strip scintilla-
tors for position detection. One scintillator has a size of
100×6×3 mm3, and put a photon detector, Si-PM (Silicon
Photo Multiplier), on each end.

The other unit,called ”Timing unit”, is for measuring the
Time of Flight (ToF). Its size is 100×100×3mm3 and each
corner is cut out to put Si-PMs there.

This detector is composed like (T,X,T,Y,T,X’,T,Y’,T,-
X,T,-Y,T,-X’,T,-Y’)×2+T (T denotes Timing unit, X means

incident neutrons

recoil neutrons

recoil protons

Figure 1: Image of reaction inside usual scintillators. It is
difficult to identify each neutron.

X Y X’ Y’ -X -Y -X’ -Y’ X Y X’ Y’
� ：neutrons

�：recoil-protons

Figure 2: Image of new detector’s concept. It can detect
track of recoil-proton how scintillator is segmented like Fig-
ure this.
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Tracking unit, Y means rotation 90 degrees of X , X’ means
shift 1 cell(6mm) of X, -X means rotation 180 degrees X).

Figure 3: The image of the neutron tracking detector.

2.1. Simulation for Timing Unit
Timing resolution is important for measuring the veloci-

ties of neutrons. In order to obtain good timing resolution,
detector responses are studied by simulating photon propa-
gation in plastic scintillators. Then, we performed a simula-
tion using Geant4 for Timing Unit to estimate the traveling
time for photons which are generated by scintillation. Pho-
tons were generated at one point (photon source point) and
they traversed along the grid of 1 mm interval. Then, we an-
alyzed the correlation between photon source position and
time of photon detection.

2.2. Construction the prototype Tracking unit
Next, we constructed the prototype of Tracker Units. It is

composed of 8 segments and 2 planes. We put them like X
and Y directions (cross each segment) and measured cos-
mic rays. We put 2 plastic scintillators, detect by PMT,
between the Tracking Units to make a coincidence trigger.
The readout system for Tracking Unit use EASIROC NIM
Module [3]. It can handle (HV supply, amplifier, shaping,
and A/D converter) 64 Si-PMs.

3. Result
3.1. Simulation for Timing Unit

First, the result of simulation for Timing unit is shown in
Fig. 4. These plots show the correlations between photon
detection time and number of photons where photon source
is (-25,-35). Accoding to Fig. 4, it can be concluded

• Number of photons saturate at around 20 ns, which is
independent on the position of photon source.

• timing which characterizes the hit position of a recoil-
proton corresponds to around the 10th photon.

Then, we found that the optimum threshold was 10 photon
equivalent.

Figure 4: Result of simulation analysis at photon source (-
25,-35) and pictures for each Si-PMs. Vertical axises are
number of photons and horizontal ones are time of photon
capture.

3.2. Test for the prototype of Tracking Unit
Next, we constructed the prototype of Tracking Unit and

tested the detector. We sucessed to take data by using
EASIROC NIM Module. However, the signals were satu-
rated because of the shaper inside the EASIROC NIM Mod-
ule. And 2 planes coincidence efficiency was small (less
than 10%)Then, optimization the module is required to take
data correctly.

Development of this detector is now in progress.
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1. Introduction
The primary goal of the ALICE experiment is to under-

stand the physics of strongly interacting matter at extreme
energy densities, where the formation of a new phase of
matter, the quark-gluon plasma is expected [1]. The ALICE
detector complex has been built to carry out comprehensive
measurements of the hadrons, electrons, muons, and pho-
tons created in pp, p-A, and A-A collisions.

There are several upgrades of the ALICE experiment dur-
ing Long Shutdown of the LHC (2012-2014). The remain-
ing five super modules of the Transition Radiation Detec-
tor (TRD), eight modules of new dijet calorimeter (DCal),
one module of PHOS, and new ALICE Diffractive detectors
(AD) have been installed. ALICE Central Trigger Systems
have been upgraded to handle ×2 more trigger classes. The
gas mixture of TPC has been changed from Ne(90):CO2
(10) to Ar(90):CO2 (10), to provide a more stable operation
at high particle fluxes during heavy-ion running.

During the winter shutdown at the end of 2015, new read-
out module of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), called
Readout Control Unit 2 (RCU2), was installed to improve
the readout speed by a factor of 2 in Pb-Pb collisions. The
CNS group has been developing FPGA firmware for the
data readout and microcontroller system for monitoring the
TPC conditions and controlling the TPC front-end cards [3].

2. Start up of Run2 pp and Pb-Pb collisions
The LHC started the operation of Run2 in June 2015 and

ALICE started physics taking data in pp collisions at
√

s
= 13 TeV. The author, TG, served as the Period Run Co-
ordinator of ALICE in July, which was the time for the
LHC to start high-intensity ramp up of pp collisions by in-
creasing the number of colliding bunches from 3 to 1230.
TG was responsible for the operation and data taking of
the ALICE experiment. ALICE was taking high intensity
pp collisions and multiple collisions in one bunch crossing
(in-bunch pileup with µ = 0.3− 1.5) happened frequently,
which was far from normal running conditions of ALICE
(µ ∼ 0.01).

First heavy-ion experiments in Run2 with Pb-Pb colli-
sions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV was begun in November 2015.

ALICE took minimum bias Pb-Pb events, which were trig-
gered by the coincidence of signals from the scintillator ar-
rays in forward (2.8 ≤ η ≤ 5.1) and backward rapidities
(-3.7 ≤ η ≤ -1.7). Figure1 shows anisotropy flow param-
eter (vn=2,3,4) as a function of collision centrality at

√
sNN

= 5.02 (closed) and 2.76 TeV (open), where small (large)
centrality corresponds to central (peripheral) collisions [4].
Slight increase by 3-10% in the anisotropic flow coeffi-
cients is observed in 5 TeV Pb-Pb collisions. Solid lines
are expectation from hydrodynamical calculations with vis-
cosity/entropy ratio of around 0.2.
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Figure 1: (a)Anisotropy flow vn as a function of collision
centrality for Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN=5.02 TeV and 2,76

TeV. (b) Ratio of v2 between 5.02 and 2.76 TeV. (c) Ratios
of v3,4

3. Activities of CNS
The CNS group has been participating in the ALICE ex-

periment and has been involving in the operation of the
TPC, in the data analyses, and in the TPC upgrade project
for Run3 and Run4.

In the FYI 2015, the CNS group has taken a responsible
role in mass testing of the new RCU2 modules and develop-
ments of the embedding software and applications running
on the SoC FPGA.

In recent years, low mass dark photon searches have been
performed in the collider experiments. A dark photon is
an U(1) gauge boson in the dark matter sector that mixes
with an ordinary photon and may be the possible explana-
tion of g− 2 anomaly and the positron excess observed in
the universe by PAMELLA, FERMI, and AMS-2 satellite
experiment. The ALICE experiment searches for the sig-
nal of dark photon in π0 Dalitz decay (π0 → e+e−γ) sam-
ples from Run1 pp (300M minimum bias collisions) and
p-Pb collisions (100M minimum bias collisions). Left of
Fig. 2 shows e+e− invariant mass spectrum below 100 MeV
and the fitting with Kroll-Wada + ChebyChev polynomials.
Since there is no significant peak in the Dalitz mass spec-
trum, the 90% confidence level of the upper limit of mixing
parameter ε2 as a function of the dark photon mass is ex-
tracted by employing the CLs method, a statistical method
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widely used for new particle searches in the LHC experi-
ments. Figure 3 shows a mixing parameter ε2 as a function
of the dark photon mass, where solid line and two bands
represent“ expected level”of the upper limit without any
statistical fluctuation and expected statistical fluctuation of
the upper limit at 1σ and 2σ level,respectively. Our ALICE
result of the upper limit is within approximately 2σ level.
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Figure 2: left: Dielecton invariant mass distribution and
Knroll-Wada+ChebyChev fitting. Right: Residual between
data and fit.
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Figure 3: Mixing parameter as a function of dark photon
mass.

Space-time evolution and properties of the created
medium in Pb-Pb collisions have been extensively stud-
ied from the measurements of the transverse momentum
spectra and anisotropic flow coefficients of light hadrons
(π,K, p,d) and multi-strange baryons (Λ,Ξ,Ω). Correla-
tion of di-quarks in the medium provides further insights
of the nature of the medium and space-time evolution of
the system. Measurements of heavy-flavor baryons such
as Λc,Ξc are useful for these purposes. The measurements
of Λc in pp and p-Pb collisions have been performed and
invariant cross-section of Λc has been newly obtained for
semi-leptonic decay channel [5].

One of the recent big findings at the LHC is the obser-
vation of collective-like behavior of particle productions in
high multiplicity pp and p-Pb collisions. To have a deeper
insights of the dynamics of high multiplicity pp and p-
Pb collisions, the CNS group has been analyzing the long
range particle correlations in rapidity space in p-Pb colli-
sions, quantifying the initial state effects by measuring the
di-electron correlations from heavy flavor decays [7], and
searching for thermal photons in high multiplicity pp colli-

sions [8],
The CNS group searches for Di-baryons (pΩ) in Pb-Pb

collisions, where abundant hadrons are produced and di-
baryons can be produced through the coalescence process.
Searching for the resonant peaks and correlation functions
are being studied [9].

The CNS group has been involving in the TPC upgrade.
The TPC will be upgraded to be able to cope with the high
luminosity Pb-Pb collisions in Run3 and Run4. Gas Elec-
tron Multiplier will be used in the readout chamber to sup-
press the ionback flow by less than 1% and allow to run
TPC continuously without gating grid. The CNS group has
conducted R&D of GEM and MicroMegas detectors. In
FY2015, the CNS group has started to evaluate the online
data processing from the TPC via GPU (Graphical Process-
ing Unit).

4. Summary
The LHC and ALICE started Run2 operation in June

2015 and first full energy Pb-Pb collisions were performed
in November 2015. IN FY 2015, the CNS group has in-
volved in the operation of the TPC, data analyses including
dark photon searches, heavy baryon measurements, long
range correlations, dielectron measurements from heavy
flavor decays, thermal photon searches, and di-baryon
searches, in Pb-Pb and high multiplicity pp and p-Pb colli-
sions. The CNS group has started some R&D of the online
data processing via GPU for the TPC upgrade in Run3 and
Run4.
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Charmed baryon measurements with ALICE at the LHC
Y.S. Watanabe for the ALICE collaboration

Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo

1. Introduction
Heavy-flavor quarks, such as charm and bottom quarks,

are considered as ideal tools to study the properties of
quark-gluon plasma (QGP) created in heavy-ion collisions.
These quarks are expected to be produced only at the initial
stage of the collisions because the mass of charm and bot-
tom quarks is much larger than the temperature of the QGP.
Thus, the information concerning the whole system evo-
lution is imprinted on final heavy-flavor observables, e.g.
yields of heavy-flavor hadrons.

So far, experimental measurements of heavy-flavor
hadrons are limited to heavy-flavor mesons and little has
been studied about heavy-flavor baryons. However, the
measurements of heavy-flavor baryons are demanding be-
cause such measurements provide unique information about
the properties of the QGP, such as the correlation between
light quarks, “diquark”. For example, according to Ref. [1],
the existence of diquark correlations in the QGP enhances
the production of Λ+

c by a factor of 4–8 compared to the
case without such correlations.

This report presents the measurements of Λ+
c and Ξ0

c via
their semileptonic decays in pp collisions. These results
provide the necessary baseline for the measurements in Pb-
Pb collisions.

The Λ+
c and Ξ0

c baryons can also be analyzed with their
hadronic decays, such as Λ+

c → pK0
s , Λ+

c → pKπ , etc. The
semileptonic-decay measurement has an advantage of less
suffering from combinatorial background compared to the
hadronic decay modes. This is because, on the one hand,
the number of electrons in an event is small, resulting in the
smaller number of random combinations, and on the other
hand, the branching ratios of the semileptonic decays are
comparable to the ones of the hadrnoic decays.

2. Reconstruction and identification of daughters
The Λ+

c and Ξ0
c baryons are measured with the Λ+

c →
e+Λν and Ξ0

c → e+Ξ−ν decay modes, respectively.
(Charge conjugates are also implied throughout this report.)
The decay daughters (electron, Λ, Ξ) are reconstructed by
Inner Tracking System (ITS) and Time Projection Cham-
ber (TPC) in the central barrel of the ALICE detector. A
detailed description of the ALICE detector can be found in
Ref. [2].

Electrons are identified by the dE/dx information of
the TPC and by the time-of-flight information of Time-
of-Flight detector (TOF). The cuts are tuned such that the
hadron contamination is kept to be ∼2% up to 5 GeV/c.

The Λ and Ξ baryons decay weakly and have long life-
times of ∼5 cm. Therefore, their decay daughters do not
originate from the primary collision vertex and can be easily
identified using the track impact parameter measurements
provided by the ITS and the TPC.

3. Data analysis
The analysis of Λ+

c proceeds as follows.

1. Make pairs of electrons and Λ when they satisfy the
two following conditions: their opening angle is less
than 90 degrees and the invariant mass of e and Λ is
less than 2.3 GeV/c.

2. Background subtraction

3. Ξc → eΞν → e(Λπ)ν contribution subtraction

4. Unfold peΛ
T into pΛ+

c
T

5. Efficiency correction and event normalization

6. Bottom baryon feeddown correction

The analysis of Ξ0
c proceeds almost in the same way as Λ+

c ,
but without step 3. In this section, only background sub-
traction (step 2) and unfolding (step 4) are described.

Since neutrinos are not measured, the invariant mass
spectrum of eΛ does not show a peak structure and the usual
background subtraction procedure of fitting invariant mass
spectra with (gaussian + smooth background function) can-
not be used. Here, we can exploit the fact that charmed
baryon semileptonic decays are charge asymmetric. For ex-
ample, in case of Λ+

c :

• Λ+
c → e+Λν (Right-sign (RS))

• Λ+
c ̸→ e−Λν (Wrong-sign (WS))

The WS spectra can be used to estimate background
sources, such as combinatorial background pairs, jet corre-
lations between π0 (→ γγ → eeγ) and Λ, etc. An example of
the eΛ invariant mass distribution for the RS and WS com-
binations from real data are shown in Fig. 1. The charmed
baryon contribution can be extracted by subtracting the WS
spectra from the RS spectra. The excess of the RS spectrum
is concentrated in the mass region below 2.3 GeV/c2 be-
cause the invariant mass of eΛ from Λ+

c cannot go beyond
the mass of Λ+

c , ∼2.3 GeV/c2. A similar comparison of the
RS and WS spectrum for the Ξ0

c analysis is also shown in
Fig. 2.

The unfolding procedure (step 4) is necessary again due
to the fact that we cannot measure neutrino; what we actu-
ally measure is peΛ

T ( or peΞ
T ) and not pΛc

T (or pΞc
T ). In this

analysis, peΛ
T ( or peΞ

T ) is converted into pΛc
T (or pΞc

T ) using
the unfolding techniques. This can be justified by the fact
that the peΛ

T is strongly correlated with the pΛc
T via the sim-

ple decay kinematics of Λc → eΛν .
The finally obtained pT distribution of the Λ+

c baryon
for |y| < 0.5, corrected for the efficiency, acceptance, the
branching ratio of the decay mode and the Λb feeddown,
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Figure 1: The pT -integrated invariant mass distribution of
eΛ pairs. See the text for the definition of RS and WS.
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Figure 2: The pT -integrated invariant mass distribution of
eΞ pairs. See the text for the definition of RS and WS.
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Figure 3: Production cross sections of Λ+
c as a function of

pT in pp collisions at
√
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is shown in Fig. 3. Similarly, the pT distribution of the
Ξ0

c baryon for |y| < 0.5, corrected for the efficiency and
acceptance, is shown in Fig. 4. In this case, the spec-
trum is not corrected for the branching ratio of Ξ0

c → eΞν
and nor the feeddown from Ξb. Statistical and system-
atic uncertainties on the data points are shown as vertical
bars and boxes, respectively. The systematic uncertainties
include the uncertainties in track reconstruction, electron
identification, Λ (Ξ) selection cuts, background subtraction,
Ξc → eΞν → e(Λπ)ν contribution subtraction (only for Λc
analysis), the unfolding procedure, the bottom baryon feed-
down correction, branching ratio and the cross section de-
terminatation in ALICE.

4. Summary and outlook
The analysis of Λ+

c and Ξ0
c using their semileptonic

decays are presented. Currently, the consistency checks
with the analyses using hadronic decay modes are ongoing.
Once the analysis with semileponic decays are validated in
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Figure 4: Products of production cross sections and branch-
ing ratios as a function of pT for Ξ0

c → eΞ−ν in pp collisions
at
√

s = 7 TeV.

pp collisions, the analysis of Pb-Pb data is going to be per-
formed to elucidate the “diquark” structure in the QGP.
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Long range two-particle correlations in p-Pb collisions with the ALICE
detector

Y. Sekiguchi, H. Hamagaki, and T. Gunji for the ALICE Collaboration
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1. introduction
Measurement of the correlations in the particle produc-

tion as a function of the azimuthal angle and rapidity is very
useful for investigating particle production in high-energy
nucleus-nucleus collisions. The long-range correlations in
the rapidity space in near-side angular pairs of dihadrons
were firstly observed in Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN= 200

GeV at RHIC [1, 2]. The long-range correlations are de-
rived from the collective expansion of the initial geome-
try fluctuations. Unexpectedly, a similar structure has also
been observed in high-multiplicity pp collisions at 7 TeV
by the LHC-CMS experiment [3]. The high-density gluon
fields in small x(Bjorken x) of nucleus and the collision of
two high-density gluon sheets can explain the long-range
correlations [4]. This analysis aims to explore the partonic
collectivity by measuring two-particle correlations in p-Pb
collisions at

√
sNN=5.02 TeV.

2. Analysis
The minimum bias data of p-Pb collisions at

√
sNN=5.02

TeV in 2013 are used (∼100M events). The main subsys-
tems in ALICE used in this analysis are the inner tracking
system (ITS), time projection chamber (TPC), and VZERO
detectors. The ITS consists of 6 layers of silicon detectors
for vertex finding and tracking. The TPC is the main track-
ing detector and is used for particle identification by mea-
suring the specific energy loss. They have a common pseu-
dorapidity acceptance |η | <0.9. The VZERO detector is
composed of two arrays at -3.7< η <-1.7 and 2.8< η <5.1,
respectively. Each array is segmented in four rings in the
radial direction and each ring is divided in eight sections
in the azimuthal direction. They are usually used to define
centrality and event plane. To define centrality, Zero degree
detector which is located in the Pb-going direction (|η |>8)
is used. The position of the reconstructed vertex along the
beam direction is required to be within 10 cm from the de-
tector center. The correlations between trigger particles and
associated particles are measured as a function of the az-
imuthal angle difference ∆ϕ and pseudo-rapidity difference
∆η . The trigger particles are unidentified charged hadrons,
while VZERO channels are used as associated particles.
VZERO detector cannot measure transverse momentum pT
and the multiplicity in each channel is used as the number
of tracks in the average ϕ and η of each channel. The cor-
relation function as a function of ∆η and ∆ϕ between two
charged particles is defined as:

1
Ntrig

d2Nasso

d∆ηd∆ϕ
=

S(∆η ,∆ϕ)
B(∆η ,∆ϕ)

(1)

where Ntrig is the total number of triggered particles in
the event class and pT interval, the signal distribution

S(∆η ,∆ϕ) = 1
Ntrig

d2Nsame×wi
d∆ηd∆ϕ is the associated yield per trig-

ger particle from the same event, and the background distri-
bution B(∆η ,∆ϕ) = α d2Nmixed×wi

d∆ηd∆ϕ accounts for pair accep-
tance and pair efficiency. It is constructed by taking the
correlations between trigger particles in one event and as-
sociated particles from other events in the same event class.
wi is the multiplicity in each VZERO channel. The α fac-
tor is chosen so that it is unity at the maximum bin. This
correlation function is studied for different pT intervals and
different event classes.
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Figure 1: Associated yield per trigger particle for
TPC-VZEROA (Ring0) (top) and TPC-VZEROC
(Ring0)(bottom) with 1.0< pT,trig <1.5 GeV for the
0-20%(left) and 60-100%(right) event classes.

The correlation function in the peripheral collisions (60-
100%) is subtracted from that in the central collisions (0-
20%) to remove the auto-correlations from jets. Figure 2
shows the subtracted TPC-VZERO (Ring0) correlations for
1.0≤ pT,trig ≤1.5. The projection onto ∆ϕ is shown in Fig.
3. Long range structure on both the near and away side is
also observed in TPC-VZEROA and TPC-VZEROC corre-
lations.

The data is described by a fit with Eq. (2) well. The
second-order term is the dominant harmonic coefficient. To
quantify the azimuthal anisotropy, the Fourier coefficients
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Figure 2: Associated VZEROA and VZEROC yield per
trigger particle with 1.0< pT,trig <1.5 GeV for the 0-20%
event class after the subtraction of the 60-100%(left) event
class.
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Figure 3: Projection of the subtracted correlation functions
of the associated VZEROA(top) and VZEROC (bottom)
yield per trigger particle with 1.0<pT,trig <1.5 GeV.

are extracted by fitting with the following function.

1
Ntrig

dNasso ×wi

d∆ϕ
= a0 +2a1 cos(∆ϕ)+2a2 cos(2∆ϕ)

+2a3 cos(3∆ϕ) (2)

The vn,n can be obtained as:

vn,n =
an

a0 +b
,vn,n = vTPC × vV0AorV0C, (3)

where b is the baseline which is the minimum of the 60-
100% event class. Figure 4 shows the extracted v2,2 coeffi-
cient as a function of pT of trigger particles. v2,2 of TPC-
VZEROA is larger than that of TPC-VZEROC. So v2,2 of
Pb-going is larger than that of p-going.
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Figure 4: v2,2 of TPC-VZEROA and TPC-VZEROC.

3. Summary and Outlook
Two-particle correlations between unidentified charged

hadrons and channels of VZERO detectors in p-Pb colli-
sions at

√
sNN=5.02 TeV are measured. Long range cor-

relations are clearly observed at −5.6 < ∆η < −2.3 and
1.15 < ∆η < 4.25. The measurements of the particle pro-
ductions with large rapidity gaps and the centrality depen-
dence are important for quantifying the collective expan-
sion. The Measurement of the correlations between V0A
and V0C is ongoing.
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π0 and η measurement of direct photons via external conversions in high
multiplicity pp collisions at 13 TeV

H. Murakami for ALICE collaboration
Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo

1. Introduction
The observations of collective behavior of hadrons in

high multiplicity pp and p-Pb collisions at the LHC is one
of the most surprising discoveries in recent years [1]. Such
collective behavior indicates the formation of thermalized
systems such as the new state of matter, quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) even in small collision systems [2]. If the QGP is
created in high-multiplicity events in small collision sys-
tems, the thermal photons are expected to be emitted from
the QGP.

A direct photon is an ideal probe to study the properties
of QGP, because unlike hadrons, it is an electromagnetic
probe and has no final state interaction. To search for the
thermal photons, decay photons from π0 and η decays have
to be subtracted from inclusive photons. Therefore, it is
necessary to measure π0 and η spectra in the same collision
system,

In this report, current status of π0 and η measurements
in high multiplicity pp colissions ay 13 TeV is presented.

2. Direct photon analysis overview
In hadronic collisions, photons are emitted at every stage

of the space-time evolution. The emitted photons are cate-
gorized into two groups: direct photons and decay photons.
The former photons are the thermal radiation and photons
produced in elementary hard QCD process such as qq̄ → qg
and qg → qγ . The latter photons are decay photons from
π0 → γγ and η → γγ . We first measure the inclusive photon
spectrum and then statistically subtract the spectra of decay
photons. The invariant yield of direct photons γdir(pT) can
be expressed in terms of the inclusive photons γinc(pT) and
that of decay photons γdec(pT) :

γdir(pT) = γinc(pT)− γdec(pT) (1)

= (1− γdec(pT)

γinc(pT)
) · γinc(pT) (2)

= (1−R−1
γ (pT)) · γinc(pT), (3)

where Rγ(pT) is the fraction of photons from π0 and η de-
cays. By using Rγ(pT), the common systematic uncertain-
ties in decay photon and inclusive photon measurements
are canceled. In order to obtain decay photons spectrum,
π0 and η which are the major sources of decay photons
are measured by various techniques, which includes photon
conversion method and calorimeter method. Other sources
are estimated by using mT scaling from measured π0 and η
pT spectra. Therefore, the determination of the pT spectra
of neutral meson is very important.

3. Data analysis
In the ALICE experiment, photons are detected in two

ways: the measurement of their energy deposit in calorime-
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Figure 1: Event display of conversion electrons. Photon
conversions occur at ITS and TPC.

ters or the measurement of e+e− pairs from photon con-
versions. The photon conversion method has an advantage
of being able to measure photons down to low pT , where
thermal photons dominate.

The main tracking system [3] of the ALICE detector con-
sists of the Inner Tracking System (ITS), the Time Projec-
tion Chamber (TPC) and the Time of Flight (TOF). Photons
convert into e+e− in the material of the ITS and TPC as
shown in Fig. 1. The event multiplicity is estimated with
V0 detectors, which are made of two arrays of scintillation
counters placed on forward and backward of the ALICE in-
teraction point.

In 2015, ALICE successfully collected over 400 M
events which correspond to 0.007 pb−1 in pp collisions at√

s =13 TeV with minimum bias (MB) trigger and this data
sample is used in this analysis.

The e+e− pairs from photon conversions are recon-
structed with the V 0 reconstruction method. As shown in
Fig, 2, the V 0 reconstruction method finds the secondary
vertex for long-lived particles such as Λ0,Λ0,K0

s ,γ . In or-
der to select photons, electron identification cuts, based on
the dE/dx in the TPC (Fig. 3) and the time-of-flight from
the TOF detector are applied. In order to select pure pho-
ton samples from V 0 particles, several cuts such as open-
ing angle between e+e− pairs, cut of cosine pointing an-
gle, which is the angle between R and P (Fig. 2), and
cut of the Armenteros-Podolanski plot [4] were applied.
The Armenteros-Podolanski plot shows transverse momen-
tum of the daughter particle versus longitudinal momen-
tum asymmetry of two charged tracks. Figure 4 shows
the two-photon invariant mass spectrum of reconstructed
photon candidates. The solid line below data points is the
combinatorial background calculated using the event mix-
ing technique. On top of the background, a clear peak can
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TPC tracks from pp collisions at

√
s=13 TeV

be seen at π0 mass 0.135 GeV/c2. After subtracting the
background contributions, the raw yield of π0 is extracted
by bin-counting for each pT bins as shown in Fig. 5. The
raw yield of η is calculated as well as shown in Fig. 6.

4. Summary and outlook
In this report, the status of neutral meson analysis to-

wards the direct photon are presented. Currently, correc-
tions of the raw yield of π0, η , considering acceptance, re-
construction efficiency, event pile up, are begin estimated.
Then, we will evaluate the invariant cross section of π0 and
η , and we will carry out an analysis focused on high multi-
plicity events.
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Measurement of dielectrons from charm and bottom quark decays in p-Pb
collisions with the ALICE detector

S. Hayashi, H. Hamagaki, and T. Gunji on behalf of ALICE Collaboration
Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo

1. Introduction
Heavy quarks (charm and bottom) are excellent probes

for the study of the interactions between quarks and glu-
ons inside the deconfined matter, the quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) which is created in heavy ion collisions. In heavy
ion collisions, they are produced at the early stage of a col-
lision and pass through the QGP. Therefore they carry the
key information on the interaction process in the QGP [1].

Since heavy quarks are produced via gluon fusion, gluon
splitting, and flavor excitation at the LHC energy, cold nu-
clear matter effects such as gluon shadowing, gluon satu-
ration, and Cronin effect cannot be negligible [2]. In or-
der to study the cold nuclear matter effects and decide the
initial condition in heavy ion collisions, p-A collisions are
suitable. The measurement of electron-muon correlation
at PHENIX in d+Au collisions, where the same Bjorken-x
can be accessible in the midrapidity at the LHC (x ∼ 10−3),
shows the large suppression of back-to-back correlation [3].
In p-Pb collisions at the LHC, transverse momentum spec-
tra of open heavy flavors doesn’t show any modification
from the heavy flavor production in pp collisions [4]. How-
ever, electron and charged hadron correlation from heavy
flavor decays in p-Pb collisions shows the long-range az-
imuthal correlation which may be due to the gluon sat-
uration or collective expansion of the system [5]. Since
electron-positron pairs from semi-leptonic decays of heavy
quarks are dominant at mee > 1 GeV/c2 in the dielectron
mass spectrum, the dielectron measurements at intermedi-
ate and high mass region (mee > 1 GeV/c2) can provide ad-
ditional information of the heavy flavor production because
they can cover wider phase space compared to the single
electron analysis and include the correlation of the quark
pair creation.

ALICE is one of the main experiments at the LHC and
is dedicated for heavy ion collisions [6]. For the dielectron
measurements from heavy quark decays, the online electron
triggers with the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) are
very useful to enhance electron samples at pT > 2 GeV/c.
They in particular enable to study the dielectrons from bot-
tom quark pair decays. The integrated luminosity of the
TRD triggered data in p-Pb collisions is 1.4 nb−1. It cor-
responds to 20 times larger statistics than the current min-
imum bias data (0.067 nb−1). In this report, the extraction
of the dielectron spectrum with the TRD triggered data is
reported.

2. TRD trigger performance
TRD consists of 6 layers of MWPCs and the radiators

(polypropylene fiber mat) for the transition radiation [7]. It
can be used for the electron identification at pT > 1 GeV/c.
During p-Pb runs, two different electron triggers with TRD

were available. One (HSE) is the single electron trigger
with an electron identification cut for pT > 3 GeV/c. The
other is the single electron trigger with tighter online elec-
tron identification for pT >2 GeV/c (HQU). Data taken by
both triggers are used in the analysis.
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Figure 1: Offline-online track matching efficiency.
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Figure 2: TRD online electron identification efficiency.

The trigger efficiency is evaluated using the minimum
bias events.

The clean electron samples from photon conversions in-
side the detector material can be obtained by the secondary
vertex reconstruction [6]. The TRD trigger efficiency can be
divided into 2 components. One is the matching efficiency
between TRD online tracks and offline (TPC) tracks. The
other is TRD online electron identification efficiency. In or-
der to evaluate the matching efficiency, the only triggered
tracks which match to the offline tracks are selected. Fig-
ure 1 shows offline-online track matching efficiency. The
online tracking performance of TRD depends on the charge
sign due to the Lorentz angle (the angle of drifting electrons
with respect to the electric field lines). Figure 2 shows the
TRD online electron identification efficiency. The overall
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trigger efficiency of negative and positive tracks including
TRD acceptance is about 10% and 7%, respectively.

3. Signal Extraction
The background was estimated using the like-sign pairs

in the same events. They contain not only the combinato-
rial background but also correlated pairs such as cross pairs
which are produced from hadron decays with two e+e−

pairs in the final state, jet contribution, and BB oscillation.
Due to the acceptance difference between unlike-sign pairs
and like-sign pairs, acceptance correction is needed. In
this analysis, the acceptance correction factor is obtained
as a function of invariant mass and pair pT using the mixed
events as following,

R =
N+−+N−+

2
√

N++N−− mixed
, (1)

where N+− and N−+ are the numbers of mixed unlike-sign
pairs and N++ and N−− are those of like-sign pairs.

4. Correction
Pair efficiency are evaluated as follows. First, the single

electron efficiency is obtained from the full Monte Carlo
calculation using GEANT3 simulation. Pair reconstruction
efficiency is calculated as the product of the single elec-
tron efficiency. Dielectron samples used for pair calcula-
tion are generated by hadronic cocktail calculation. Dielec-
trons from light meson decays (π0,η ,ρ,ω,η ′

,ϕ ) are gen-
erated from EXODUS according to the measured charged
pion spectrum in p-Pb collisions and the mT scaling. For
heavy quarks contribution, dielectrons are generated using
PYTHIA with the parametrization tuned for the NLO cal-
culation [8]. Momentum smearing is also applied for all leg
electrons in order to take into account the effects of the mo-
mentum resolution and Bremsstrahlung radiation. Figure 3
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Figure 3: pT integrated pair efficiency as a function of in-
variant mass. Triangular and square markers correspond
to the pair reconstruction efficiency and TRD trigger effi-
ciency for pairs, respectively.

shows the reconstruction efficiency as a function of invari-
ant mass.

TRD trigger efficiency for pairs is extracted according to
Eq 2,

ε pair
trig (mee, pee

T ) = 1− [1− εsingle
trig (pT1)][1− εsingle

trig (pT2)].
(2)

Figure 4 shows the inclusive invariant yield of dielectrons
as a function of invariant mass. There is a large deviation
between data and cocktail calculation at higher mass region.
This reason is still under investigation.
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5. Summary and outlook
The corrected yield up to mee = 10 GeV/c2 is obtained

with the TRD triggered data. As a next step, the results will
be combined with the results of the minimum bias events
and cc and bb cross section will be deduced with the help
of theoretical models.
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Development of polycrystalline CVD diamond detectors
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The diamond is an attractive material for a radiation detec-
tor, and has actually a long history in radiation applications.
The large displacement energy of the diamond crystal in-
dicates its inherent radiation hardness. The small dielectric
constant and the large band gap result in the low detector ca-
pacitance and the low leakage current, and thus low-noise
level is expected. Its large mobility and saturation veloc-
ity of charge carriers enable very good timing resolution of
signal responses, combined with a large breakdown field.
However, the use of diamond detector was limited owing to
the price, the size and the amount of impurity in the natu-
ral materials. The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) tech-
nique [1–3] has made it possible to create the high-quality
diamond material with applicable size, and has provided op-
portunities as the practical use of diamond radiation detec-
tors [4].

Based on the outstanding properties of the diamond, we
have developed a CVD diamond detector as a thin and
large-area counter with extremely good timing resolution.
The detector development has been performed by the col-
laboration of CNS and NSCL. We produced a diamond de-
tector with striped cathodes. Its photograph and cathode
design are illustrated in Fig. 1. The cathode consists of
two layers; 10-nm thick nickel and 100-nm thick gold. The
nickel layer is important for the ohmic contact between a
diamond and a gold layer. The material is polycrystalline
CVD (pCVD) diamond crystal. The area and the thickness
are 30×30 mm2 and 0.2 mm, respectively. The cathode is
28× 28 mm2. The detector has one pad on one side (Side
A), and 4 strips the other side (Side B). On the Side A, 4
readout wires are bonded to the corners. On the Side B, 2
readout wires are bonded to the both edges of each strip.
The width of the four strips are 9, 5, 5, and 9 mm from the
top. The width at the centeral region is narrower because
the more intense beams hit the central part of the detec-
tor. Totally a detector has 12 readouts in order to deduce
hit position and timing. SMA connectors are used to reduce
signal strength loss in a radio frequency region (∼ 10 GHz).
In operation, 200 V was applied to the pad (Side A).

We made two pCVD diamond detectors for time-of-flight
measurement with extremely good time resolution, and
used the detectors in an experiment of direct mass measure-
ment, which aimed at determining the masses of neutron-
rich calcium isotopes [5]. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 2. In the experiment, nuclear masses are determined
by using the following relation:

m/q =
Bρ
c

√(ct
L

)
−1, (1)

Figure 1: Photographs and cathode pattern of a manufac-
tured diamond detector.

where m, q and c are the nuclear mass, the charge and the
light velocity respectively. Bρ , t, L show magnetic rigidity,
time of flight and flight length of the beam line, respectively.
The diamond detectors were used to measure the time of
flight, and installed at the BigRIPS F3 and SHARAQ S2
foci, which are 105 meters apart. Here, this report focuses
on the performance of the pCVD diamond detector.

To deduce the time resolution of diamond detector, we
used time difference between signal pulses from both edges
of a strip of diamond detector. The analysis procedure is the
same with that in Ref. [6]. The hit-position dependence of
the time difference was compensated by using the position
information deduced from the tracking detectors installed
at each focus. Figure 3 shows the deduced time resolution
as a function of the energy deposit in the diamond detector.
The data points in the figure show the obtained values from
the measurements. The circles were obtained in the present
experiment, while a square was already reported in Ref. [6].
The time resolution was well reproduced by a power func-
tion of the energy deposit with an offset, which is deduced
as 2828.1(∆E)−1.7525 +10.00 by a fitting.

The offset component in the deduced time resolution can
be attributed to the intrinsic time resolution of the diamond
detector and the time resolution of the data acquisition sys-
tem. To estimate the time resolution of the data acquisition
system, we analyzed the time jitter with changing a transfer
fiber length, and the time resolutions of the data acquisi-
tion system are shown in Fig. 4. The detail was described
in Ref. [6]. In this experimental setup, the signal transfer
cable was 158 meters long. Here, we estimated time reso-
lution of the data acquisition system in present experiment
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Figure 2: Detector setup for the experiment.

by two different functions, a linear or a square root of the
length of the optical fiber. In the linear (square root) case,
the resolution of the data acquisition system was estimated
to be 10.2 (9.6) ps. This means that the offset of 10.0 ps is
dominated by the resolution of the data acquisition system.

The intrinsic time resolution (σint) can be evaluated by
σint =

√
σ2

meas −σ2
daq, where σmeas is time resolution in

Fig. 3 and σdaq is that in data acquisition (σdaq), respec-
tively. In cases of σdaq = 9.6–10.2 [ps], the intrinsic time
resolution of the diamond detector also shows in Fig. 3.
Therefore, the intrinsic time resolution of the diamond de-
tector is as good as 8 ps (σ ) for 50-MeV deposit and 5 ps
(σ ) for 100-MeV deposit.

We studied the basic properties of pCVD diamond de-
tectors. We also made a system to achieve the time resolu-
tion of 10 ps, which is enough to determine the mass with
200 keV resolution. Analysis of the mass measurement is
in progress.
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Figure 3: Time resolution of the CVD diamond detector
as a function of the energy loss. The circle (square) points
show the obtained values for isotopes in the present (previ-
ous [6]) experiment. The red curve is obtained by fitting to
the data. The lower three curves shows intrinsic time res-
olution of a diamond detector when the time resolutions of
the optical fiber are 9.6, 10.0 and 10.2 ps(σ ), respectively.

Figure 4: Timing resolution of the data acquisition system
as a function of the optical fiber length or the travel time.
Solid curves show estimations by two different functions.
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Recent development of accelerators enables us to utilize
high-intensity primary beams and resultant high-intensity
secondary beams at RIBF. Available intensity of the sec-
ondary beam becomes more than 105 cps at BigRIPS. How-
ever, when we apply the standard particle identification
method of TOF-Bρ-∆E for such high-intensity beams, in
particular around Z=50 beams, three problems arise.

One serious problem is that the resolution of ∆E becomes
worse due to the pile up of the slow signal from the ion-
ization chamber, thereby reducing the resolution of atomic
number. The other problem is the radiation damage to plas-
tic scintillators that are used to measure the TOF. In ad-
dition to these problems, the PPAC had a larger discharge
probability with the high-intensity beams than that with the
low-intensity beams. In this paper, we report a new parti-
cle identification method using detectors with the high ra-
diation hardness and the fast time response at BigRIPS, in
order to resolve these problems and to identify the high-
intensity secondary beams.

We propose the new particle identification method of
TOF-Bρ-Bρ , where ∆E is not measured directly. An en-
ergy degrader is placed at the dispersive second focus (F5)
and the energy loss at the degrader is indirectly used for
determining atomic number. Assuming that mass number
and charge do not change at the degrader, the energy loss
at F5 is expressed by ∆E = (γ35 −1)Amu − (γ57 −1)Amu =

cZ(Bρ35
β35

− Bρ57
β57

), where β and γ is the ratio of velocity to the
speed of light and the Lorentz factor, respectively. The sub-
scription 35 (57) indicates the value is the one between two
foci F3(F5) and F5(F7). Combining this expression with the
Bethe-Bloch formula for the energy loss, ∆E ∼ d Z2

β 2
35

, where

d is the thickness of the degrader, and assuming that the ion
is fully stripped, namely Q = Z, the atomic number can be
obtained as,

Z =C(
Bρ35

β35
− Bρ57

β57
)

β 2
35
d

. (1)

In order to overcome the difficulty of radiation damage and
discharge, plastic scintillators and PPACs are replaced with
diamond detectors [1] and low-pressure multi-wire drift
chambers [2] (LP-MWDC), respectively.

The test experiment was performed using a 132Sn beam
at incident energies of 100 and 200 MeV/u. The typical
intensity was 1×106 cps and the maximum intensity was
3.4×106 cps. Figure 1 shows the correlation between the
atomic numbers deduced using the new method and the

Figure 1: Correlation between the atomic numbers deduced
using the new method (Zdeg) and the standard method
(Zic).

Figure 2: Intensity dependence of the correlation between
the atomic number and the mass-to-charge ratio in the new
method for 104 cps (left) and 106 cps (right).

standard method, which are shown by the horizontal and
vertical axes, respectively. There is a clear correspondence
of two values, which validates that the new method extracts
the correct atomic number. Figure 2(a) shows the plot for
particle identification with a low-intensity beam (less than
103 cps). Vertical and horizontal axes show the atomic
number and mass-to-charge ratio, respectively. Figure 2(b)
shows the same plot with the high-intensity beams (about
106 cps). Efficiency seems worse for the high-intensity
beams, which may be caused by wrong position deduction
of LP-MWDC, which will be recovered by further analysis.
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Development of the gamma-ray interaction point calculation algorithm using
the GRAPE Ge detector

Y. Yamamoto, N. Aoi, Y. Fang, E. Ideguchi, S. Noji, and T. Yamamoto
Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University, Ibaraki, Osaka 567-0047, Japan

We have been developing an algorithm to obtain gamma-
ray interaction points in a Ge detector from the signal pulse
shape. The determination of three-dimensional positions
of gamma-ray interaction points is an essential technol-
ogy for the gamma-ray tracking technique, which is the
most advanced gamma-ray detection method [1] to en-
able us Compton suppression without additional Compton
shields. The capability of an accurate position determina-
tion is also useful for Doppler-shift correction for the en-
ergy of gamma-rays emitted from fast moving sources. In
this report, we present the development of the calculation
method of signal shapes using the CNS GRAPE Ge detec-
tor [2].

When a gamma ray interacts with an electron in the Ge
crystal, the recoiled electron, which has received part of
or all of the gamma-ray energy, creates electron-hole pairs
along its trajectory. These electrons and holes move towards
the anode and cathode, respectively, being swept by the
electric fields applied between these electrodes. The motion
of the electrons and holes causes the induced signal on the
electrodes. Depending on the gamma-ray interaction points,
the trajectory of the electrons and holes are different, and
therefore the induced signal shape depends on the gamma-
ray interaction point. By utilizing this feature, gamma-ray
interaction point can be determined from the shape of the
signals. For this purpose, we develop a calculation method
of the signal shape as a function of gamma-ray interaction
points.

The calculation consists of three steps; 1) construction of
the electric field in the crystal, 2) calculation of the motion
of electrons and holes created at the gamma-ray interaction
points, and 3) calculation of the induced signal.

We use the CNS GRAPE module [2], which consists
of two disc-shaped planar Ge detectors with dimensions;
70 mm in diameter and 20 mm in thickness. An anode
and cathode of each detector are of circular shape with 60
mm diameter. The cathode is divided in 3 × 3 segments.
The outer most rings with 5 mm width surrounding the an-
ode and cathodes are used as a guard ring. High voltage
of +2500 V is applied to the anode while the cathode is
grounded. The Ge crystal is of p-type with impurity concen-
tration of 0.75 × 1010 /cm3. With these conditions electric
field is calculated by the finite element method using the
OPERA code [3]. The motion of electrons and holes cre-
ated at a given position is calculated using the Runge-Kutta
method based on the electric field calculated above. Finally,
we calculate induced charge at each position of electrons
and holes using the weighting potential method [4]. By
these methods, we are able to calculate the induced signals
of each segment as a function of time for a given gamma-
ray interaction point. Figure 1 shows calculated net signals

Figure 1: Calculated net signals for several different in-
teraction points indicated by (x,y,z). See the text for the
definition of the coordinates.

for events with several gamma-ray interaction points along
Z direction. The coordinate is defined so that the center of
the anode is the origin. The anode is defined as the XY
plane and the cylindrical axis is defined as the Z direction.
Each pulse shape is dependent on the interaction point.

The result of the calculation has been evaluated by com-
paring with the signal shape experimentally measured. Fig-
ure 2 shows the experimental setup used in this work to ob-
serve the pulse shape for a scattering event at a given po-
sition. The Ge crystal is irradiated with gamma rays from

Figure 2: Experimental setup for the measurement of the
signal shape.

a 10 MBq 137Cs source through a collimator of a 50 mm-
thick Pb block with a hole of a 1 mm diameter. The gamma
rays scattered by the Ge crystal are measured by a 5” ×
3” NaI(Tl) detector through a slit placed at 90 degrees with
respect to the gamma-ray incident axis. The slit is a 100
mm-thick Pb block with a 2 mm gap. The signals from the
Ge detector and the NaI(Tl) detector were read out by the
GRETINA digitizer [5] with 14 bits ADC operating at 100
MHz sampling. The multiply scattered events were elim-
inated by requiring the energy deposits in Ge and NaI(Tl)
to be 373±1 keV and 290±90, respectively. By these con-
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ditions, the gamma-ray scattering position is limited to the
intersection between the collimator and the slit within 1.5
mm accuracy. In this setup, we obtained 2 events a day.
The signal shape for the selected events are shown in Fig. 3.
Black curve is the measured waveform. Blue curves show

Figure 3: Comparison of measured and calculated signals.
Black curves show the measured signal. Blue, red, and
green curves are the calculations.

the result of the calculation for the event at the center of
the irradiated region, while the red and green curves show
those for the positions deviated from the center by ± 1 mm.
Acquired signals are distorted due to finite time response
of the preamplifier. Calculated signals are corrected for ac-
cording to the integration time constant of τ = 28 ns so that
the measured signal shape is reproduced. One can see that
the calculation reproduces the observed signal shape very
well.

To summarize, we have calculated the induced signals
for the events at given interaction points. We have also
measured the signal shapes for given gamma-ray interac-
tion points. From the comparison of measured and calcu-
lated net signals, we confirmed that a calculated net signal
reproduces a measurement signal. For the next step, we will
take signals from all the electrodes including the neighbor-
ing ones, with which the position in X and Y direction will
be determined.
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Performance Evaluation of CAT in 132Xe(d, d’) Measurement
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A low-pressure gaseous active target, CNS Active Target
(CAT), has been developed for a deuteron inelastic scatter-
ing off unstable nuclei [1]. The CAT consists of a GEM-
TPC and Si detectors. Three dual gain THGEMs (400 µm-
thick ), where the electrodes of the beam region (±10 mm
from the centre axis) and the recoil region (rest of the ac-
tive area, left and right sides) are separated individually, are
employed as an amplification apparatus of the GEM-TPC
to control the magnitude of gas gain at each region, inde-
pendently. Properties of a triple and a double THGEM con-
figurations in a low-pressure deuterium were well-studied
by corresponding authors [2, 3] in a test chamber. In this
article, evaluations of the gas gain, the charge resolution,
and the attachment coefficient of the CAT in 132Xe(d, d’)
measurement are reported.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the setup of the CAT.
An alpha source is employed to evaluate the gas gain and
the charge resolution. Considering the previous study for
gain [3], expected gain for the recoil region is between 2000
and 3000 at this gas pressure, 40.4 kPa D2. A typical charge
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Figure 1: A schematic view of the setup of the CAT.

distribution at a single readout pad contributed by alpha par-
ticles from the source is shown in the Fig. 2 (left). From
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Figure 2: A typical charge distribution at a single readout
pad ID 12, contributed by alpha particles from the source
(left) and a selected charge distribution at a single readout
pad contributed by alpha particles whose path is well de-
fined (right).

this charge distribution, an appropriate value of the charge

for the evaluation of the gas gain should be selected. Since
the position of the alpha source is well-defined in the CAT
chamber, it is feasible to manually draw a straight line from
the source point to a specific readout pad on the xz−plane
as a path of α-particle by assuming the incidence angle for
xy-plane θ ≃ 0. In fact, it is probable to select such an event
like the manually drawn line by restricting the hit pattern of
the readout pad and the difference of the drift time (arrival
time of electrons from the trigger timing) between hit pads.
By following this procedure to choose the event whose the
length of the path is well-known, the calculation of the en-
ergy loss ∆E and the initial charge Qi can be unambiguously
done. Figure 2 (right) shows the selected charge distribution
at the pad ID 12 for instance. By making use of a Gaus-
sian fitting to Fig. 2 (right), Qpad(θ ≃ 0) can be derived
for the evaluation of the gas gain. Qi is derived from energy
loss calculation. Because of an insufficient gain (under 100)
on the beam region, the number of selectable events of α-
particles on the beam region is too small to fit with a Gaus-
sian, therefore, the evaluation of gain only for the recoil re-
gion has been carried out for this report. Figure 3 shows the
obtained results of evaluation of the effective gas gain Geff
at 40.4 kPa deuterium. The mean value of Geff was 2505
and the standard deviation was 269.8.
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Figure 3: Correlation between gain and each readout pad ID
on the recoil region (left) and the distribution of gain (right).

Together with Geff., the charge resolution should be also
properly evaluated. An approach by comparing the charges
of neighbouring pads to a certain chosen pad is attempted
to evaluate the charge resolution. In order to determine the
initial charge correctly, specific events where the solid angle
for the α-particle detection from the source is almost zero
is selected by restricting the hit pattern and the drift time
of the event, as usual. To ensure that the energy loss of the
alpha particle on each pad to be evaluated, a pair of two
neighbouring pads is considered. Each amount of summed-
charge for the pair is expressed as Q1,Q2 and Q3. Assuming
that the path length, i.e. the energy loss, is almost constant
for each pair of readout pads.

Concentrating on the pair in the middle which is denoted
as Q2, the residual from the mean of neighbouring charges
ε is defined as ε = Q2−(Q1+Q3)/2. Assuming the charge
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Q1         Q2         Q3 

Figure 4: A schematic view of the path of particles and
pairs of the readout pads for the evaluation of the charge
resolution.

resolution δQ = δQ1 = δQ2 = δQ3, then δQ is described
as δQ = δε ×

√
2/3. Following this procedure, the charge

resolution δQ can be deduced from Fig 5.
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Figure 5: A selected charge distribution for a pair of pad
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centre of readout pads on the right side of the beam, and the
distribution of the residual ε (right).

By make fitting of the charge distribution and residual
above, δQ/Q is 15.14 % (FWHM) for this example.

In the case of our apparatus, the CAT, the main reason for
the electron attachment is a contamination of the air influx
into the CAT chamber and other gas line pipes. Because the
attachment of initial electrons during drift toward the am-
plification stage affects significantly to the evaluation of the
initial charge Q′

i right before the amplification by GEMs,
the attachment coefficient η , as defined below, should be
accurately determined. When N0 electrons are formed ini-
tially by an α−particle and, as a result of attachment, N
electrons are left at a distance x from the point of forma-
tion. The number dN attached in a distance x is described
as dN =− ηNc dx, where η is the electron attachment co-
efficient expressed as the probability of attachment per cm,
of travel in the field direction and c is unit concentration, in
parts per million, of the attaching gas in the non-attaching
carrier. Q′

i is represented by Q′
i = Qi e− η ·Ldrift , where Qi in-

dicates the initial charge at the point of formation and Ldrift
is the total drift length of electrons. An estimation of η
is given by the charge ratio between two selected events
where the drift lengths are different each other but ∆E and,
naturally, Qi are identical. Here, following assumptions are
made: the effective gas gain Geff. of GEMs is constant in
a certain properties of the gas; and the drift velocity vdrift
of electrons is well estimated by MAGBOLTZ simulation.
The second term of the assumption about the drift veloc-
ity is practically tested by our collaborators for the inside
of the CAT by using an alpha source with a slitted silicon
detector, and it turned out that the difference between the
measured and simulated values of the drift velocity is al-
most negligible. If the events of alpha particles, where the
drift length Ldrift is almost zero at the most distant point of

the readout pad from the source point, are chosen, Q′
i and

Qi become the same in principle. After the incident angle
of such alpha particles (Ldrift ≃0) are calculated as θ0 and
relevant events are chosen, the events which have the in-
cident angle toward the exactly opposite direction −θ0 can
be also chosen. Those two events have the same energy loss
and initial charge Q0

i but different Q′
i (Q′′

i will be used for a
distinguishing). By taking the ratio of the collected charge
Qpad(θ ,Ldrift) at the same readout pad for these two cases,
following relation is obtained.

η =
1

Ldrift
ln
(

Qpad(θ0,Ldrift ≃ 0)
Qpad(−θ0,Ldrift ̸= 0)

)
(1)

Hence, η can be estimated by using this relation and a typ-
ical value of η was around 0.02 cm−1. According to the
MAGBOLTZ simulation for η , it is proportional to the den-
sity of oxygen in percent (see Fig. 6) , therefore, the oxygen
density can be also estimated by the correlation between η
and O2 density. It turned out that the oxygen density in the
CAT during the measurement was near 0.01 %.
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Figure 6: Correlation between η and the oxygen density in
%. Each value is obtained from the MAGBOLTZ simula-
tion at 40 kPa deuterium gas for a static electric field of ≃1
kV/cm/atm.
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1. Introduction
In-beam γ-spectroscopy is a powerful tool for inves-

tigating nuclear structure. We heve been developing
data aquisition and coincidence analysis system for CNS-
GRAPE(Gamma-Ray detectors-array with Position and En-
ergy sensitivity) [1]. CNS-GRAPE consists of 18 Ge detec-
tors, and each detector has two Ge crystals each of which is
segmented into 9. Therefore, 18 channels have to be read
in one Ge detector, which results in a difficulity of using
CNS-GRAPE as a detectors-array because of many read-
out circuits that have to be controled.

For the reasons above, we have developed APV7110
which is a digital signal processor (DSP) for γ-ray spec-
troscopy with Techno-AP. APV7110 is capable of convert-
ing 18ch analog signals into digital ones at the same time
(Thus, it can be used for one Ge detector) and data trans-
portation by using ethernet, so there needs to be a software
to extract data from APV7110. What is more, two or more
DSPs should be synchronized by using time stamps when
CNS-GRAPE is used as a detectors-array. Therefore, when
data from CNS-GRAPE is to be analyzed, the data should
be sorted by using time stamps that each event contains, and
there needs to be a software that can do that.

In this article, data-acquisition system and data-sorting
system that we have developed are introduced.

2. Data Acquisition System and Coincidence Analysis
A circuit diagram in APV7110 is shown in Fig. 1. Ad-

vantages of APV7110 are:

1.One CPU can be applied to one Ge detector, so that CPU
cannot be a bottleneck.
2.It provides high energy resolution thanks to the trape-
zoidal filter.
3.It sends data with a size of 1 KB/event (containg pulse
shape data) under a rate of 9kHz thanks to SiTCP read-out.

First, we have developed a data acquisition system for one
Ge detector. Functions of the data acquistion system are :

1.Controling registers(gain, threshold, etc..) in APV7110.
2.Acquiring data from APV7110 via ethernet, and store
them in HDD.
3.Decoding data to analyzable ones according to data-
structure of APV7110.

Spectra obtained by using the data acquisition system are
shown in Fig. 2. It cleary shows the system is working prop-
erly.

Secondly, we developed data acquisition system for multi
Ge detectors. In order to test the system, we used 3 Ge de-
tectors, and 3 APV7110. All APV7110 are synchronized

Figure 1: A circuit diagram in APV7110. Once analog
signals are sent, they are converted into digital signals, and
go through two different kinds of filter, one of which is a
trapezoidal pulse shaping filter, and the other is a timing
filter. After that, data is sent to a computer via ethernet.
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Figure 2: Spectra obtained by using the data acquisition
system for one Ge detector (not calibrated). The data was
taken with 60Co, and the spectra is from one crystal of the
Ge detector, so 9 spectra are shown.

by using clock signals. In order to do the coincidence anal-
ysis, we developed an event-builder ”Fruit Juice” for CNS-
GRAPE. Event-building procedure is:

1.Each of APV7110 sends data from a Ge detector to the
computer.
2.Fruit Juice searches all data that have been taken, and sort
events according to time stamps and event-build window
that users can define.
3.Time-sorted events are packed into one event, and the data
is ready to be analyzed.

The data were taken successfully, and Fig. 3 is the plot of
events in which γ-ray scattered from one crystal to the other
one in the same detector. It shows that compton scattering
events are obtained with Fruit Juice. Thus we succeeded
in event-building with 2 different crystals in one detector.
However, we could not obtain the evidence that γ-ray scat-
terd from one ”detector” to another. Probably it is because
that among APV7110s, time-stamps are not synchronized
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correctly because of an offset of starting time of data acqui-
sition of each APV7110.
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Figure 3: A spectrum obtained with an event-builder ”Fruit
Juice” for CNS GRAPE (Both X and Y axis are ch, Not
Calibrated). A source used for this measurement was 60Co.
Two diagonal lines show that γ-ray compton-scattered from
one crystal(A) to the other one(B) in each detectors. γ-ray
is photo-absorbed in the crystal B.

3. Summary and Future Plan
As a summary, we have secceeded in developing a data

acquisition system for CNS GRAPE with DSP ”APV7110”.
We have developed an event-builder ”Fruit Juice” for CNS
GRAPE, and succeeded in event-building of data obtained
from multi Ge detectors. We have successfully obtained the
evidence of γ-rays that compton-scattered from one crys-
tal to the other one in the same detector, but have not seen
events in which γ-rays scattered in one detector to another.
We think this is because time-stamp offset due to the data
acquisition starting time difference among APV7110s, so
this problem is to be solved soon. Here is our future plan:

1.The dead-time of APV7110 needs to be measured.
2.Four or more APV7110 operation should be tested be-
cause we think that we had better apply one computer to
three APV7110 due to data transportation traffic, so for ex-
ample, if we want to use six APV7110, we need two com-
puters operating at the same time.
3.Pulse shape analysis needs to be done in order to be able
to correct the doppler-shift in energy spectrum for in-beam
experiments.
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It has long been known that the response of semiconduc-
tor detectors to heavy ions is complicated by the presence of
a pulse-height defect (PHD), such that heavy ions produce
a smaller pulse height than lighter ions of the same kinetic
energy [1–4]. The pulse height defect ∆E is the difference
between the true energy Et of an ion incident on a detector
and its apparent energy Ea as given by the response curve
for light ions such as protons and alpha particles.

The energy-response characteristics for heavy ions are
charge and mass dependent, thus requiring special calibra-
tion techniques for their energy determinations. The most
widely used technique has been proposed by Schmitt et
al. [1]. Experimental data on PHD in surface-barrier sil-
icon detectors show that the response of those detectors to
ions in the mass and energy range of fission fragments is lin-
ear and mass-dependent. The calibration method of Schmitt
was based on combined measurements of the response of
silicon semiconductor detectors to the single 252Cf sponta-
neous fission fragments with ions of bromine and iodine,
and was expressed by the following equation:

E(x,A) = (a+a′A)x+b+b′A, (1)

where E is the calibrated energy, A is the ion mass, x is
the channel number and a, a′, b, b′ are parameters.

Table 1: Parameters of eq. (1) (in MeV) for fission frag-
ments of 252Cf and 235U.

Parameter 252Cf 235U

a 24.0203
Xl−Xh

30.9734
Xl−Xh

a′ 0.03574
Xl−Xh

0.04596
Xl−Xh

b 89.6083−a ·Xl 87.8626−a ·Xl

b′ 0.1370−a′ ·Xl 0.1345−a′ ·Xl

The channel numbers of the peak positions for the aver-
age light (LF) and heavy (HF) fission fragment groups, Xl
and Xh respectively, were then related to the four parameters
in eq. (1) which are presented in table 1, so that a measure-
ment of one of the standard fission spectra sufficed to de-
termine these parameters. Although eq. (1) has been used

successfully in the fission fragment range of masses and en-
ergies, its originators warned that this calibration method
may not be valid outside of this range.

Most wide studies of the PHD were performed for Si de-
tectors. Nevertheless, another promising detector material,
CVD diamond [5, 6], appears to extend the possible appli-
cations for heavily-ionizing particles. Diamond detectors
reveal fast timing properties and large radiation hardness
while the energy resolution achieved with single crystal
CVD (scCVD) diamonds for ∼5 MeV α particles (∆E/E ∼
0.3 %) is comparable to the one of Si detectors [5] .

The investigation of diamond detectors with low-
energetic heavy ions is still at its very beginning. There are
only few publications about the PHD in scCVD diamond
detectors [7–9]. Authors in [9] have studied scCVD dia-
monds as fission fragment detectors. They concluded that
all their scCVD diamond detectors show inadequate energy
resolution and suffer from an extensive PHD. The detected
pulse height never exceeds about 30% of what is expected
for fission fragments.

We investigated the PHD in scCVD diamond detector for
fission fragments of 252Cf at four different field settings be-
tween (0.7− 2.5) V/µm.

The energy calibration was performed with α particles
from a 226Ra source which has energies of 4.772, 5.490,
6.002, and 7.682 MeV. The calibration of the electronics
up to the highest energy of 100 MeV was performed with a
precision pulser. Assuming no PHD for α particles, this cal-
ibration method for the signals of fission fragments stopped
in scCVD is a direct measurement of the energy of the ions
converted into an electric signal. The difference to the ki-
netic energies of LF and HF results in the PHD. Kinetic
energies of LF and HF of 252Cf are the mean values for the
two groups of fission fragments taken from the literature.

Table 2 shows the energies of fission fragments of 252Cf
measured in the present work with the scCVD diamond de-
tector at different electric field values. At 0.7 V/µm the
PHD is about 70 % for HF and LF, and about 59 % at 2.5
V/µm. With increasing electric field from 0.7 V/µm to 2.5
V/µm the charge collection was improved by ∼ 10 %.

As mentioned above, the response of surface-barrier sili-
con detectors to ions in the mass and energy range of fission
fragments (A≈ (80 − 150) a.m.u, E≈ (35 − 120) MeV)
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Table 2: Energy Edia measured with the scCVD diamond
detector and corresponding PHD (in %) for HF and LF fis-
sion fragments of 252Cf at different electric fields.

Electric field / (V/µm) ∆E(HF) / MeV ∆E(LF) / MeV

0.7 23.6 30.9

PHD in % 70 % 70 %

1.0 26.8 34.8

PHD in % 66 % 66 %

2.0 31.1 40.2

PHD in % 60 % 61 %

2.5 32.1 41.6

PHD in % 59 % 59 %

Table 3: Reconstructed energies of LF and HF of 252Cf,
measured with the scCVD diamond detector and compari-
son with literature values from measurements with Si detec-
tors. The energy calibration was performed with the method
of Schmitt et al. The LF and HF energies correspond to
fission fragments with mass Ml=106 and Mh=142, respec-
tively, which are located at the maxima of the fission frag-
ment peaks.

Ion HF LF

present work 79.9 MeV 104.1 MeV

[1] 79.4 MeV 103.8 MeV

[10] 78.9 MeV 103.0 MeV

is linear and mass-dependent. The method suggested by
Schmitt et al. [1] enables the channel-energy-calibration for
ions in this range by measuring a standard fission fragment
energy spectrum. We were going to check this method for
diamond detectors. The Schmitt calibration requires to de-
termine the parameters a, a′, b, b′ in eq. (1). For this, we
measured fission spectra of 252Cf and determined the re-
spective channel numbers, Xl and Xh, which correspond to
the maxima of the light and heavy fission fragment groups,
respectively. Then, taking into account the equations in
Table 1 we determined a, a′, b, b′. Finally, we consid-
ered that the maxima correspond to fission fragments with
light Ml=106 and heavy Mh=142 mass, respectively (typ-
ical mass numbers for fission fragment groups of 252Cf),
and calibrated their energy according to eq. (1). The ob-
tained energy values of LF and HF are shown in table 3 and
compared with literature values [1, 10]. The reconstructed
energies are very close to the values of the same fission frag-
ments measured with Si detectors in [1, 10].

It has to be mentioned that for the best fit, the constants
in the equations in Table 1 have to be adjusted for the given
detector (as described in [10]) otherwise the calibrated en-
ergies might be over- or underestimated. We can conclude
that the reconstructed energies of HF and LF fission frag-
ments of 252Cf are in good agreement with the literature
values. The calibration method of Schmitt et al. works in

fission fragment mass and energy regions for diamond de-
tectors as well as for Si detectors.

We studied experimentally the pulse-height defect (PHD)
in single crystal CVD diamond detectors for fission frag-
ments of 252Cf at different electric fields and found it to be
significant. We adapted and applied the method of Schmitt
et al. and concluded that this calibration method works in
the fission fragment mass and energy range for diamond de-
tectors as good as for Si detectors. However, constants have
to be adjusted for diamond material, otherwise the recon-
structed energies might be slightly over- or underestimated.

While the studies of PHD in Si detectors have a long
history and many experimental data are available, the in-
vestigation of the PHD in CVD diamond detectors for low-
energetic ions is only at its very beginning and more exper-
imental data are needed before drawing final conclusions.
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1. Introduction	 
The transmission efficiency from ECRIS to the center 

of AVF Cyclotron is 19%. This means that 81% of ion 
beams are lost in the beam injection line. In order to 
improve this transmission efficiency and to increase beam 
intensity, the beam transport system of the injection line 
has to be optimized. For the optimization, we need to 
investigate the beam orbit using measured beam 
emittance. Since the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) beam 
elements are coupled by solenoid coils or Glaser coils in 
this injection beam line, the four-dimensional emittance is 
necessary. For this reason, we have developed a 
pepper-pot emittance monitor [2]. 

2. The beam injection line of AVF Cyclotron 
Figure 1 shows the side view of the beam injection line 

of AVF Cyclotron. The ion beam extracted by Hyper 
ECRIS is separated into the desired ion species by 
Analyzing Magnet. Leaving the Analyzing Magnet, the 
ion beam goes straight to the Vertical Bending Magnet 
(DMI23). On this straight line, a profile monitor 
(PF_IH10), a pepper-pot emittance monitor (PEM_IH10) 
and a viewer plate (I23viewer) are set in order as 
diagnostics and first solenoid coil (SOIH11) is set as a 
focusing element behind the PEM_IH10. 

When the ion beam arrives at DMI23, it is bent 
downward by DMI23 and goes straight to the inflector 
which is positioned at the center of AVF Cyclotron. On 
this downward line, a pepper-pot emittance monitor 
(PEM_I30) and a profile monitor (PF_I30) are set in 
order as diagnostics. Below PF_I30, second solenoid coil 
(SOI30), four quadrupole magnets and third solenoid 
coil (SOI36) are set in order as focusing elements. 
Below SOI36, a two-dimensional emittance monitor 
(EM_I36) is set as diagnostic. Below EM_I36, two 
Glazer coils are set as focusing elements. 

We reported the beam transport calculation from 
PEM_IH10 to I23viewer [3].and insisted that using the 
calculated magnet field and the real solenoid model [4] 
for the beam transport of SOIH11 is effective.  

Currently, we are promoting the beam transport 
calculation up to the positon of EM_I36. At first, we 
faced problems that the standard Edge Focus of DMI23 
and the standard Hard Edge model of quadrupole magnet 
are not effective for beam transport calculation. 

3. Beam transport model of the edge focus 
The Edge Focus works when the pole-face of bending 

magnet is rotated with respect to the beam direction. 
This effect doesn’t shift a beam position but a beam 
angle. DMI23 is rotated by 30 degree.  

TRANSPORT [5] indicates that the calculation for 
Edge Focus needs a correction corresponding to the type 
of fringing field boundary. Therefore, we calculated 
Edge Focus with the correction, which is called 
“Square-edged Magnet”. 

In order to evaluate the correction, we transported the 
four-dimensional emittance of 4He2+ 20keV ion beam 
measured by PEM_IH10 to the position of PEM_I30 and 
make x-y distribution (the right image of Figure 2). 
Compared with the beam image on the x-y plane 
measured by PEM_I30 (the left image of Figure 2), the 
shape of the right image of Figure 2 is similar. We think 
the correction for edge focus is effective. 

 
Figure 2: The right image is obtained by PEM_IH10. 
The left image is measured by PEM_I30 

4. Beam transport model of quadrupole magnet 
The Hard Edge model of quadruple magnet is an 

 
Figure 1 The side view of the injection line of AVF 
Cyclotron. 
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approximate uniform distribution of the magnetic field 
gradient. It is usually used for the beam transport. 
However, the Hard Edge model does not fit for our case. 

As the calculated magnetic field is useful for the case 
of solenoid coil, we tried to use the calculated magnetic 
field gradient of quadrupole magnet. In order to see the 
effect, we transported the four-dimensional emittance of 
4He2+ 20keV ion beam measured by PEM_I30 to the 
position of EM_I36 and make two-dimensional emittance 
distribution (The right column of Figure 3). The 
coordinate system (u, w) is rotated 45 degree with respect 
to the coordinate system (x, y). The upper and lower 
images show (u, u’) distributions and (w, w’) distributions, 
respectively in the Figure 3. Compared with the 
two-dimensional emittance measured by EM_I36 (the left 
column of Figure 3), both shapes are similar. Therefore, 
we decided to use the calculated magnetic field. 

 
Figure 3: The images of the right column are 
two-dimensional emittance measured by EM_I36. The 
images of the left column are two-dimensional 
emittance calculated using the measured result of 
PEM_I30. The upper and lower row indicate (u, u’) 
distribution and (w, w’) distribution, respectively. 

5. Beam transport from PEM_IH10 to EM_I36 
We solved the beam transport model of the focusing 

element. Therefore, we transported the four-dimensional 
emittance of 4He2+ 25.42keV ion beam with the intensity 
of 5eµA measured by PEM_IH10 to the position of 
EM_I36 directly and made two-dimensional emittance 
distribution (The right column of Figure 4). In case of this 
beam intensity, we consider that the space charge effect 
is negligible. The format of the upper and lower image of 
Figure 4 is same as Figure 3. Compared with the 
two-dimensional emittance measured by EM_I36 (the left 
column of Figure 4), the shape of the right column of 
Figure 4 is found to be similar. 

Next, we must investigate the beam transport 
calculation against the high intensity beam because our 
purpose is increasing beam intensity. Therefore, using 
4He2+ 25.42keV ion beam with the intensity of 240eµA, 
we performed the same experiment as the case of low 
intensity beam. Figure 5 shows the result. The format of 
images of the Figure 5 is same as Figure 4. We find that 

(w, w’) distribution in the right column of Figure 5 is 
particularly different from that in the left column of 
Figure 5. We think the reason is that our beam transport 
calculation excludes space charge effect. We will include 
the space charge effect for the beam transport calculation. 

 
Figure 4: The images of the right column are 
two-dimensional emittance measured by EM_I36. The 
images of the left column are two-dimensional 
emittance calculated using the measured result of 
PEM_IH10. The upper and lower row indicate (u, u’) 
distribution and (w, w’) distribution, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 5: The images of the right column are 
two-dimensional emittance measured by EM_I36. The 
images of the left column are two-dimensional 
emittance calculated using the measured result of 
PEM_IH10. The upper and lower row indicate (u, u’) 
distribution and (w, w’) distribution, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

At the RIKEN AVF cyclotron, we have been 
improving beam transmission efficiency from the Hyper 
ECR ion source [1,2], called the Hyper ECR, to the 
cyclotron. Recently, users request light ion beams with 
high intensity. However, supply beam intensity is 
currently 50 to 60% of required that, since transmission 
efficiency from the Hyper ECR to the cyclotron exit is 
3% or less. 

This year, variation of beam emittance to a shape of 
plasma boundary in the Hyper ECR was investigated. A 
plasma boundary of a beam extraction system was fixed 
in the spherical shape of convex, concave and parallel, 
and the beam emittance was measured, respectively. The 
emittance of the parallel boundary was the most 
improved. We are trying to construct the beam extraction 
system obtained the low beam emittance in order to 
improve the transmission efficiency.  

In this paper, the fixed plasma boundary and its beam 
emittance are described. 
 
2. Emittance measurement of plasma boundary 

Figure 1 shows a plasma electrode attached a mesh in 
the Hyper ECR. An electrode hole is 12 mm in diameter, 
the tungsten mesh is 30 meshes and the wire diameter is 
0.03 mm. Plasma left the hole is limited by the mesh 
with the spherical shape of convex, concave and parallel, 
respectively. In this way, fluctuation of the plasma 
boundary caused by the balance between the plasma 
pressure and the extraction electric field strength is 
prevented. 

Beam emittance was measured by a mixed beam 
measurement method developed last year [2]. A device 
consists of a 0.25 mm wide slit (El) moving in a vertical 
plane of 308 mm from the plasma electrode, a beam 
shutter (E2) moving in a vertical plane of 830 mm from 
the slit, and an analyzing magnet (see Fig. 1). The mixed 
beam divided by the E1 was gradually shut off at the E2, 
and analyzed. The beam emittance was obtained from the 
attenuation rate of the analyzed beam intensity to the 
position of E1. In the method, we were able to measure 
the beam emittance closer to the plasma electrode. 
 
3. Beam emittance diagram 

Some example of the beam emittance diagrams are 
shown in Fig. 2. These are in the case of the mesh type of 
convex, concave and parallel, and the 95% emittance to 
total beam current is 210, 177, 159 π mm * mrad, 
respectively. The total beam current was obtained by 
extrapolation from the correlation between several  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: A schematic view of an emittance measurement 
system and a photo of a plasma electrode attached a 
tungsten mesh. A plasma boundary was fixed with the 
mesh and the emittance at E1 was measured. IS: Hyper 
ECR E1: Beam slit E2: Beam shutter AM: Analyzer FC: 
Faraday cup PE: Plasma electrode MS: Mesh  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: Examples of emittance diagrams for alpha ion 
beam production. These are in the case of the mesh type 
of convex, concave and parallel to the beam extraction.	 
The beam extraction voltage and intensity are constant at 
11.14 kV and 320 eµA, respectively 

PE 

MS 

A: 210 πmm*mrad (95%) 
B: 177 πmm*mrad (95%) 
C: 159 πmm*mrad (95%) 

A: Convex type 
 

B: Concave type 
 

C: Parallel type 
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Fig. 3: Schematic view of the extraction system of the 
Hyper ECR ion source that contains the beam ray trace.	 
PE: Plasma electrode GE: Ground electrode EL: Einzel 
lens E1: Beam slit PB: Plasma boundary FP: Focus point 
of the beam 
 
measured currents and their emittance, because it was 
difficult to measure due to measurement accuracy and 
variations of minute currents. As a result, the emittance 
of the parallel boundary was the smallest. 
 
4. Estimation of plasma boundary  

Figure 3 shows the beam extraction system [3] with a 
beam trajectory in the Hyper ECR. The beam is extracted 
by the electric field between the plasma electrode and a 
ground electrode, and converged by an einzel lens. The 
beam trajectories were drawn by extending a line from X 
and X’ of the 95% emittance measured at 308 mm from 
the plasma electrode, respectively. The trajectories are 
shown in the type of plasma boundary of a convex, 
concave and parallel in order from the top to the bottom. 
From these trajectories, a change in the shape of the 
beam starting surface is assumed. 

The beam trajectory diagrams show the characteristics 
of the plasma boundary as follows. 
1) In the case of the convex type and the parallel type, 
the beam trajectory is divergent with virtual object point 
in the plasma, and in the concave case trajectory is 
convergence with real object point near the ground 
electrode.  
2) The linear density in the vicinity of the axis is low for 
convex type, and the concave type and parallel type are 
relatively uniform. The former and the latter tend to be 
hollow beams and parallel beams, respectively. 

These suggest choosing the extraction system that 
always forms a plasma boundary (PB) of a concave or 
parallel spherical surface. In order to enhance the light 

ion beams by improving the transmission efficiency to 
the cyclotron, we are constructing an extraction system 
that constantly obtains low beam emittance. 
 
5. Summary 

We fixed the plasma boundary and measured the beam 
emittance. Emittance was found to change with the shape 
of plasma boundary. We are currently constructing a 
beam extraction system that can obtain low beam 
emittance. 
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Nuclear level density is one of the key quantities to connect
nuclear structure and nuclear reactions. While nuclear level
density is known to well follow phenomenological formu-
las, investigating microscopic theories of nuclear level den-
sity is still important for the understanding of nuclear struc-
ture and reactions. The large-scale shell-model calculation
provides, in principle, quite reliable level density (e.g. [1])
because it takes many-body correlations into account, thus
well describing level structures. However, the amount of the
computation is quite heavy in large-scale shell model cal-
culations of medium-heavy nuclei. Especially for obtaining
level density, we need to compute highly excited eigenen-
ergies which require enormous computational resources in
the conventional Lanczos method. A lot of efforts have been
paid to overcome this difficulty [2–4]. In this report, we
propose to adopt a stochastic estimation of eigenvalue count
based on a shifted Krylov-subspace method [5]. By utiliz-
ing this method, we succeeded in reproducing the observed
equilibrium of Jπ = 2+ and 2− states in 58Ni microscopi-
cally. This report is condensed from Refs. [6, 7].

Here we describe an efficient method for stochastically
estimating eigenvalue distribution of large sparse matrix
[5]. In large-scale shell model calculations, a nuclear wave
function is described as a linear combination of a huge
amount of many-body configurations, which are called the
M-scheme basis states. The shell-model energy is obtained
as an eigenvalue of the M-scheme shell-model Hamiltonian
matrix, H. Hence, the nuclear level density is obtained by
estimating the number of eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian
matrix in a specified eigenvalue region. The number of
eigenvalues µk in a certain range E(k−1) < E < E(k) is ob-
tained by the contour integral Γk on the complex plane in
Fig.1 as

µk =
1

2πi

∮
Γk

dz tr((z−H)−1)

≃ ∑
j

w jtr((z
(k)
j −H)−1). (1)

The contour integral on Γk is numerically obtained by dis-
cretizing the contour line with mesh points z(k)j (blue crosses
of Fig.1) and their weights w j.

The trace of the inverse of matrix in Eq.(1) is stochasti-
cally estimated by sampling dozens of random vectors from

Re(z)

Im(z)
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Figure 1: (Color Online) Schematic view of the contour in-
tegral to count the eigenvalues (red crosses). Blue crosses
denote the discretized mesh points z(1)j along the integral
contour Γ1. E(k−1) and E(k) are the intersections of Γk and
the real axis. Taken from Ref. [6].

the whole Hilbert space. An unbiased estimation is given by

tr((z−H)−1)≃ 1
Ns

Ns

∑
s

vvvT
s (z−H)−1vvvs (2)

where vvvs are vectors whose elements take 1 or −1 with
equal probability randomly and Ns is the number of vvvs. This
stochastic method is called Hutchinson’s estimator [9].

The remaining task is to obtain vvvT
s (z

(k)
j −H)−1vvvs numer-

ically. Since the dimension of the matrix H is often quite
huge and reaches O(1010), the inverse of the matrix can-
not be computed directly. However, since H is quite sparse,
we can efficiently obtain the H−1vvvs by solving the linear
equations vvvs = Hxxx utilizing the Krylov-subspace method.
In practice, we adopt the block bilinear form of the blocked
complex orthogonal conjugate gradient (BCOCG) method
[10] combined with the shifted algorithm [11] for efficient
computation. Further details of this algorithm and its feasi-
bility are discussed in [6, 7].

By applying this stochastic estimation to large-scale
shell-model calculations, we evaluate the spin-parity depen-
dent level densities of 58Ni. The 2+ and 2− level densities
of 58Ni were observed experimentally and show close val-
ues to each other. Although this equilibration between the
positive and negative parity level densities is assumed often
by phenomenological formulas, the preceding microscopic
calculations failed in reproducing it [8].

In this work, in order to describe both parity states of nu-
clei around 58Ni with the shell model, we take the 0h̄ω and
1h̄ω states in the full sd+p f +sdg valence shell for natural-
and unnatural-parity states, respectively. The realistic ef-
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fective interaction for this model space is constructed in the
same way as the SDPF-MU interaction [12]. The single-
particle energies of the sdg orbits are determined to repro-
duce the experimental spectroscopic information of nuclei
around 58Ni and 90Zr. The large-scale shell model cal-
culations utilizing this realistic interaction reproduce the
experimental data of low-lying excited energies and spec-
troscopic factors of natural- and unnatural-parity states of
57Co, 57Ni, 59Cu and 59Ni successfully (see Ref. [6] for de-
tails). The M-scheme dimension for the 2− levels of 58Ni
reaches 1.5×1010. For the conventional Lanczos diagonal-
ization method, this dimension is nearly the current limit
to obtain a few low-lying states, and is far beyond the cur-
rent limit to obtain a few thousand eigenvalues to evaluate
the level density. In the present work, the contamination
of spurious center-of-mass excitation is clearly removed by
the Lawson method [7].
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Figure 2: Level densities of 2+ and 2− states of 58Ni against
the excitation energy. (a) The theoretical results are shown
by solid (Jπ = 2+) and dotted (2−) lines, while the ex-
perimental values are shown by circles (2+) and triangles
(2−) [8]. (b) The theoretical (experimental) ratio of the 2−

and 2+ level densities is shown as a line (symbols with error
bars). Redrawn from Fig. 4 in [6].

Figure 2 (a) represents the present shell-model results of
the level densities of 2+ and 2− states of 58Ni and the exper-
imental ones. These densities show good agreement with
the experimental results. Figure 2 (b) shows the ratio of
the 2− and 2+ level densities. The experimental ratio is
close to 1 and shows the equilibration between the positive
and negative parity states even in a low-energy region at
Ex ≃ 8 MeV.

In summary, we introduced a stochastic estimation of
the level density in nuclear shell-model calculations. This
method enables us to estimate the level density of medium-
heavy nuclei utilizing the realistic effective interaction,
which successfully describes low-lying levels and their
spectroscopic factors around 58Ni including those of the
unnatural parity states. With this realistic interaction and

the stochastic method, we obtained the level densities of
Jπ = 2+ and Jπ = 2− in 58Ni. These densities are in excel-
lent agreement with the experimental results and show the
equilibration at Ex ≥ 8 MeV, whereas the preceding micro-
scopic calculations showed strong parity dependence. The
present framework bridges the low-lying spectroscopy and
microscopic understanding in statistical region; thus, fur-
ther studies in this direction should be quite promising.

This work has been supported by the HPCI Strate-
gic Program from MEXT, CREST from JST, the CNS-
RIKEN joint project for large-scale nuclear structure cal-
culations, and KAKENHI grants (25870168, 23244049,
15K05094) from JSPS, Japan. The numerical calcula-
tions were performed on K computer at RIKEN AICS
(hp140210, hp150224) and COMA supercomputer at the
University of Tsukuba.
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Unbalanced numbers of neutrons (N) and protons (Z) result
in rich features of nuclei. Among them in this report, we
report a new aspect of neutron-rich nuclei particularly in
the region so-called “island of inversion” by the large-scale
shell-model (SM) calculation and the microscopic theory
based on nuclear force.

Theoretical researches on this region have been quite
fruitful in which the experimental findings are explained by
vanishing N = 20 major gap of neutrons. In these works,
at least two-major shell degrees of freedom had to be taken
into account, which was a breakthrough on the understand-
ing of neutron-rich nuclei [1–3]. However, works in this
line have been limited to those with the empirical effec-
tive interactions. Although many-body perturbation the-
ory (MBPT) is one of the most reliable theory to derive
the effective interaction starting from the nuclear force,
this theory has not been utilized for the case of two ma-
jor shell [4]. The major reason is the long-standing prob-
lem of the MBPT, that is, one meets inevitable divergence
on perturbation procedures when applied to non-degenerate
model space [5].

In this work, on the other hands, we overcome this prob-
lem by a newly developed theory, so-called Extended Kuo-
Krenciglowa (EKK) theory, which enables us to derive the
effective interaction in two-major shells [5]. Then, we con-
struct the effective interaction starting from microscopic in-
teraction as follows,

Heff = HBH(ξ )+
∞

∑
k=1

1
k!

dkQ̂(ξ )
dξ k {Heff −ξ}k, (1)

where HBH and Q̂ are the Bloch-Horowitz Hamiltonian and
the so-called Q̂-box [5], respectively. The latter contains all
possible valence linked and irreducible diagrams up to third
order, whose examples are shown in Fig. 1. The quantity ξ

Figure 1: Diagrams included in Q̂-box of the second order
in perturbation.

is a parameter, and the poles of Q̂(ξ ) can be avoided with its

appropriate value. We renormalize the χN3LO interaction
using the so-called Vlowk approach with a cutoff 2.0 fm−1.
We solve Eq. (1) with a harmonic oscillator basis with the
oscillator parameter h̄ω = 45A−1/3 − 25A−2/3MeV=12.10
MeV where A = 28 (A = Z + N). Three-nucleon forces
are included through the Fujita-Miyazawa term with its
strength given by a standard π-N-∆ coupling. This term
is transformed into a medium-dependent two-body interac-
tion [6]. We name this interaction as EEdf1, derived from
EFT-based χN3LO iteration with EKK theory, in the model
space of full sd p f -shell.

We calculated Ne(Z=10), Mg(Z=12) and Si(Z=14) iso-
topes with neutron number 10 ≤ N ≤ 22. All the calcula-
tions are performed with Lanczos diagonalization in sd p f -
shell. At most 8h̄ω excitation from the normal configura-
tion of each nuclei is taken into account, confirming the
convergent results. The largest dimension of the Lanczos
diagonalization is 7.53×1010.
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Figure 2: Energy of first excited 2+ and 4+ states of Ne, Mg
and Si isotopes.

Figure 2 shows excitation energy of 2+ and 4+ states. All
the calculations are well reproduced experimental trends.
Most importantly, 30Ne and 32Mg have low-lying 2+ states
but 34Si has high-lying 2+ state. This clearly shows that
EEdf1 interaction correctly reproduces the experimental
size of N=20 shell gap and the mixing of sd-to-p f -shell,
which is the physics in so-called island of inversion. The
sd-to-p f excitation is weakened for Si case. As the onset of
island of inversion, from N=16 to N = 18, the energies of
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4+ states are changed differently. For example, in Mg iso-
tope 4+ energy drops down where 2+ stays almost constant.
This indicates not only the degrees of deformation but also
the shape itself is changing.
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Figure 3: Probability amplitude of 0h̄ω , 2h̄ω , 4h̄ω and
6h̄ω excitation from normal configuration for Mg isotopes.
Solid line shows the calculation in full space, and dashed
line shows the truncated space, which include only 0h̄ω and
2h̄ω excitations.

Let us next examine the wave functions. In Fig. 3 the
probability amplitude of 0h̄ω , 2h̄ω , 4h̄ω and 6h̄ω exci-
tation from normal configuration of Mg isotopes (ground
states) are shown. Figure. 3 (a,b) show the case with EEdf1
and sdpf-m [1], respectively. Solid lines represent the cal-
culations in full space and dashed lines represent those of
truncated space, that is, 0h̄ω and 2h̄ω space. Both itera-
tions have almost no probabilities of the 0h̄ω configuration
in N=20, 22 cases. The considerable difference is the large
fraction of 4h̄ω configuration in EEdf1 interaction. In fact,
the full and truncated calculations are quite different for
EEdf1, while they are almost identical for sdpf-m interac-
tion. In particular, the dominant component of 32Mg is 4h̄ω
configuration in EEdf1 iteration. In addition, sizable con-
tribution of 2h̄ω configurations in N=12,14,16 isotopes in
EEdf1 is also different from sdpf-m. This can be interpreted
as follows: the sd-shell part of sdpf-m interaction is con-
structed by corrections of USD interaction, which include
the virtual excitation from sd-to-p f shell. EEdf1 interac-
tion, on the other hand, handle those excitations explicitly,
results in larger fraction of sd-to-p f excitations. The large
fraction of 4h̄ω excitation can be then interpreted intuitively
as 2-particle-2-hole excitation from already excited states.

This difference of EEdf1 from previously known inter-
action become conspicuous in the transitional region. Fig-
ure 4 shows the level schemes of 31Mg of experimental data
and various theoretical calculations. To describe the nearly
degenerate positive and negative states as ground and low-
lying states, the mixing of sd- and p f -shells is essential.
Among four different theoretical calculations, only EEdf1
and AMD+GCM calculations can reproduce the correct or-
dering of four low-lying states. For sdpf-U-mix calcula-
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Figure 4: the level schemes of 31Mg of experimental data
and various theoretical calculations.

tion, they did not try fine-tuning of the interaction. This is
understandable since the number of fitting parameters are
significantly larger than that of the experimental data. In
our approach, on the other hand, we are free from this kind
of difficulty, because we derive the interaction starting from
nuclear force and microscopic theory.

In summary, we constructed the effective interaction for
the shell model in sd p f -shell space, named EEdf1 interac-
tion. Among 10 ≤ N ≤ 22 nuclei, levels of Ne, Mg and Si
isotopes were calculated and experimental excitation ener-
gies of 2+ and 4+ states are well reproduced. A large frac-
tion of many-particle-many-hole excitations is found for
this interaction in island of inversion, which is quite dif-
ferent from previous studies on nuclei in this region. This
is a new aspect of island of inversion and the intuitive in-
terpretation of this is given with the natural relation with
previous theories. Also we demonstrated the importance of
many-particle-many-hole excitation by showing that levels
in 31Mg are well described with calculations with EEdf1
interaction.

The Lanczos shell-model calculation is performed with
the code “ KSHELL” [7]. This work was sup-
ported in part by Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research
(23244049,15K05090). It was supported in part by HPCI
Strategic Program (hp140210,hp150224,hp160221), in part
by MEXT and JICFuS as a priority issue (Elucidation of the
fundamental laws and evolution of the universe) to be tack-
led by using Post ’K’Computer, and also by CNS-RIKEN
joint project for large-scale nuclear structure calculations.
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Monte Carlo shell model (MCSM) is a powerful method
to describe low-lying spectra of medium-heavy nuclei [1].
However, collective excitation such as giant dipole reso-
nance (GDR) is difficult to be described even by the MCSM
directly, since the level density is rather high and an enor-
mous number of eigenstates are needed to be obtained.
This work presents a new extension of the MCSM frame-
work to describe the strength function without obtaining
these eigenstates exactly. In this extension, we generate
the MCSM basis states by using E1 operators as |ϕ E1⟩ =
exp(iε ·E1)|ϕ0⟩, where |ϕ0⟩ is the MCSM basis state, and
additional variational procedure. The exact strength func-
tion is approximated by the strength function obtained by
the subspace spanned by these MCSM basis states. The de-
tail of this method is explained below.

We adopt the first step of Lanczos strength function
method [2] where the excited states by E1 transitions are
generated by acting an E1 operator on the basis states of the
ground state. Since the basis states in the MCSM are repre-
sented by Slater determinants, we introduce an exponential
of one-body operators which transforms one Slater deter-
minant into another following Eqs. (30)-(35) in [3]. Here,
considering that an E1 operator is proportional to a single-
particle coordinate r⃗i, we introduce the exponential operator
of E1 as follows:

exp(iε ·E1)≡ exp(iε ·
Nf

∑
i=1

eE1 (xi + yi + zi)), (1)

where ε is an arbitrary real value, Nf is the number of
fermions, and eE1 is N/(N+Z) for a proton or −Z/(N+Z)
for a neutron to remove the spurious center-of-mass motion
by E1 excitation. The basis state to describe the states in E1
spectrum is generated from the N0 basis states of the ground
state {|ϕ g.s.

n ⟩} (n = 1, · · · ,N0) as

|ϕ E1
n ⟩ ≡ exp(iε ·E1) |ϕ g.s.

n ⟩. (2)

The above basis states are projected out onto the spin-parity
of the final states of E1 transitions from the ground state.
The norm and Hamiltonian matrices represented by the ba-
sis states {|ϕ E1

1 ⟩, · · · , |ϕ E1
N0

⟩} are diagonalized to describe
E1 spectrum. ε is determined by maximizing the sum of
B(E1) strength.

One exponential operator exp(iε ·E1) is too naive to de-
scribe physical spectrum because its E1 strength distribu-
tion is concentrated around one peak whose E1 strength ex-
hausts almost all of B(E1) sum rule. To solve this prob-
lem, we decompose an E1 operator for the purpose to sepa-
rate peaks corresponding to individual single-particle tran-
sitions due to different orbital combinations. The E1 oper-
ator can be represented as ∑Tjb, ja [c

†
jb
⊗c ja ]

J=1 where Tjb, ja

is proportional to the reduced matrix ⟨ jb ||rY (1) || ja ⟩ be-
tween the orbits ja and jb. The decomposed E1 operator
that treats the excitation from the orbit ja to jb is defined as
E1( ja → jb)≡ Tjb, ja [c

†
jb
⊗c ja ]

J=1. We adopt the basis states
generated by the decomposed E1 operator E1( ja → jb) to
obtain the states in E1 spectrum:

|ϕ E1( ja→ jb)
n ⟩ ≡ exp(iε ·E1( ja → jb)) |ϕ g.s.

n ⟩. (3)

In the case of NT orbital combinations, E1 spectrum is ob-
tained by N0 ×NT basis states.

For description of fine strength distribution in E1 spec-
trum, we generate additional new basis states by the varia-
tion of the set of the basis states. Here, the basis states are
optimized by lowering the average of eigenvalues: ∑Em,
where Em is the eigenvalue of the state with the excitation
energy ≤ 25 MeV within the energy region of GDR. In the
above variation, we vary one basis state at a time by con-
jugate gradient method mentioned in [1]. This variation to
lower the energy average corresponds to a variational shift
for the set of basis states. The variational shifts are iter-
ated in several cycles to generate different several sets of
basis states. When we perform the variational shifts in NV
cycles for the set of N0 × NT basis states, we obtain the
N0 ×NT ×NV additional new basis states.

In the present work, we apply the new extension of
MCSM to calculate photoabsorption cross sections by de-
scribing E1 spectrum. Photoabsorption cross sections are
essential to describe (γ,n) reaction which is understood as a
part of particle emissions via photoabsorption process. The
(γ,n) reaction is important as photodisintegration in silicon
burning and γ(p)-process in astrophysical phenomena. Fur-
thermore, this reaction is a candidate for nuclear transmu-
tation of long-lived fission products (LLFPs) in radioactive
waste in nuclear engineering.

We calculate E1 spectrum and photoabsorption cross sec-
tions of 88Sr (Z = 38, N = 50) and 90Sr (Z = 38, N = 52).
The model space of the present work is composed of p f -
sdg shells, 0h11/2, 1 f7/2, and 2p3/2 orbits with a 40Ca inert
core. The effective Hamiltonian is constructed by the com-
bination of existing ones. GXPF1A [4] is used for p f -shell
orbits. JUN45 [5] is used for 1p3/2,1/2, 0 f5/2 and 0g9/2
orbits. SNBG3 [6] is used for the T = 1 interaction for
0g7/2, 1d5/2,3/2, 2s1/2 and 0h11/2. VMU [7, 8] is used for
the other part. The central force in the above interactions
is scaled by 0.55 and 0.5 for VMU and the orbits for p f
shell and 0g9/2, respectively. The single-particle energies
are determined by reproducing the effective single-particle
energies [9] in 90Zr (Z = 40, N = 50). We add the term
to remove the spurious center-of-mass motion proposed by
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Gloeckner and Lawson [10] to the present Hamiltonian.
Note that, for the present model space and the Hamiltonian,
the conventional shell-model calculation is not feasible be-
cause the M-scheme dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix
is over 1036 for these nuclei studied while the current limit
of dimension is ∼ 1010.

The 0+1 ground states are represented by 20 basis states
|ϕ g.s.

n ⟩ of the MCSM in the present work (N0 = 20). The
18 orbital combinations E1( ja → jb) can be considered in
the present model space (NT = 18). Following Eq. (3),
the basis states |ϕ E1( ja→ jb)

n ⟩ to describe the E1 spectrum
of 1− states are generated by N0 × NT = 20 × 18 = 360
basis states. For computational efficiency, we choose 15
basis states in the ground states (N0 = 15) and 10 orbital
combinations (NT = 10) so as not to affect the calculated
spectrum. And then, we perform variational shifts twice
(NV = 2) and obtain N0 ×NT ×NV = 15× 10× 2 = 300
additional basis states. The low-lying 1− states are inde-
pendently solved by 100 basis states in the normal frame-
work of MCSM [1]. Finally, we add these 100 basis states
to 360+300 basis states generated by the above method.

Figure 1 presents the theoretical results of photoabsorp-
tion cross sections in comparison with the experimental
(γ ,n) and (γ,γ ′) data of 88Sr [11–13]. The photoabsorption
cross sections are calculated from B(E1) strength smeared
by Lorentz functions as mentioned in [14]. The width of
Lorentz function is taken as 2 MeV. Figure 1 shows that the
experimental cross section in 88Sr is well reproduced by the
present calculation.

The present MCSM calculation succeeds in solving the
states in E1 spectrum around the region of GDR in these
nuclei studied as shown above. As well as GDR, this result
reproduces apparent pygmy dipole resonance (PDR) around
the excitation energy 9 MeV indicated by the 88Sr (γ ,γ ′) re-
action in [13]. For 90Sr, one of the LLFPs without available
data of photoabsorption cross section, the existence of PDR
around the excitation energy 9 MeV as well as 88Sr is pre-
dicted in the present work. As the distinction between 88Sr
and 90Sr, the PDR of 88Sr exists below one neutron thresh-
old energy Sn, whereas that of 90Sr is predicted over its Sn.
With regard to prediction of PDR, it depends on effective
Hamiltonian whether PDR is described theoretically or not.
We find that the PDR in these Sr isotopes fails to be de-
scribed when the effective Hamiltonian composed of only
VMU is applied. Hence, we are proceeding to discuss the
effective Hamiltonian in the nuclei of this mass region.

This work was supported in part by HPCI Strategic Pro-
gram (Project ID: hp140210, hp150224), in part by MEXT
and JICFuS, and by CNS-RIKEN joint project for large-
scale nuclear structure calculations.
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The states which have developed α cluster are suggested
in Be isotopes around the α break-up threshold by clus-
ter model [1]. The appearance of molecular orbit for va-
lence neutrons around the two α’s is also suggested with
phenomenological approach [2]. Recently, applications of
the ab-initio calculations [3] are also focus on these nuclei.
The existence of rotational bands in these nuclei are also
discussed in the shell model framework with no-core full
configuration interaction (NCFC [4]).

The Monte Carlo shell model (MCSM) approach is one
of such method. We expect that the MCSM describe not
only the single particle excitations but also many particle-
hole excitations which create the α cluster relative mo-
tion. For theoretical calculations, the breaking of the N = 8
magicity is one of the important problem [5,6]. Because the
phenomena is related both to the description of α clusters
relative motion in the two α cores part and the single parti-
cle motion on the molecular orbits around the core. In the
previous report, we showed that the α cluster structure can
be treated in our model by using the intrinsic density of the
MCSM wave function [7, 8]. The model space is truncated
by the maximum number of the major shell (Nshell) in which
the nucleon can be occupied.

In the present study, we see whether the wave function
of MCSM reproduce the overall low-lying energies and
B(E2)’s of even-even Be isotopes. We use the model space
with the harmonic oscillator parameter h̄ω = 15 MeV as an
empirical one. The calculation procedure is the same one as
before. The interaction is JISP16 [9] and the center of mass
motion is treated by the Lawson’s method [10]. The numer-
ical calculation was performed on the K computer (RIKEN
AICS) and FX10 (the University of Tokyo). The extrapola-
tion method using energy variance [11] is applied not only
for the total energy but also for the B(E2) when we estimate
the exact value for the given Nshell.

In Fig. 1, the energy spectra are shown with the experi-
mental values. There are some deviations from the experi-
mental values especially for the 0+2 states. Even though, the
overall values are in the reasonable range compared with
the experiments. For 10Be, we check the intrinsic shape of
the π molecular orbit for the valence neutrons. The excited
state have the σ orbit in the intrinsic shape. Due to the ef-
fect of the σ orbit, two α inter clusters distance increases
compare to the ground state. This effect is not taken into
account for the small model space (Nshell = 4). By increas-
ing the model space to Nshell = 6, the relative two α motion
(∼ 1 fm) is taken into account. However, the larger 0+2 en-
ergy of MCSM may indicate that the present model space
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is not enough for the quantitative analysis for these specific
states. The breaking of the N = 8 magicity affects directly
to the decrease of the 2+1 energy. As shown in the figure,
the MCSM result has this decrease. From the theoretical
studies, the mixing of the π and σ orbits are important to
understand the breaking of the N = 8 magicity. This effect
is also understood as an appearance of relatively large oc-
cupation number of neutron sd orbits. The numbers are 1.3,
1.0, and 1.9 for 0+1,2 and 2+1 , respectively. This indicate the
breaking of N = 8 magicity for these states. On the other
hand, the experimental 0+1 ,2

+
1 ,4

+
1 band structure are well

reproduced with MCSM.
In Fig. 2, the B(E2) values have been calculated. We

notice that the during the calculation, the bare charges
are used. The MCSM results show the reasonable agree-
ment with the experiments and other calculations. The 8Be
B(E2) value for the MCSM show the reasonable agreement
with the Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC) results.
For the GFMC result, Argonne v18 two-nucleon and Illi-
nois7 three-nucleon potential is applied. For 10,12Be, the
B(E2,21 → 0+1 ) values show good agreement with the oth-
ers. The B(E2;21 → 0+2 ) and B(E2;22 → 0+1 ) value for
10Be are also shown. The values are smaller than the exper-
imental and cluster model calculations.

If we assume that the effective single particle energy for
the neutron 0p1/2 orbit is much lower than that for the sd
orbit, the mixing effect of sd orbit (∼ σ orbits) is small for
the 0+1 and 2+1 states. In such a case, the orbit of the 0+2
state should be completely different from the 2+1 state. As a
result, the B(E2;2+1 → 0+2 ) value should be small. The cal-
culated large B(E2) indicates the existence of the mixing
effect. Although there are some uncertainty when we esti-
mate the error bars of the extrapolation method, this MCSM
results show large value as experimental values show.

In the future studies, quantitative study of observables as
a function of Nshell and h̄ω are needed. We will also extend
this study to the nuclei which contain many α configura-
tions such as carbon isotopes. The nuclei show the breaking
of the axial symmetry of the intrinsic state. We have devel-
oped the method to extract such structure from the summa-
tion of Slater determinants. For the test calculation, three
α like configurations are seen for 12,13,14C. This work has
been supported by the SPIRE Field 5 from MEXT, and the
CNS-RIKEN joint project for large-scale nuclear structure
calculations.
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Nuclear shape is one of the most important property of nu-
clear collectivity. We discuss the property of the shape of
the 0+ states of Ni isotopes (Z = 28) from 64Ni (N = 36) to
76Ni (N = 48) in this report. We have investigated Ni iso-
topes by using the Monte Carlo shell model (MCSM) calcu-
lations [1,2] and our calculations can describe the properties
known from experiments. Some of our calculational results
of Ni isotopes were published in Refs. [3–7].

The model space used in our calculations is the full p f
shell, the 0g9/2 and 1d5/2 orbits for both protons and neu-
trons. We use the effective interaction used in Ref. [3]. We
performed MCSM calculations so that the calculation in the
large model space is available. In the MCSM, the wave
function |Ψ⟩ is represented as the superposition of the pro-
jected Slater determinants (MCSM basis vectors) as

|Ψ⟩= ∑
n,K

fn,KPJπ
MK |ϕn⟩,

where PJπ
MK is the angular-momentum and parity projector

and |ϕn⟩ is a Slater determinant. We can analyze the nuclear
intrinsic shape by using the MCSM basis vector before pro-
jection, |ϕn⟩. This method has been used in the study of Ni
isotopes [3,5,6]. In this method, we use the figure (referred
to as T-plot) of the potential energy surface (PES) with cir-
cles indicating the shape of the MCSM basis vector. An ex-
ample of T-plot is shown in Fig. 1. The PES is calculated by
constrained Hartree-Fock method using the shell-model ef-
fective interaction. We calculate the quadrupole moments,
Q0 and Q2, of the MCSM basis vector before projection and
locate a circle at the corresponding place in the PES. The
area of the circle is proportional to the overlap probabil-
ity between the MCSM basis vector PJπ

MK |ϕn⟩ and the wave
function |Ψ⟩. Thus, the distribution pattern of the circles
indicates the nuclear intrinsic shape of the eigenstate. Al-
though the J = 0 wave function is isotropic, we can analyze
intrinsic shape of the 0+ state because we use the MCSM
basis vector before the angular-momentum projection.

We calculated three or four 0+ states for 64-76Ni even-
even nuclei. The shape of each calculated level was de-
termined by using T-plot. There are states with spherical,
oblate and prolate shapes and shape coexistence in this re-
gion is predicted by our calculations. Figure 2 shows cal-
culated excitation energies of the 0+ states and the yrast
2+ state. The energy of the oblate state is lower than that
of the prolate state for N ≤ 40. The order is interchanged
for N ≥ 42. The energy of the deformed states is lower for
N ∼ 42.

Figure 1: T-plots of the 0+ states of 70Ni and 76Ni. Details
are explained in the text.

Shape coexistence in this region can be explained by con-
sidering type II shell evolution [3, 7]. Type I shell evolu-
tion is the change of the nuclear shell structure in differ-
ent isotopes or isotones. This is caused by the change of
the proton or neutron number. On the other hand, type II
shell evolution is the change of the shell structure in the
same nuclide with different configuration. The shell struc-
ture can be changed by the particle-hole excitation. The
Z = 28 shell gap between the proton 0 f7/2 and 0 f5/2 orbits
and the N = 40 gap between the neutron 0 f5/2 and 0g9/2 or-
bits are related to type II shell evolution in neutron-rich Ni
isotopes. Both neutrons in the 0g9/2 orbit and neutron holes
in the 0 f5/2 orbit reduce the proton 0 f7/2-0 f5/2 gap due to
general property of the tensor force. When neutron particle-
hole excitation occurs, the proton gap becomes small and
the nucleus can gain deformation energy easily. Thus, de-
formed state can appear in low excitation energy. When few
neutrons are excited and the proton gap remains large, the
spherical state can exist in low energy. These states of dif-
ferent shapes with different configurations can coexist due
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to type II shell evolution. The effect of type II shell evolu-
tion is large when many particles can excite across the shell
gap, and the deformed state is expected to have low excita-
tion energy near N = 40.

We can study nuclear shape by using the local minimum
of the PES. Figures 1 (a)-(c) show T-plots of three 0+ states
of 70Ni and circles are distributed around the different local
minimum of the PES. T-plots of three 0+ states of 76Ni in
Figs. 1 (d)-(f) also show different nuclear shapes, but cir-
cles are not necessarily located around the local minimum.
Thus, T-plot can give us more information which cannot be
obtained by using the PES only.

This work has been supported in part by the HPCI Strate-
gic Program Field 5 and the RIKEN-CNS joint research
project on large-scale nuclear-structure calculations. The
MCSM calculations were performed on the K computer at
the RIKEN AICS (Project ID: hp150224).
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The 14th CNS International Summer School (CNSSS15)
was hosted jointly by Center for Nuclear Study (CNS), the
University of Tokyo in the period of August 26–September
1, 2015. The venues were the Nishina hall in the Wako cam-
pus of RIKEN (Aug26-28, Aug30-Sep1) and Koshiba hall
in the Hongo campus of University of Tokyo (Aug29).

This summer school was the fourteenth one in the series
which aimed at providing graduate students and postdocs
with basic knowledge and perspectives of nuclear physics.
It consisted of lectures by leading scientists in the fields
of both experimental and theoretical nuclear physics. Each
lecture started with an introductory talk from the fundamen-
tal point of view and ended with up-to-date topics in the
relevant field.

The list of lecturers and the title of lectures are shown
below.

Robert Janssens (Argonne National Laboratory, USA)
“Physics at the extremes with large gamma-ray arrays”
Wilton Catford (University of Surrey, UK)
“What we can learn from nucleon transfer reactions using
radioactive beams”
Javier Menéndez (University of Tokyo, Japan)
“Ab-initio framework to study nuclear structure and funda-
mental symmetries”
Naoyuki Itagaki (Yukawa Institute for Theoretical
Physics, Kyoto Univ., Japan)
“Exotic clustering in neutron-rich nuclei and connection to
the shell structure”
Haozhao Liang (RIKEN Nishina Center, Japan)
“Covariant density functional theory and nuclear spin-
isospin excitations”
Hiroyuki Takahashi (University of Tokyo, Japan)
“Current trends in radiation measurements”
Hiroyuki Oigawa (Japan Atomic Energy Agency,
Japan)
“Transmutation technology for long-lived nuclear wastes”
Yuichi Ichikawa (RIKEN Nishina Center, Japan)
“Spin orientation in RI beam”

This year, 8 lectureres and 97 participants attended from
7 countries. Two lecturers and 24 participants were from
foreign institutes. Participants communicated with each

other in the free discussion time between the lectures and in
the welcome and farewell parties in a relaxed atmosphere.

There were 4 sessions of “Young Scientist’s Session”.
Here, 26 talks and 19 posters were presented by graduate
students and postdocs.

All the information concerning the summer school is
open for access at the following URL:

http://www.cns.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/summerschool/cnsss15

The organizers appreciate Graduate School of Science,
University of Tokyo for the use of Koshiba Hall and RIKEN
Nishina Center for providing the venue as well as the acco-
modations. We are grateful to supports from HPCI Strate-
gic Program Field 5, and Asian Nuclear Physics Associa-
tion (ANPhA). We thank administration staffs of the CNS
for their helpful supports. We also thank graduate students
and postdocs in the CNS for their dedicated efforts. Finally,
we acknowledge all the lecturers and participants for their
contributions to this summer school.
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Laboratory Exercise for Undergraduate Students

S. Ota, M. Niikuraa, N. Kitamura, T. Saitoa, K. Yako, H. Sakuraia,b and S. Shimoura
Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo

aDepartment of Physics, University of Tokyo
b RIKEN Nishina Center

Nuclear scattering experiments were performed as a labo-
ratory exercise for undergraduate students of the University
of Tokyo. This program was aiming at providing under-
graduate students with an opportunity to learn how to study
subatomic physics by using an ion beam from an accelera-
tor. In 2015, 31 students attended this program.

The four beam times were scheduled in the second
semester for third-year students, and 8 students participated
in each beam time. The experiments were performed at
the RIBF using a 26-MeV alpha beam accelerated by the
AVF cyclotron. The alpha beam extracted from the AVF
cyclotron was transported to the E7B beam line in the E7
experimental hall. The scattering chamber has two separate
target ports which enable us to perform two independent
experiments without opening the chamber during the beam
time. In each beam time, the students were divided into two
groups and took one of the following two subjects:

1. Measurement of elastic scattering of incident alpha
particle with 197Au, to learn how to determine nuclear
size.

2. Measurement of gamma rays emitted from the cas-
cade decay of highly excited 154Gd and 184Os, to
learn the nuclear deformation.

Before the experiment, the students took a course on the
basic handling of the semiconductor detectors and elec-
tronic circuits at the Hongo campus, and attended a radi-
ation safety lecture at RIKEN. They also joined a tour to
the RI beam factory at RIKEN.

In the α+197Au measurement, α particles scattered with
the Au target with a thickness of 1 µm were detected using
a silicon PIN-diode located 15-cm away from the target. A
collimator with a diameter of 6 mm was attached on the
silicon detector. The energy spectrum of the scattered α
particles was recorded by a multi-channel analyzer (MCA)
system. The beam was stopped by a Faraday cup located
downstream of the scattering chamber. The cross section
for the alpha elastic scattering was measured in the angular
range of θlab = 20−150◦.

The measured cross section was compared with the cal-
culated cross section of the Rutherford scattering. The cross
section was also analyzed by the potential model calcula-
tion, and the radius of the 197Au nucleus was discussed.
Some students obtained the radius of ～10 fm by using a
classical model where the trajectory of the α particle in the
nuclear potential is obtained using the Runge-Kutta method.
Others tried to understand the scattering process by calcu-
lating the angular distribution using the distorted wave Born
approximation method with a Coulomb wave function and

a realistic nuclear potential.
In the measurement of gamma rays, excited states in

154Gd and 184Os nuclei were populated by the 152Sm(α ,2n)
and 182W(α ,2n) reactions, respectively. The gamma rays
emitted from the cascade decay of the rotational bands were
measured by a high-purity germanium detector located 30-
cm away from the target. The energy of the gamma ray were
recorded by the MCA system. The gain and the efficiency
of the detector system had been calibrated using standard
gamma-ray sources of 22Na, 60Co, 133Ba, and 137Cs. The
gamma rays from the 10+ and 8+ states in 154Gd and 184Os,
respectively, were successfully identified. Based on the en-
ergies of the gamma rays, the moment of inertia and the
deformation parameters of the excited states were discussed
by using a classical rigid rotor model and a irrotational fluid
model. The students found that the reality lies between the
two extreme models. The initial population among the lev-
els in the rotational band was also discussed by taking the
effect of the internal conversion into account.

It was the first time for most of the students to use large
experimental equipments. They learned basic things about
the experimental nuclear physics and how to extract physics
from the data. We believe this program was very impres-
sive for the students. The authors would like to thank
Dr. Y. Uwamino, the CNS accelerator group, and the RIBF
cyclotron crew for their helpful effort in the present pro-
gram.
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Symposium, Workshop, Seminar, Colloquium, and PAC

A. Symposium and Workshop

1. OEDO-SHARAQ International Collaboration Workshop http://indico.cns.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=244,
Sept. 8-9, 2015, Center for Nuclear Study, th University of Tokyo, RIKEN

2. 第 12回 AVFサイクロトロン合同打ち合わせ:
Oct. 1-2, 2015, RIKEN

B. CNS Seminar

1. Haozhao Liang (RNC): “Nuclear spin and isospin physics in collective excitations and single-particle spectra” Jun.
23, 2015, Hongo, The University of Tokyo

2. Prof. Takaharu OTSUKA (UT, CNS): “Structure evolutions in exotic nuclei and nuclear forces”, Jul. 2-3, 2015,
RIBF NP Seminar 203 / RIBF+CNS Nuclear Physics Seminar 2-Slot Series Plus, RIKEN

3. Andrea Vitturi (U. Padova/INFN): “Pair transfer reactions as a structure spectroscopic tool for the study of pairing
interactions”, Jul. 14, 2015, Hongo, The University of Tokyo

4. Andrea Vitturi (U. Padova/INFN): “Excitation of low-lying (PDR) and high-lying (GDR) dipole modes in neutron-
rich nuclei by nuclear and electromagnetic fields”, Jul. 16, 2015, Hongo, The University of Tokyo

5. Prof. Olga BELIUSKINA (CNS): “On the synthesis of neutron-rich isotopes along the N=126 shell in multinucleon
transfer reactions”, “Diamond dE-E-ToF telescope for heavy ion reactions at low energies” Jul. 16, 2015, RIKEN

6. Anatoli Afanasjev (Mississippi State U.): “The extremes of nuclear landscape in density functional theory”, Jul.
21, 2015, Hongo, The University of Tokyo

7. Dr. Philipp SCHROCK (CNS): “The Electric Dipole Response of 132Sn” Dec. 17, 2015, RIBF NP Seminar 212,
RIKEN

8. Prof. Koichi HAGINO (Tohoku Univ.): “Heavy-ion subbarrier fusion: a sensitive tool to probe nuclear structure”
Feb. 22, 2016, Center for Nuclear Study, the University of Tokyo

C. Program Advisory Committee for Nuclear-Physics Experiments at RI Beam Factory

1. The 16th NP-PAC meeting
Date: December 3-5, 2015
Place: RIBF Conference Hall on the 2nd floor of the RIBF Building
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45. M. Dozono (poster): “The parity-transfer (16O,16F) reaction for studies of the spin-dipole 0− mode”, International
symposium on Physics with Fragment Separators – 25th Anniversary of RIKEN-Projectile Fragment Separator
(RIPS25), December 6–7, 2015, Hayama, Kanagawa, Japan

46. M. Kobayashi (poster): “Time-of-flight mass measurements of neutron-rich Ca isotopes beyond N = 34”, Interna-
tional symposium on Physics with Fragment Separators – 25th Anniversary of RIKEN-Projectile Fragment Sepa-
rator (RIPS25), December 6–7, 2015, Hayama, Kanagawa, Japan

47. S. Michimasa (poster): “OEDO beamline for high-quality slow-down RI beams”, International symposium on
Physics with Fragment Separators – 25th Anniversary of RIKEN-Projectile Fragment Separator (RIPS25), Decem-
ber 6–7, 2015, Hayama, Kanagawa, Japan

48. S. Shimoura (invited): “Tetraneutron at SHARAQ” International Workshop on Critical Stability in Few-Body Sys-
tems, Date: Feb. 1–5 2016, RIKEN, Wako, Japan

49. M. Takaki (invited): “Recent Activities with Heavy-Ion Double Charge Exchange Reactions at RCNP and RIBF”,
8th Japan-Italy symposium on Nuclear Physics, March 7–10, 2016, RIKEN, Japan

50. Y. Kotaka, Y. Ohshiro, S. Watanabe, H. Yamaguchi, N. Imai, S. Shimoura, M. Kase, S. Kubono, K. Hatanaka,
A. Goto, H. Muto (poster): “Development of low-energy heavy-ion beams by the Riken AVF cyclotron and Hy-
per ECR ion source of CNS”, 13th International Conference on Heavy Ion Accelerator Technology (HIAT2015),
September 7-11, 2015, Yokohama, Japan

51. H. Muto, Y. Oshiro, Y. Kotaka, S. Yamaka, S. Watanabe, H. Yamaguchi, S. Shimoura, M. Kase, S. Kubono,
K. Kobayashi, M. Nishimura, M. Oyaizu, T. Hattori (poster): “Observation of sublimation effect of Mg and Ti
ions at the Hyper-electron cyclotron resonance ion source”, 13th International Conference on Heavy Ion Accelera-
tor Technology (HIAT2015), September 7-11, 2015, Yokohama, Japan

52. S. Ota (invited): “GMRで探る状態方程式”,宇宙核物理連絡協議会研究会, February 22–24, 2016, Mitaka campus,
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan.

53. Y. Utsuno(Oral, Invited): “Shell and shape evolution in exotic nuclei”, Korean Physical Society (KPS) Spring
Meeting 2015, Apr. 22-24, 2015, Daejeon, Korea.

54. Y. Utsuno(Oral, Invited), T. Otsuka, N. Shimizu, and T. Togashi: “Probing shell evolution with large-scale shell-
model calculation ’’, International Collaborations in Nuclear Theory: Theory for open-shell nuclei near the limits
of stability, May 11-29, 2015, East Lansing, Michigan, USA.
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55. N. Tsunoda: “Neutron-rich nuclei from the nuclear force”, International Collaborations in Nuclear Theory (ICNT)
workshop, May 24-30, 2015, Michigan State University, Michigan, USA.

56. 岩田順敬: “ニュートリノレス二重ベータ崩壊の核行列要素の大規模殻模型計算”,新学術領域「宇宙の歴史
をひもとく地下素粒子原子核研究」2015年領域研究会、2015年 5月 15日、神戸大学百年記念館、神戸市.

57. Y. Tsunoda(Oral, Invited):　 “Structure of Exotic Ni and Neighboring Nuclei”, The 2015 Gordon Research Con-
ference on Nuclear Chemistry, June 2, 2015, Colby-Sawyer College, New Hampshire, USA.

58. N. Tsunoda(Poster): “Neutron-rich nuclei from the nuclear force”, Gordon Research Conference, May 31- June 5,
2015, Colby-Sawyer college, NH, USA.

59. Y. Iwata, N. Shimizu, T. Otsuka, Y. Utsuno, J. Menendez, M. Honma, and T. Abe: “ Large-scale shell model
calculation project for neutrinoless double-beta decay of Ca48”, June 1-5, 2015, Neutronos and Dark Matter in
Nuclear Physics 2015 (NDM15), Jyvaskyla, Finland.

60. T. Otsuka: “Dual quantum liquid picture of nuclei and its implication to reflection asymmetry”, “Reflections on the
atomic nucleus”, July 30, 2015, University of Liverpool, U.K.

61. Y. Iwata: “TDDFTによる超重核合成反応の計算”, 2015年 8月, SI研究会,近畿大学,大阪.

62. Y. Tsunoda: “Large-scale shell model calculations for structure of nuclei around Z=28”, The 14th CNS International
Summer School (CNSSS15), Aug. 28, 2015, RIKEN, Wako, Saitama, Japan.

63. N. Tsunoda: “Construction of Effective interaction for shell model calculation and its appli- cation to island of
inversion”, The 14th CNS International Summer School (CNSSS15), Aug. 26- Sep. 1, 2015, RIKEN, Wako,
Saitama, Japan.

64. T. Otsuka: “Shell-model perspectives for quantities of astrophysical interests in medium and heavy nuclei”, Numazu
Workshop 2015: “Challenges of modeling supernovae with nuclear data”, Sep. 2, 2015, Mishima, Numazu, Japan.

65. N. Shimizu(Oral, Invited): “Large-scale shell model calculations on E1 spectra in medium-heavy nuclei”, The 5th
international conference on “Collective Motion in Nuclei under Extreme Conditions (COMEX5)”, Sep. 15, 2015,
Krakow, Poland.

66. Y. Tsunoda(Oral, Invited): “Monte Carlo shell model calculations for structure of Ni isotope”, the international
symposium on the “Frontier of γ-ray spectroscopy” (Gamma15), Oct. 1, 2015, Osaka University, Toyonaka campus,
Osaka, Japan.

67. T. Otsuka(Oral, Invited): “Dual quantum liquid picture of atomic nuclei”, the international symposium on the
“Frontier of γ-ray spectroscopy” (Gamma15), Oct. 1-3, 2015, Osaka University, Toyonaka campus, Osaka, Japan.

68. T. Otsuka: “Quantum chaos and symmetry”, YIPQS Long-term workshop Computational Advances in Nuclear and
Hadron Physics (CANHP 2015), Sep. 30, 2015, Yukawa Institute, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.

69. N. Shimizu: “Shell model study of nuclei around N=80”, YIPQS Long-term workshop Computational Advances in
Nuclear and Hadron Physics (CANHP 2015), Oct. 2, 2015, Yukawa Institute, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.

70. Y. Tsunoda: “Monte Carlo shell model calculations for structure of nuclei around Z=28”, YIPQS Long-term and
Nishinomiya-Yukawa Memorial International workshop Computational Advances in Nuclear and Hadron Physics
(CANHP 2015), Sep. 29, 2015, Kyoto, Japan.

71. T. Togashi, N. Shimizu, Y. Utsuno, T. Otsuka, and M. Honma: “Electric dipole transitions in medium-heavy nuclei
described with Monte Carlo shell model”, YIPQS Long-term and Nishinomiya-Yukawa Memorial International
workshop Computational Advances in Nuclear and Hadron Physics (CANHP 2015), Oct. 2, 2015, Kyoto, Japan.

72. Y. Utsuno, N. Shimizu, T. Otsuka, M. Honma, S. Yoshida, and S. Ebata: “Shell-model study of strength function in
the sd-pf shell region”, YIPQS Long-term and Nishinomiya-Yukawa Memorial International workshop Computa-
tional Advances in Nuclear and Hadron Physics (CANHP 2015), Sep. 28-Oct. 2, 2015, Kyoto, Japan.

73. Y. Iwata: “Two-neutrino and neutrinoless double beta decay of Ca48”, YIPQS Long-term and Nishinomiya-Yukawa
Memorial International workshop Computational Advances in Nuclear and Hadron Physics (CANHP 2015), Sep.
28-Oct. 2, 2015, Kyoto, Japan.
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74. Y. Iwata: “Heavy Neutrino-Exchange Potential for the Large-Scale Shell Model Calculations of Double-Beta De-
cay”, YIPQS Long-term and Nishinomiya-Yukawa Memorial International workshop Computational Advances in
Nuclear and Hadron Physics (CANHP 2015), Sep. 28-Oct. 2, 2015, Kyoto, Japan.

75. T. Yoshida, N. Shimizu, T. Abe, and T. Otsuka: “Study of shell and cluster configurations of 12Be based on Monte
Carlo shell model”, YIPQS Long-term and Nishinomiya-Yukawa Memorial International workshop Computational
Advances in Nuclear and Hadron Physics (CANHP 2015), Sep. 28-Oct. 2, 2015, Kyoto, Japan.

76. N. Tsunoda: “Construction of Effective interaction for shell model calculation and its appli- cation to island of in-
version”, YIPQS Long-term and Nishinomiya-Yukawa Memorial International workshop Computational Advances
in Nuclear and Hadron Physics (CANHP 2015), Sep. 21-Oct. 30, 2015, Kyoto, Japan.

77. T. Otsuka, K. Tsukiyama and R. Fujimoto: “Feshbash’s doorway-state resonances, heavy-ion induced nucleon
transfer reactions and exotic nuclei” YIPQS Long-term workshop Computational Advances in Nuclear and Hadron
Physics (CANHP 2015), Oct. 28, 2015, Yukawa Institute, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.

78. Y. Utsuno(Oral, Invited), N. Shimizu, and T. Otsuka: “Current frontiers and perspectives in large-scale shell-model
study”, RIBF Users Meeting 2015, Sep. 10-11, 2015, Wako, Japan.

79. T. Togashi(Oral, Invited), N. Shimizu, Y. Utsuno, T. Otsuka, and M. Honma: “Photoabsorption cross sections in
medium-heavy nuclei calculated with Monte Carlo shell model”, The 5th International Workshop on Compound-
Nuclear Reactions and Related Topics (CNR*15), Oct. 19, 2015, Tokyo, Japan.

80. N. Shimizu: “Stochastic estimation of level density in nuclear shell-model calculations”, The 5th International
Workshop on Compound-Nuclear Reactions and Related Topics (CNR*15),Oct. 20, 2015, Tokyo Institute of Techi-
nology, Ookayama, Tokyo, Japan.

81. Y. Utsuno(Poster), N. Shimizu, and T. Otsuka: “Large-scale shell-model calculation forγ-ray strength function”,
The 5th International Workshop on Compound-Nuclear Reactions and Related Topics, Oct. 19-23, 2015, Tokyo,
Japan.

82. 岩田順敬: “ニュートリノレス二重ベータ崩壊の核行列要素の成分分析”,第 7回「学際計算科学による新たな
知の発見・統合・創出」シンポジウム,筑波大学,つくば市 2015年 10月.

83. T. Otsuka: “Report on Large-scale Quantum Many-body Calculation on Nuclear Properties and its Applications”,
International symposium on “Quarks to Universe in Computational Science (QUCS 2015)”, Nov. 4, 2015, Nara
Kasugano International Forum IRAKA, Nara, Japan.

84. N. Tsunoda(Oral, Invited): “Nuclear force to Neutron-rich nuclei”, “Quark to Universe in Computational Science
2015 (QUCS2015)”, Nov. 4-8, 2015, Nara Kasugano International Forum IRAKA, Nara, Japan.

85. N. Shimizu(Oral, Invited): “Nuclear structure and excitations clarified by Monte Carlo Shell Model calculation on
K computer”, International symposium on “Quarks to Universe in Computational Science (QUCS 2015)”, Nov.
4-8, 2015, Nara Kasugano International Forum IRAKA, Nara, Japan.

86. Y. Tsunoda: “Monte Carlo shell model calculations for structure of nuclei around Z=28”, International symposium
on “Quarks to Universe in Computational Science (QUCS 2015)”, Nov. 4-8, 2015, Nara Kasugano International
Forum IRAKA, Nara, Japan.

87. T. Togashi, N. Shimizu, Y. Utsuno, T. Otsuka, and M. Honma: “Monte Carlo shell model for electric dipole strength
distribution in medium-heavy nuclei”, Nov. 5, 2015, Symposium on Quarks to Universe in Computational Science
(QUCS 2015), Nara, Japan.

88. Y. Iwata: “The nuclear matrix element of double beta decay”, Nov. 4-8, 2015. Symposium on Quarks to Universe
in Computational Science (QUCS 2015), Nara, Japan. T. Yoshida(Poster), N. Shimizu, T. Abe, and T. Otsuka:
“Alpha-cluster structure for Be isotopes appeared in the wave function of Monte Carlo shell model”, Nov. 4-8,
2015, Symposium on Quarks to Universe in Computational Science (QUCS 2015), Nara, Japan.

89. Y. Utsuno(Oral, Invited), N. Shimizu, T. Otsuka, M. Honma, S. Ebata, T. Mizusaki, Y. Futamura, and T. Sakurai:
“Large-scale shell-model study of E1 strength function and level density”, Nov. 16-19, 2015,“ High-resolution
Spectroscopy and Tensor interactions”(HST15), Osaka, Japan.
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90. Y. Tsunoda: “「モンテカルロ殻模型計算による Z=28近傍の核構造の研究」”, KEK理論センター研究会「原
子核・ハドロン物理の課題と将来」、2015年 11月 25日、高エネルギー加速器研究機構研究本館、つくば市.

91. Y. Utsuno(Oral, Invited), S. Yoshida, N. Shimizu, and T. Otsuka: “Shell model calculations for Gamow-Teller
strength function in the neutron-rich sd-pf shell region”, Dec. 1-2, 2015, 27th ASRC International Workshop
“Nuclear Fission and Exotic Nuclei“ , Tokai, Japan.

B. JPS Meetings

1. Y. Watanabe for the ALICE Collaboration, “LHC-ALICE実験におけるチャームバリオン生成の測定”, 71th JPS
annual meeting, Mar.19-22, Tohoku Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan

2. Y. Sekiguchi for the ALICE collaboration, “Long-range correlations in p-Pb collisions at
√

sNN=5.02 TeV with the
ALICE detector”, 71th JPS annual meeting, Mar.19-22, Tohoku Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan

3. K. Terasaki for the ALICE Collaboration, “Search for exotic strange dibaryon at LHC-ALICE”, 71th JPS annual
meeting, Mar.19-22, Tohoku Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan

4. H. Murakami for the ALICE collaboration, “Status of direct photon measurements via external conversions in high
multiplicity pp collisions at 13 TeV with ALICE”, 71th JPS annual meeting, Mar.19-22, Tohoku Gakuin University,
Sendai, Japan

5. S. Shimoura (invited): “Experimental studies of the tetra-neutron system by using RI-beam”,「ドリップライン近
傍のハイパー核と不安定核」シンポジウム, JPS Fall meeting, September 25–28, 2015, Osaka City University,
Osaka, Japan

6. K. Yako (invited): “荷電交換反応による新モード探索”「スピン・アイソスピン応答研究の新たな地平」シン
ポジウム, JPS Fall meeting, September 25–28, 2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

7. S. Ota et al.: “理研RIBF BigRIPSにおける大強度不安定核ビームの粒子識別の開発”, JPS Fall meeting, Septem-
ber 25–28, 2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

8. M. Takaki et al.: “重イオン二重荷電交換反応による 48Ti の二重ガモフテラー共鳴探索”, JPS Fall meeting,
September 25–28, 2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

9. R. Yokoyama et al.: “β − γ 核分光を用いた中性子過剰 La同位体の変形”, JPS Fall meeting, September 25–28,
2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

10. M. Kobayashi et al.: “中性子数 34近傍カルシウム同位体の直接質量測定”, JPS Fall meeting, September 25–28,
2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

11. Y. Kiyokawa et al.: “SHARAQにおけるアイソマー同定システムの開発”, JPS Fall meeting, September 25–28,
2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

12. M. Dozono et al.: “パリティ移行核反応による原子核の 0−状態の研究 II”, JPS Fall meeting, September 25–28,
2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

13. S. Michimasa, M. Kobayashi, Y. Kiyokawa, M. Takaki, M. Dozono, S. Go, H. Baba, E. Ideguchi, K. Kisamori,
T. Matsubara, M. Matsushita, H. Miya, S. Ota, H. Sakai, S. Shimoura, A. Stolz, T.L. Tang, H. Tokieda, T. Uesaka,
R.G.T. Zegers: “多結晶ダイヤモンド検出器の開発”, JPS Spring meeting, March 19–22, 2016, Tohoku Gakuin
Unversity, Sendai, Japan

14. Y. Kubota et al.: “ボロミアン核 (p,pn)反応を用いた二中性子運動量相関の研究”, JPS Spring meeting, March
19–22, 2016, Tohoku Gakuin Unversity, Sendai, Japan

15. Y. Kiyokawa et al.: “SHARAQにおける中性子過剰 Sc近傍核の核異性体 γ 線分光”, JPS Spring meeting, March
19–22, 2016, Tohoku Gakuin Unversity, Sendai, Japan

16. S. Masuoka, S. Shimoura, K. Kobayashi, Y. Kunimoto: “複数中性子識別のための反跳陽子飛跡検出器の開発”,
JPS Spring meeting, March 19–22, 2016, Tohoku Gakuin Unversity, Sendai, Japan
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17. Y. Yamaguchi, S. Shimoura, N. Imai, K. Wimmer, T. Kitamura: “DSPを用いた多重ガンマ線検出用 Ge検出器
アレイの為のデータ収集系の開発”, JPS Spring meeting, March 19–22, 2016, Tohoku Gakuin Unversity, Sendai,
Japan

18. T. Kitamura, N. Imai, Y. Yamaguchi, H. Haba: “高スピンアイソマー 178m2Hf標的開発のためのアイソマー生成
および純化手法の検討”, JPS Spring meeting, March 19–22, 2016, Tohoku Gakuin Unversity, Sendai, Japan

19. Y. Iwata(Oral, Invited): “TDHFで見たfission”, the JPS Autumn Meeting, Sep. 25-28, 2015, Osaka City University,
Osaka, Japan.

20. N. Shimizu, Y. Futamura, T. Sakurai, T. Mizusaki, Y. Utsuno, and T. Otsuka: “殻模型計算における確率論的な準
位密度計算法”, the JPS Autumn Meeting, Sep. 27, 2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan.

21. Y. Utsuno, N. Shimizu, T. Togashi, T. Otsuka, T. Suzuki, and M. Honma: “第一禁止ベータ崩壊データによる中性
子過剰カルシウム同位体の殻進化の解析”, the JPS Autumn Meeting, Sep. 25-28, 2015, Osaka City University,
Osaka, Japan.

22. Y. Iwata, N. Shimizu, T. Otsuka, Y. Utsuno, J. Menendez, M. Honma, and T. Abe: “48Caの二重ベータ崩壊の殻
模型計算による記述 III”, the JPS Autumn Meeting, Sep. 25-28, 2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan.

23. T. Togashi, T. Otsuka, N. Shimizu, and Y. Utsuno: “モンテカルロ殻模型によるセレン 79の光吸収断面積の計
算”, the JPS Autumn Meeting, Sep. 25-28, 2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan.

24. T. Yoshida, N. Shimizu, T. Abe, and T. Otsuka: “12Beにおける殻構造とクラスター構造のモンテカルロ殻模型
による研究”, the JPS Autumn Meeting, Sep. 26, 2015, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan.

25. N. Tsunoda:“核力に基づいた中性子過剰 Ca同位体の構造”, the JPS Autumn Meeting, Sep. 25-28, 2015, Osaka
City University, Osaka, Japan.

26. Y. Tsunoda: “大規模殻模型計算による Z=28近傍の核構造の研究”, the JPS Autumn Meeting, Sep. 27, 2015,
Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan.

27. Y. Utsuno(Oral, Invited): “中性子過剰な原子核の物理”, the JPS Spring Meeting, Mar. 19-22, 2016, Tohoku
Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.

28. Y. Tsunoda: “大規模殻模型計算による Z=28 近傍の核構造の研究”, the JPS Spring Meeting, Mar. 22, 2016,
Tohoku Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.

29. T. Yoshida, N. Shimizu, T. Abe, and T. Otsuka: “Be同位体における intrinsic状態の研究”, the JPS Spring Meeting,
Mar. 19, 2016, Tohoku Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.

30. T. Togashi, T. Otsuka, N. Shimizu, and Y. Utsuno: “モンテカルロ殻模型による 79Se,90Sr,93Zrの光吸収断面積
の計算”, the JPS Spring Meeting, Mar. 22, 2016, Tohoku Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.

31. Y. Iwata, N. Shimizu, T. Otsuka, J. Menendez, Y. Utsuno, M. Honma, and T. Abe: “ Ca48のニュートリノレス二
重ベータ崩壊に対するステライル・ニュートリノの影響”, the JPS Spring Meeting, Mar. 19-22, 2016, Tohoku
Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.

32. N. Tsunoda: “核力に基づいた pf-shell原子核の構造”, the JPS Spring Meeting, Mar. 19-22, 2016, Tohoku Gakuin
University, Sendai, Japan.

C. Lectures

1. S. Shimoura: “RIビームによる核反応と核応答”,第 4回中性子核物質ウィンタースクール, February 24–26,国
立天文台

2. T. Otsuka: “Structure evolutions in exotic nuclei and nuclear forces”, Nuclear Physics Seminar 2-SlotSeries Plus!,
July 1-2 2015, RIKEN, Tokyo, Japan.

D. Seminars
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1. Y. Watanabe, “Low-mass dielectron measurement at RHIC-PHENIX with Hadron Blind Detector”, University of
Tsukuba, Feb. 29, 2016

2. S. Shimoura: “Experimental studies of the tetra-neutron system by using RI-beam”, December 18, 2015, JAEA,
Tokai, Japan

3. 岩田順敬: “TDDFTによる元素の合成・分裂過程の計算”,近畿大学 2015年 10月 5日.
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Personnel

Director

OTSUKA, Takaharu Professor, Department of Physics,
Graduate School of Science

Scientific Staff

SHIMOURA, Susumu Professor

HAMAGAKI, Hideki Professor

YAKO, Kentaro Associate Professor

IMAI, Nobuaki Associate Professor

SHIMIZU, Noritaka Project Associate Professor

YAMAGUCHI, Hidetoshi Lecturer

WIMMER, Kathrin Lecturer

MICHIMASA, Shin’ichiro Assistant Professor

GUNJI, Taku Assistant Professor

OTA, Shinsuke Assistant Professor

Guest Professors

UTSUNOMIYA, Hiroaki Konan University

UTSUNO, Yutaka JAEA

Technical Staff

KOTAKA, Yasuteru
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Technical Assistants

OHSHIRO, Yukimitsu YAMAKA, Shoichi

YOSHIMURA, Kazuyuki KATAYANAGI, Mamoru

YAMANAKA, Yukio

Post Doctoral Associates

IWATA, Yoritaka YOSHIDA, Tooru

MATSUSHITA, Masafumi WATANABE, Yosuke

HAYAKAWA, Seiya TOGASHI, Tomoaki

TSUNOAD, Naofumi TSUNODA, Yusuke

DOZONO, Masanori SCHROCK Philipp

Graduate Students

KAHL, David MIYA, Hiroyuki

KAWASE, Shoichiro TOKIEDA, Hiroshi

TAKAKI, Motonobu YOKOYAMA, Rin

KOBAYASHI, Motoki YAMAGUCHI, Yuki

MASUOKA, Soichiro HAYASHI, ShinIchi

SEKIGUCHI, Yuko TERASAKI, Kohei

KUBOTA, Yuki LEE, CheongSoo

KIYOKAWA, Yu KITAMURA, Noritaka

KAWATA, Keita SAKAGUCHI, Yuji

ABE, Keijiro

Administration Staff

YOSHIMURA, Hiroshi (-2015.6) OKI, Mikio (2015.7-)

YAMAMOTO, Ikuko KISHI, Yukino

ENDO, Takako SOMA, Yuko

DOI, Sachiko
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Committees

Steering Committee

FUKUDA, Hiroo Department of Biological Science, Graduate School of Science, UT
YAMANOUCHI, Kaoru Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, UT
SANO, Masaki Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, UT
OTSUKA, Takaharu Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, UT
SAKURAI, Hiroyoshi Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, UT
SHIMOURA, Susumu Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, UT
HAMAGAKI, Hideki Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, UT
MORI, Toshinori International Center for Elementary Particle Physics, UT
TAKAHASHI, Hiroyuki Department of Nuclear Engineering and Management, Graduate School of Engineering, UT
NAGAMIYA, Shoji RIKEN
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